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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF EDUCATION,

Washington, D. C., May, 1932.1
SIR: About two years ago it occurred to me to attempt a conference

on research in higher education. Accordingly, I discussed the matter
with Dr. Arnold Bennett Hall, President of the University of Oregon
and we decided to hold a preliminary conference on this subject in
April, 1931. Men were gathered from the entire North! West for a
2-day conference on the subject. Some of the papers-were of consider-
able value in opening u the subjects These papers wen, brought
together and disposed of in some four ways. Here are the ones
which we consider worthy of printing as beginning our work in re-
search in higher education. I recommend that:these be printed as a
bulletin of the Office of Education.

Respectfully submitted.
WM. JOHN COOPER,

Commissioner.
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.



FOREWORD

The applicatic(n of scientific method to the study of college problems
in the fields of curricula, methods, administration, and student person-
nel is increasing rapidly. The experimental methodthe setting
up of altérnative procedures in such a way that the factor under
study may be isolated for measurementappeals more to college
faculty members than other methods of investigation. It is the
method to which many of them are accustomed in ,their academic
fields. It is the method which allows for greatest objectivity, and
hence carries greatest weight.

In higher education, there are many long-established practices and.
well-settled convictions. These may be molested only in the light of
definitely authenticated facts. Faculty discussions tend to be fruit-
less because of the absence of such authentication. If the present
geueral unrest in the colleges is to result in wise changes, there must
be widespread experimentation with the problems involved.

Recognizing the fundamental importance of this experimentation,
the Division of Colleges and Professional Schools of the United States
Office of Education hopes to shape its program so as to be of as great
assistance as possible in stimulating experimentation in the universities
and colleges. The conference in the PaCific Northwest at which the
papers published in this bulletin were read, was the first of what it is
hoped may be a series of regional conferences where fesults of experi-
mentation may be reported and discussed. The present bulletin is
the first of what it is hoped may be a series of bulletins to be published
by the United States Office of Education, making available the results
of experimental studies in higber education.

The facilities of the library in the Office of Education and the serv-
ices of tfie' staff in the Division of Colleges and Professional Schools
will be available to aid in forwarding this program of experimentation.

FRED J. KELLY,
Chief, Division, of College8 and Professional School8.
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RESEARCHe IN HIGHER EDUCATION
d*

INTRODUCTION
HENRY DAVIDSON SHELDON

Dean of the School of Education, Unilersily of Oregon

The papers here published were read in connection with the pro-
gram of the First Conference on Higher Educatiori for the Pacific
Northwest, held at Eugene, Oreg., April 14 to 16, 1931, under the
joint auspices of the United States Office of Education and the
University of Oregon. Those prepared by members of the University
of Oregon staff, together with an earlier collection by the university
under the title of "Controlled Experimentation in the Study of
Methods of College Teaching," constitute the permanent results of a
5-year experimental program for the Improvement of College Teaching

.the University of Oregon. The fundamental idea back of this
program has been not so much the production of permanent contri-
butions to the scientific literature of this field, although it is hoped
that this may he a by-product, but rather tbe stimulating of interest
on the part of the teaching staff of the university in a more effective
point of approach in handling the teaching situation. Consequèntly,
at this time there may be a certain value in endeavoring to summarize
the results, as far as they have been achieved, from this point of view.

The first problem attacked in this program at the University of
Oregon was the problem of securing greater initiative and more alert
intelligence on the pail, of the students in colleke courses. The criti-
cism heard frequently that the prevailing modes of instruction in
college, whether based on lectures, textbooks, (kr library reading, were
largely passive and that the student is engaged in absorption rather
than discovery, was felt to have mu"ch weight. The protests against
this condition in various fields of education are well known. For the
preschool age, Madam Montessori; for the elementary and junior
high school, the problem-project method of approach; in science
instruction, the laboratory method, have all been designed to improvt
this situation. In the field of higher and professional education, the
law schools of the country, through the employmeni of the case
method of instruction, seem to have made the most distinct progress in
this field. In the University of Oregon, several departments under-
took to organize experiments which should endeavor to show the value
of a setr.up involving mitre initiative. The departments in question
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2 RESEARCH IN HIGHER EDUCATION

were psychology, economics, sociology, and education. Some of the
results of these experiments have been printed in the earlier volume.
The experimentation has been continued but without material addition
to the results there published. Apparently the case ppblem-project
method\ secures more response and better results from the able
studentA without materially lessening the achievement of those
belongin to the inferior and mediocre groups. More than this we
can not say until it has been possible to work out through several
years of special appliance of a variery of techniques on a college
level for this new type of work, something which the law schools and
schools of businesg administration have.already done.

In a period when the limitatioit of numbers has become, because of
the expense of higher education, a very pertinent problem to college
administrations, the question of means of selecting students naturally
comes to the forefront and it becomes important to discover to what
extent it is possible to determine in advance the schgjastic future of
candidates. The University of Oregon has worked on thipob1em
from two points of vie.w. The establishment of intelligence tests or all
entering students during the last five years has furnished matei4al for
the study of the value of these tests as a means of prediction.
Dr. Howard Taylor, who has had charge of this work, has organized
and interpreted this material in one of the papers in the present collec-
tion. Considerable attention has also been Oven to the second
aspectthat 'of special aptitude tests. Here two tests, one in account-
ing by Professor Stillman and one in English by Mr. Shumaker, have
been developed to a point of usefulness beyond previous contributions
in this field. Beginning's have been made in two other fields, jour-
nalism and teaching. Experience has shown that success here_depends
on a very large amount of empirical experimentation and can only be
secured at great expense of time and energy through several years.

The reliability of grades and the improvement of current examipa-
tion systems constitute another proirince for investigation. While it
has been the purpose of the commit L. in charge to encourage a much
laPger use of objective examinations I an has hitherto been the case;
it was also felt that much might be done in the improvement of the
so-called essay type of examinations. Thu cooperation of the
university administration in asking all departments to file copies of
eacb examination has placed a large reservoir of material at the
disposition of the committee. Two papers in the present collection
by Clifford Constance and Ralph Leighton represent the contribution
here.

The university has also cooperated in the movement, general
throughout the country, to assist freshmen and other beginning,
students in study prpcadures thisukh reading tests, schemes for the
organization of time, use of libralry, etc. The number of students
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exposed to this procedure is not large but the rtsults which are given
in a paper by Messrs. Tuttle and Davis are reassuring. Other
aipects of this problem are dealt with by the papers of Professor
Parr, of Oregon State College, and Professor Jordan, of .tate Teach-
ers College, Ellensburg, Wash. To secure further results and values
here, there should be a much larger number of cases which should
be studied individually and segregated by types. The fact that
many colleges and universities Are laboring in this field suggests the
possibilities of cooperative institutional:research.

In addition to the lines of endeavor already mentioned, there have
been certain miscellaneous experiments such as the one in thp field
of English history on4he value of formal quizzes, published in the
early collection by Dr. Donald Barnes. These studies are being
continued and certainly point to the necessity of° certain changes in
procedure.

From the point of view of understanding present conditions in the
University of Oregon, there has been begun a series of investigations .

of a collective and local sort not represented in the present volume,
because of the late hour of completion. In an institution of large
size the actual results of the teaching procedures are difficult to
determine and student and faculty gossip concerning them is by no
means trustworthy. Consequently, the committee in charge of
investigating college teaching has organized a number 6f studies to
determine the results of certain devices in teaching The procedures
tiken up in this way have been term papers, investigated by a
special committee of which Prof. L. L. Lewis, of the rnglisb depart-
ment, was chairman, and the actual amount of time'spAnt in assigned
readings in book reserve by Prof. Virgil Earl. Certain departments
of the university depend on this method exclusively for students'
study The value of segregation according to ability in certain
-sections has also been studied and reported on.

The investigatiohs of college teaching at the University 'of Oregon
have been entirely the work of a large faculty committee of 12 mem-
bers representing many of the important schools and departments of
the university. Ai first this committee was made up largely of
departffient heads and deans of departments. It was discovered,
howeVer, in course of time that, after the general policy had been
outlined,more fruitful results could be obtained by a membership
made up in the main of younger men in tbe departments Who have
the Cute and leisure to undertakb studies themselves. Consequently
the committee is more and more becoming a clearing house for the
discussion of technique along the lines represented.

The university administration has assisted by wholeheariedly supe.
porting the program of the committee and also by furnishing'imall
imps of money. which are nec :au for mimeographing certain mate-a.
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4 RESEARCH IN HIGHER EDUCATION

rial, printing tests, and for the mechanical and statistical manipula-
tion of the results .of .the experiment. The 'institution has also sup-
plied technical statistical advisers for consultation purposes. These
two forms of practical aid are undoubtedly necessary if a program
of this sort is to be carried out effectively.

In diffusing the results Of alb investigations, of Conferences, and
visits to other institutions, the committee has adopted the plan of
holding special meetings of the faculty known as " colloquia" where
the results are presented and discussed. Some of the meetings have
been largely attended and have constituted a valuable stimulus.
As the program'has proceeded, the necessity for these formal meet-
ings has largely disappeared as it is found that the spontaneous
interest of each group ir a particular experiment creates a more
genuine reaction than any formal meeting could secure.

The committee has also endeavoreno post the faculty through tile
publicaiion of mimeographed bibliographies, special book reviews,
and through the establishment of a special shelf in the library with
duplicate copies of important book§ and periodicals on college teach-
ing. The personnel office under the direction of Dr. Howard Taylor
has also assisted by sending out mimeographed studies of certain
local problems based on material coltected.

'The results of a campaign of this sort are somewhat difficult to
estimate. Undoubtedly a more analytic attitude toward the entire
subject of college teaching has resulted with a majority of the faculty.
Two-thirds of the departments and schools of the ffniversity have
at one time or another participated in certain experimental activities
and at _least one-third have carried on somewhat systematic experi-
mental programs. This indirect method of approach, depending on
Ole voluntary activity of members of the faculty, is undoubtedly
slower in securing results than certain other more direct campaigns
involving the teaching staff in compulsory systematic activities but
it is felt that it avoids a large amount of antagonism and probably
in the long run is more pervasive in changing the attitude of the
instructing staff.

,*.
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GROUP I. INSTRUMENTS OF MEASUREMENT IN
THE FIELD OF COLLEGE INSTRUCTION

HOW RELIABLE ABE COLLECE MARKS?

HOWARD R. TAYLOR 2 and CLIFFORD L. CONSTANCE 3

If college marks were merely rewards for the more or less faithful
performance of academic tasks, they would probably not merit
scientific study. Since, in general, marks have become increasingly

0 important as a basis for administrative and educational procedures
in American colleges at any ratesome determination of the credence
which they ileserve is likewise increasingly important. Faculties and
administrators- usually put their requirements of students in terms
of .marks. Students are dismissed, prevented from transferring to
other institutions, ruled ineligible for athletic competition, awarded
fellowships, accorded priyileges such as working for hAors, and so
onall on the basis of maKks. Again, studies of learning suggest that
a more less objective knowledge of results, such as marks attempt to
provide for college instruction, is a positive factor in improvement.
The selective function of collegilsa seldom recognized but per-
haps major service of such institutionsis primitrily dependent on
the marking of students. Moreover, although our whole sociall
organization is 'based upon individual differences in general capacity\
and special aptitude, school marks provide almost the only organized
attempt *to give individuals the information about themselves in
comparison with Qthers which is indispensable if ambitions are to b
brought in line wkh actualities. Evidence that college marks per-1
form such a selective guidance function with at least partial validity
is plentiful. President Gifford (3)4 of the Bell Telephone Co. has

The writer of this paper is Mr. Taylor, but the study was made by Mr. Constabce under the writer's
direction ara master's thesis in psychology at the university.

)Howard R. Taylor, director, Personnel Research Bureau, University of Oregon. A. B., Pacific Uni-
.versity, 1914; A. M., Stanford University, 1923, Ph. D., 1927. Publications: "The Need for Personnel
Researchin a University," School and Socidy, 28:673, Nov. 19, 1927; with F. F. Powers, "Bible Study and
Character," Pedagogical Seminar and Journal of Genetic Psychology, 294-302, June, 1428; "The Influence of
the Teacher on Relative Class Standing in Arthmetic Fundamentals and Reading Comprehension,"
Twenty-seventh Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education, Part II, chapter 5, 97-110, 1928;
"An Experiment with Independent Study," Controlled Experimentation in the Study of Methods of College
1fttlang, University of Oregon Publication, Education Series, 1:7300-312, February, 1929; " Teacher
Influence on Class Achievement: A Study of the Relationship of Estimated Teaching Ability to Pupil
Achivement in Reading and Arithmetic," Genetic Psychology Monographs, 7 :2, February, 1930.

I Clifford L. Constance, assistant registrar, University of Oregon. B. A., University of Oregon, 1925,
M. A., 1429. Publication: "Greeks of the Campus," School and Society, 30: 401)-414, 1929; "Personality
Ratings Given High43obool'Oraduatas by Principals and Teachers," School ladkw, 39:883-888, 1931.

I pluinbers in parentheses refer to "Bibliography," p. 14.
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that successive errors of a chance sort will tend to cancel. Thus the2sum of miiiv relatively crude measurements may be decidedly better
than the separate estimates of wMch it is composed. (e) Further-
more, the abilities and especially the performances of students are not
the same yesterday, to-day, and forever. Students are affected by
health, happiness, and countless other things so that a measure of a
student's true achievement would necessitate inany evaluations under

.6 RESEARCH IN HIGHER EDUCATION

shown why his organization uses márks made in college work as a
basis for employmentshigh' marks tend to indicate the abler men.
In college the guidance of students by marks into fields of study where
their interests and Ambitions harmonize with their abilities occurs
cvtinuously on both the conscious and unconscious level.

-ience, it would seem that these varied uses of college marks are
necessary and reasonable enough if only the marks are dependable.
In fact, most of the objections to marking students disappear in pro-
poition to the reliability and vilidity of such judgments.' Even the
artificiality of mark4 is unimtortant if only they measure accurately
what they are supposed to measure. While the validation of college
marks, i. e., the social and individual significance of excellence in the
various fields of college instruction, is perhaps even more important
than the matter of reliability, this study will be confined to the latter

I. simpler but still very important issue.
When a surveyor measures off a city lot, he asNmes reasonably

enough (a) that his tape is equivalent to any other gd9d tape within
negligible limits; (4) that his errors in reading it are negligible, or at
least that they can be made so by repeated measurements; (c) that
the area and shape of the plot will remain constant year after year,
or at' least practically so. When psychologists attempt to apply
scientific techniques to such measures as college marks, the extent to
which analogous sources of error are negligible must be empirically
determined.

Virlin an instructor appraises student achievement, (a)s it is seldom
or never true that he uses exactly the same standards as other equally
competent instructors. Nor can he apply the same examination
again and again in the way a surveyor uses a steel tape. Hence,
various scholastic tape measures are fearfully and wonderfully differ-
ént one from another. (b) Seldom will two instructors when evaluating
the same sample of student performance agree as to its me:rit. Even
two successive appraisals of the same paper by the same instructor
are likely to differ. Thus instructors are also unable to read very
precisely such scholastic scales as they do have. Even in supposedly
objective subjects, such its mathematics and science, disagreements in
appraising performance are large, as studies by Starch, Ruch, Wood,
and others have repeatedly demonstrated (7, 9, 11). The remedy as
in all scientific measurement is to make repilted measurements so

_.



INSTRUMENTS OF MEASUREMENT

all reasonable conditions over a fairly long period of time. The
average of such a series of measures might be considered the student's
true ability. Especially during instruction with fluctuating effort,to
which college students are prone, it is reasonable to expect consider-
able change both absolute and relatile in student achievement from
week to week and year to year.

Fortunately it is the relative size only of errors which has significance.
An error of an ounce or twoeven a few poundsis usually negli-
gible in weighing human lidults because the differences between indi-
viduals are, in generamuch grifater than an error of this degree.
If one were 'weighing mosquitoes, finer scales would be necessary,
because the heaviest mosquito weighs only a small fraction of an
ounce more than the lightest. Since in the case of college marks (a)
inequalities in standards and errors in sampling scholastic perform-
ance, (b) errors in evaluating these samples of student performance,
and (c) fluctuations in the performance of individual students are
all inherent in the situations where the marks are to be used, it is
the unreliability of marks as a result of all these sources of error that
we wish to determine.

Now, if two similar measurements of the scholastic achievement of
each student are made independently at reasonable intervals, and if
each student tends to hold about the sa.me rank in comparison with
others, we Juayt:ctiiiclude that the errors from all these sources are
small in compari4m7 with the total range of individual differences in
such achifvement. Since- the correlation coecient expressos. very
compactly the extent to which one measurement of a group of indi-
viduals will predict another in linear fashion, it is customary to con-.

er et corre ation o o similar measurements ma e in epen -
ently under representativ, conditions an index of the accuracy of
the -measurements.

In studying the reliability of college marks the practice has been
to correlate successive quarters, sèmesters, or years of college work.
But students often do. not take closely similar programs of work, even
in successive quarters and semesters, and certainly not in successive
college years. Thus the kind of performance sampled when the
excellence of work in two differerkt terms is correlated, theoretically
at least, is not sufficiently similar to indicate the real accuracy of the
measurements. In so far \as sa us f;les tsf dissimilar scholastic perform-
ance are involved, such corn sons give reliability coefficients which
are too low. On the other hand, instructors are seldom able to make
completely independent estimates of the metit of performance in
successive terms of the course and students ae likely to be rated
twice on much the same basis when scholastic erforinance for two

'such terms is correlated. Then the comparisons are likvly to give

7
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8 RESEARCH IN HIGHER EDUCATION

spuriously high reliability coefficients because of correlated errors in

the two series of estimates.
Finally, we can hardly expect the distractions of college life and

the accompanying individual fluctuations in interest and effort to
affect all students alike. Football affects the gridiron warriors and

their partisans most in the fall quarter. For the basket ball men

and their following whatever effects there are come chiefly in the
winter term, while canoeists and poets are probably most susceptible

to "spring fever" at that time of year. Thus correlations between

quarters and semesters of college work furnish reliability coefficients

which are too low because the fluctuations in individual performance
for the periods compared are not typical.

In our study we have attempt0 to minimize these three (in part
counteracting) sources of unrepresentative error in the assignment
of college Marks. We began with the records of 418 men and 403
women who entered as freshmen and completed the fall term of

1925-26 at the University of Oregon. Of these, 184 men and 212
women remained for two consecutive years, 1925-26 and 1926-27.
Their scholastic records in these six quarters of lower division work

furnished the basic d'ata for tthe study. Thus we had six measure-

mentsmarks evaluating the scholastic work of six consecutive quar-
tersfor each individual. These marks were then segregated by

departments as well as by quarters for each student. We then took

marks earned in the fall of 1925, spring of 1926, and winter of 1927
(the odd quarters of our six) and compared them with marks earned
in the winter of 1926, fall of 1926, and spring qbf 1927 (the even quar-
ters). We then paired these marks by departments, so that in each
set of measures the kind of scholastic performance rated was matched
in the other set, giving us two representative samples of the scholastic

performance of each student for each departmeht in which he took
courses. Thus the kinds of work attempted are reasonably similar.
The estimates have been made by different instructors, or at least

separated by a 3-month interval of time, so as to favor independence
in the judgments.. Work done in similar quarters of different years

has been utilized to make fluctuations in individual performance
comparable. Wherever a student had two terms of work in a given

department both of which happened to fall in the same set of ,terms,

i. e., both in the odd or both Ln the even set, they of course could not
be used. This occurred so seldom that only 276 out of more than
11,000 separate grades had to be discarded in the study.

Marks at the University of re5 are on a 6-step scale, as follows:

I, unusual excellence; II, high quality; III, satisfactory; IV, fair;

V, passing; VI or F, failure. If marks III and IV be combined as

average, the scale is practically the same as the more widely used

O Bach as the grading system at the time of this stud y. It has since been clanged to A, B, 0, D, end F.



INSTRUMENTS OF MEASUREMENT 9

5-step scale. The university catalogue states the expected propor-
tions of the average class to which these various grades will be assigned
as I and II, 20-25 per cent; III and IV, 55-65 per cent; V, 15-20
per cent; VI or F, not stated.

The actual distribution of grades at Oregon is skewed a little
the upper end of the scale, a fact which might be explained on the
hypothesis that Oregon has a preponderance of above average stu-
dents, but is probably an expression of the leniency of most professors
in giving more than the expected proportion of students the benefit
of scholastic doubts. The percentages of each grade assigned through-
out the university are quite constant from year to year, and at the
time of this study were I =9 per cent, II =23 per cent, III =35 per
cent, IV =19 per cent, V =9 per cent, and VI or F = 5 per cent.
Since studies of college marks for large numbers of students 'over a
considerable period of time at many representative institutions have
empirically demonstrated a uniform tendency to approximate the
normal curve in such distributions, we have determined the numer-
ical weight to be assigned each mark by determining the mean devia-
tion in a unit normal distribution of each portion corresponding to
the actual percentages of each grade assigned at the University of
Oregon (4). Of course, departments differ considerably in the per-
centages of students to which each mark is assigned, and there are
selective factors which in some cases offset and in others aggravate
the inaccuracies suggested by these differences. But since marks
have been paired by departments, such errors will be practically
constant for each individual in both sets of measures, and hence
should not detract from the determination of their relative reliability.
Moreover, our findings in general agree with those of Spence (8)
when he says that the improvement produced by correcting for the
*ariations due to different percentages of grades assigned by different
instructors is not large, and again that Thile there are significant
differences in the intellectual level of various classes, correction of
grades for such differences at present makes very little difference in
the final composite for any student.

The standard deviation values for each category of the grading
scale according to the percentages of each grade actually assigned
came out I = +1.82, II= +0.86, III = +0.04, IV = 0.69, V= 1.27,
VI or F= 2.40. It can be shown mathematically that the relative
value of t z 1 weights remains the same when the constant 2.4--is
added to ea.' so as to avoid the use of negati've numbers in com-
putation.° Th weights thus computed would be I h 4.2, II =3.3,
III= 2.4, IV= .7, V=1.1, and VI or F O. The multiplication of
these by another constant would distribute them proportionately
over the intervil from 0-5, giving I = 5, II te33.9, 111=2.9, IV =2.0,

I We are indebted to Dr. W. E. maw Car a prod a( this proposition.

:.



RESEARCH IN HIGHER EDUCATION

= 1.3, VI or F = O. Thus the traditional weighting of grades forquality already in use at the University of Oregon where an hourof I =5 points, of II =4 points, of III =3 points, of IV =2 points,of V =1 point, and of F =0, is about as close to the statisticallydetermined values as coùld be expected without resorting to deci-mals. We have therefore used these traditional weights throughoutour study. Marks of "Incomplete" and "Dropped " were ignored.In passing it may be noted that these 'traditional weights penalizethe poor students somewhat and award a small extra--, premium tothe very capable ones.
In all our computations the grade-póint ratio average number ofSints per hourhas been taken as the measure of student scholasticachietement. Thus it is the reliability of estimates of the averagequality of the scholastic performance of students which can be inferredfrom our correlations. We were aware of Wood's statement (12) thatthe combination of quantity and quality indices results in an indexdiva has greater reliability than either quantity or quality indicestaken separately, but we preferred to evaluate the reliability of qualityfor several reasons. First, quality and quantity of scholastic workare psychologically very different matters which we do not wish toconfuse. Second, with 70 per cent of our students self-supporting inwhole or in part, inconstant environmental pressures rather thandefinite personal characteristics aré likely to determine the amountof work undertaken much more than the quality of work done.Third, students definitely attempt to fit their scholastic load to theexigencies of economic opportunities which vary from quarter toquarter. Again, it is the quality of work with which we are mostconcerned rather than the regularity with which credits pile up in theregistrar's office. Finally, when grades arse weighted as indicatedabove, partial and multiple. correlation shows that average quality(krade points per hour of work take4) is 2.35 times as Anportant afactor in total grade points earned as is the number of hours carried.Thus our figures for the reliability of college marks were determinedby correlating the average quality of two essentially similar samplesof each student's work during alterngte quarters of the first two yearsin college. In order to secure reasonable similarity in the abilitiesand instruction required, the marks of each siudent were segregatedinto 19 different divisions of training, and all work done in the oddquarters in each division was compared with all work done in the samedivision during the even quarters. These divisions were as follows:

1
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INSTRUMENTS OF MEASUREMENT

1. Architecture. 12. Mathematics.
Fine arts. Physics.
Norm'al arta. 13. Music. ,

2. Botany. 14. Philosophy.
Zoology. Political science.

3.. Business administration. Sociology.
4. Chemistry. 15. Psychology.
5. Economics. 16. Romance languages.
6. Education. 17. Military science-Men (required).
7. English. 18. Physical education-Men (re-
8. Geology. quired).
9. German. 19. Personal hygiene-Women (re-

Greek. quired).
Latin. Physical education omen

10. History. (required).
11. Journalism. e.

A few departments were consolidated with others of perhaps ques-
tionable similarity in order to get enough cases to give reliable deter-
minations of the correlations. The computation for the record of one
individual is given below to illustrate the methods used.

Department

Education
English
Matt,
Jo ism 1
Psychology

Romance languages.
Physical education_ _

Weighted mean for
all courses

Number of hours and Number of hours and
grades first year, by i grades second year, i Odd terms
terms I by terms

Fall Winter
(No. )) (No. 2)

2 3

4 IV .4 IV
4 IV 4 IV
2 III 1

4 V 4 V
1 III j 1 IV
1 IV 1 F

Spring i Fall
(No. 3) : (No. 4)

4 6

3 V
4 III
4 V 4 III
2 IV 1

3 III
1 inc.

4 IV 3 V
1 I 1 III
1 IV

Winter
(No. 5)

PointsSpring
i over(NO. 6)
I hours

6

Grade-
point
ratio

Even terms

Points
over
howl

Grade-
point
ratio

7 8 9 10 11

3 IV 3 II

4 IV 4 III

1 4 III
3 IV

1

6/3 2.0 15/6 2. 5
20/8 1 5 8/4 2.0

20/12 L 7 32/12 2. 7
1 10/4 1 2. 5

0/4 2. 3 21/7 3.0

12/8 1. 5 7/7 1.0
1 inc. 1 I 12/4 3.0 10/4 25

2.1 1 2

.1 Not used because can not be paired.

The results appear by departments and for the university as a
whole in the following table.

107121 32-2
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Reliability coefficient!, of University of Oregon grades

[Grades expressed in terms of grade-point ratio: based on 2-year records of freshmen entering in 1921

Department

1

Architecture, !tile arts, nor-
mal art

Botany, zoology
Business administration_ .

Chemistry
Econom ics
Educat ion
English
Geology
German, Greek, Latin
History
Journalism
Mathematics, physics_
Music
Philosophy, political

science. sociology
Psychology
Romance languages
Military science
Physical education:

Men
Women

Total for men
Total for women
Total for all students
PE, (probable error)

For departments__
For totals

__

, rI1J (ob r1VI (es-
, tamed) timated)

2 3

0.69
SO

. 78
71
71

. 68
. 77

90
75
69

. 61

. 79

.67

.61

. 90

. 89

015- 058
007- 013

0 82
89

.88
S3
83

. 81

. 87
73
95
86
82

. 76
75

(esti-
mated)

4

O. 52
. 67
. 60
. 57
. 61
. 60
. 60

46
. 79
. 63

71 . 46
SO . 57

. 88 . 61

. 74 .39

. 81

. 76

. 92

. 95

. 94

. 43
. 35
. 66
. 76
. 73

010- 047 l! 021- 060
004- 008 014 024

ra (ob-
tained)

5

0. 46

. 57

. 34r,1

. 50

. 26

.48

. 27

.64

.87

038- 077
019-.029

Number
of cases
used for
obtained

nul
Na

6

119
123
101
85

126
138
318
60
76

157
48
90
82

121
153
261
134

181
212
184
212
396

Average
number

of
quarters
paired

for rill!
(used for

fkst
mated
ril)

7

Number
of cases
used for
obtained

rII
Ni

8

2. 08
1 93

60
1. 86
1. 56
1. 42
2. 23 174

59
2. 38
1. 73
2. 24
1. 71
2, 37

1. 44
1.5(r
`J. 48
2. 22

2. 76
2. 89
3. 00
3. 00
3. 00

178
68

150
195
184
212
396

rIIIImcoetlicients of correlation between (a) average grade-point ratios for courses taken in 3 odd
quarters and (h) average grade-point ratios for courses taken in 3 even quarters.

roVImestimated correlation which would be obtained if grade-point ratios for 6 odd and even
quarters were available.

ril (estimated)w, estimated correlation which would be obtained between lwral grade-point ratio for 1
quarter and (b) gnide-point ratio for the corresponding quarter in the following year.

riI (obtained) -actual coefficient of correlation between (a) grade-point ratio for 1 quarter and (b) grade-,
point ratio for the corresponding quarter in the following year.

The lirect comparison of the reliability of grades in different
departments, from this table, is probably not justified for two reasons.
First, the range of grades assigned is not the same for all depart-
ments, and correlations increase with increased range.' Second, it
is always possible that the apparently high reliability of grades in a

given department is spurious because instructors make a practice
of exchanging opinions about their best and poorest students and
hence produce an agreement in marking, throughout the department,
based more oil the departmental reputation of the student than on

his actual performance in different courses.
We have used the Spearman-Brown "prophecy" Armula to esti-

mate the correlation of six quarters of college work with six similar
quarters, i. e., the reliability of grade-point ratio for lower division

I We expect to make corrections for this factor in later report.
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INSTRUMENTS QF MEASUREMENT 13

work as a whole. Likewise we have estimated the correlation of
grade-point ratio for a single quarter with another similar quarter,
i. e., the reliability of grade-point ratio for a single quarter. Wherever
the number of cases available warrants it, we have computed the
actual correlafion of the work done in different departments and in
the university as a whole during the winter quarter of 1925-26 and
the next winter quarter of 1926-27.

For the universit# as a whole three things are rather outstanding.
(1) Women are more consistent in their scholarship than men.
Three quarter grade-point ratios correlate r31II -== 0.85 for 184 men,
and 7.3111=0.90 for 212 women. Since this difference is more than
twice the standard deviation of such differences, the probabilities are
98 in 100 that it is a real difference, i. e., not due to chance errors in
sampling. (2) The reliability of cumulative estimates of average
scholarship from various departments is surprisingly. high. Low cor-
relations between test sc.ores and college grades are often attributed
to the low reliability of the grades. This is reasonable enough where
the correlations are with grades in single courses or even with single
quarter grades. Bút, low correlations with averaged grades for three
or more quarters of college work can not be explained away by dispar-
aging the essential consistency of the grades. The relative accuracy
of college marks within a given college group is quite certainly equal
to that of our best psychological tests if fairly independent estimates
of scholarship are averaged for as much as two years. (3) Published
determinations of the reliability of college grades have been computed
on such different bases that comparison is difficult. Toops (10) got
reports on the correlation of marks for successive semesters in 17
colleges.° The average was r =0.66. McPhail, Kornhauser, Cleeton;
CrawfOrd, and Wood (1, 2, 5, 6, 13) have reported veky similar find-
ings. At Oregon we found a correlation of r =0.67 between grade-
point ratios for two similar quarters a year apart. We therefore
venture to consider our finding's typical of college marks in general.
Correlations between the marks of different quarters (and probably of
semesters also) understate a little their actual reliability as measures.
The difference is surprisingly small, r1I (estimated) =0.73 instead of
r11== 0.67, for a single quarter of lower division work. Hence, in
general, correlations between excellehce of scholarship in various
terms approximate, but rather definitely understate, the degree to
which college marks succeed in identifying individual differences in
attainment.
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IMPROVEMENT OF THE ESSAY TYPE EXAMINATiON

By R. W. LEIGHTON

Tn this discussion of the improvement of the essay examination theterm essay is used as an inclusive term to designate all examinationswhich leave tilt', form and the content of the answers to the student
tfiking the examination. This definition of the term is intended toexclude all forms of the so-called new type or objective examination,and it is intended to in elude all forms of written examinations from thosewhich ciall fur the development of a topic or the writing of a compositionto those which call for a bare enumeration of facts. Likewise, theseexaminations may call for the exercise of any particular mental activitythe examiner may wish to invoke.

For some time, but particularly since thp advent of the new type
examination, the essay examination has been vigorously attacked asan inaccurate measure of student achievement. Most studies of such
examinations show that this criticism is usually warranted, yet theessay type is still the one most often used in an institution of higherlearning offering such courses as those which are ofWed here at theuniversity, probably because of its extreme flexibility in adaptationto the measurement of the ability of a student to exercise differentmental activities in the various subject fields. Whatever the reaso.nfor its popularity may be, the fact that it is the measuring devicemost often used warrants a careful study of its weaknesses; hence thepurpose of this paper is to offer the result of some study of two ofthese weaknesses.

There are only two weaknesses of the essay examination whichmaterially lower its value as a measuring device. These are : Firstits subjectivity, or the inability of different judges rating paperswritten for such examinations to agree as to the value of these papersas evidence of successful achievement, and secondtheir low capacityfor sampling the student's knowledge in a given subject field. Inother words, the number of questions is so limited that students donot have equal opportunity ofshowing their achievement. Certainly,either or both of these weaknesses make the essay eximination a verypoor measure when they are present to any great degree.
The new type or objective examinations owe most of their successto the extent to which they eliminate these factors and any improve-

\ ment of the essay must also begin with their elimination.
I R. W. Leighton, secretary of the, Committee on Improvement of College Teaching, University of Oregon.Pb. D., University of Oregon, 1922.
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16 RESEARCH IN HIGHER EDUCATION

. During the last three years essay examinations have been studied
here at the university whenever it was possible to get two or more
judges to rate the papers. These judgments were then correlated in
order to determine a mathematical coefficient which cou ld be used to
represent the reliability of the judgments or ratings. The first 20
examinations used were drawn from four different departments which
used essay tests and the judgments showed correlations ranging from
r =0.36 to r 0.65. Four of these r's were below 0.5 and the other
16 ranged from 0.5 to 0.65.

Study of these examinations revealtd the fact that a large number
of the variations in the scores assigned by the different judges were
due to two things, namely, lack of agreement as to what the question
asked for, and lack of agreement as to what the answer should be.
In the one case this was due to poorly worded questions and in the
other to incompetence of the judges. Graduate students had acted
as judges in most, cases and their judgments did not agree with the
judgment of the instructor usually because they were prone to assume
that one answer and one only could be correct, even for questions
which involved controver%ial points. There seemed, to be no reason
to suppose that such variations could not be eliminatd nor did there
seem to be any reason for classing them as factors of subjectivity.

The next step undertaken, was to make similar comparisons in
normal situations in which these factors had been minimized as
much as possible, and by this means attempt to determine an index
of the lowest point to which subjectivity alone need reduce the relia-
bility of judgment, also to determine an index which would represent
the greatest possibilities for the reliability of scoring essay examina-
tions. These indices, if they could be established, would give a rather
definite picture of the operation of the subjectivity factor. Acord-
ingly a test in philosophy was chosen as the most subjective test to be
found among/all term tests, and a best in plant biology was chosen as
the least subjective essay test it was possible to find.

The philosophy test was one given as a final term test. It required
two hours to finish, but no time limit was set, and it contained 10
questions which were to be answered separately. There were 32
papers- to be rated. The test callenor no factual material for pir-
poses of evaluation; instead the judges looked for such things as rev-
elation of the extent of a student's reading with regard to his ability
to choose his readings wisely, and his ability to grfasp philosophical
problems. These and other equally subjective factors made up the
criteria for rating the papers.

No single questions were scored or weighted on any paper, but each
paper was scored as a unit, as worth a 1, a 2, a 3, a Ai, a 5, or a failure.
The judges were the instructor handlinethe class and an instructor
from another department who studied extensively in the field of
philosophy.
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Little opportainity was left for ambiguity in the questions, and theinátructor handliwthe class very carefully explained to the secondfudge just what the criterion of judgment should be. Both held asclosely to this criterion as they could while rating the papers.The following conditions, then, existed for this comparison of judg-ments or scoring. The examination was designed to measure whatare commonly called extremely sl ibjeciive factors.The criteria by which the papers were to be judged was set up ascarefully as possible.

The students were.known to one instructor and were not knOwn tothe other, so that any so-called " halo " effect which is present in anormal situation was present -and operative in this case.The number of students was small and the range of grading wasnarrow. %

Two corripetent judges rated the papers, but the insfructor handlingthe class was necessarily the more comPetent of the two.The correlation between the resulting grades was r 0.63, which isa rather mpectable figure when it is rernenibered that this situationwas picked as the one in which the greatest variation of judgmentwas to be expected, and it may be assumed to be the lowest po&nt towhich subjectivity need lower the reliability of judgment in the caseof these examinations.
The second examination used was an examination in plant biology.This examination consisted of five questions designed to measurespecific knowledge acquired in the laboratory part of the course.Each question counted as 20 points. The papers were rated first byfive laboratory assistants, each of whom rated one question and oneonly. The ex.amination was prepared by the instructor in charge of\ the course, and the instructions as to how each question was to berated. were carefully stated by tais instructor. Each judge wa4required to abide by these instructions. This was the usual procedurein that course, so it was dged because it was the least deviation fromnormal procedure and because it was an excellent method of obtain-ing accuracy of judgment. In order to obtain a coefficient of thereliability of these judgments the papers were given to a graduatestudent who was not connected with the course and who knew fioneof the students from the standpoint of their classroom work. Thissecond judge rated all the questions on all the papers but followedOle same instructions given to the first judges, and also rated thequestions one at a time for all papers; that is, she rated all answersto question 1 before rating any answers to question 2.The 4 following conditions existed then for this comparison ofjudgments:

The examination was designed to measure what are commonlyconoidered very objective factors, yet the form of each answer wasIdt .the student
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18 RESEARCH IN HIGHER EDUCATION .

The critena for judgment were definitely explained to the judges.
The students were known to the judges in one ease and not in the

other.
There was a large number of students involved and a wide range

of scorinp,
The corielation found was r = 0.90, which wa§ the highest correlation

of any kind found in the study of both essay and objective examina-
tions used as final term measures. It may be assumed to be an index

of how high the reliability of judgment may go in the case of the
examinations studied.

These two examinations represent the greatest range for the effect
of subjectivity upon tbe reliability of judgment that could be found
among the term tests of the essay type. And the total range lies
between the covelation coefficients 0.63 and 0.90.

The results dqscribed so far offer rather definite evidence of the
following: (1) That the range of the effect of 'subjectivity in scoring
essay tests is-not so great as is often supposed. (2) Thit the relia-
bility of judgment increased to a marked degree under the following
conditionswhen the factors to be measured are carefully determined'
before writing the examination; when the questions used are carefully
planned to meet the trequirements of the examination and of clear
statement; And when the criteria for rtidgment are carefully set: up.

The extra work imposed upon the instructors so far as actual
assigning of grades was conwned was not considered by them to be
significant.

Another illustration will show rather well the influence of these
factors in improving the reliability of judgment in scoring this type
of material. It happened that 115 compositions had been written
by entering freshmen. In this case the choice of topics for these
compositions was not well controlled and the judges were simply asked
to rate them in an order of merit as evidence of the ability of the stu-
dent to undertake College tnglish. The judges were instructors han-
dling the tnglish courses involved. In this case, therefore, there was'
!iome ambiguity in the assignment and no criteria of judgment,were set
up; instead each, instructor rated according to his own ideas. The re-
sulting correlation was low as such correlations may be expected to be
when careless procedure is permittedthe r was 0.36. It was desir-

able to use such compositions as the criterion in another study so

one of the instructors worked out a scale for their measurement.
One hundred and forty-twq people were then asked to write on a
,given topic which was carefully chosen and, carefully assigned, in
order that each student might have nearly equal opportunity. The
compositions were then carefully rated on the, basis of the new scale
by two high-school teachers of English, one of 10 years experience
and one of 5.years experience. The correlation of the resulting judg-
menta was 0.88.

,

4.
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In this case we have again a great increase in agreement resulting
when the directions for writing the compositions were accurately
planned and when a definite criterion for judgment was used by the
judges. There was no reason to believe that there were any grt;at
differencgs in the abilities of the four judges involved.

It will probably be pointed out that Starch and Elliott, Ruch and
others found much different, results than those just quoted and it would
be well to keep in mind certain things in connection with those studies.
They experimented with one paper and a group of judges while these
studies used many papers. and a few jtjdges, also their conclusions
are based upon the numerical ratings on the one paper used. Suchratings may have some value but the value of the ratings would
have been much more significant if several papem had been gradedand then the ratings compared to see how well the teachers had agreed
as to which papers were best, next best, etc., for normally grades are
determined by comparative value rather than by percentage values.
Probably a far different story would have been told had this been
done.

Second, there is no evidence that a very definite criterion for judg-
Thent was offered. These same eip'erimenters were latei'very caref
of that factor when building objective tests.. Their keys to objectiv
tests are carefully worked out and rigidly adheied to in scoring
such tests.

The fin4ings offered here appear when the judgments a're directed
and controlled in thet same way when the essay test is involved that
they are directed and' controlled when the new type test is involved.
In fact the procedure was deliberately copied from the procedure used
with the new type tests. In every case the instructor in charge of
the work decided what was to be measured, wrote questions which in
his judgment Would measure it, and, finally, definitely outlined a -,keyor criterion by which the results #re to be judged. The instructor's
judgment is always final in tikis way `Ìfor ordinary term tests, no matter
which tYpe test is used.

The second weakness of the essay test which was mentioned' earlier(the matter of inadequate sampling of a student's knowledge in a
given field), does not apply to ari essay tests. Fox example, it does
not apply in the case of the second group of compositions described,
neither does it apply to any extent to the philosophy examination,
for the stildents were given opportunity in both these cases to express
themselves concerning subjects with which they had to be familiar
if they were to be considered prepared ak all.

When the sanipling factor does apply (as it did inithe biology test
quoted) it is difficult to obtain a coefficient which reprqsents its actual
effect upon results. We tnay assume that the correlation of chancel'
halves of the test (as represented by odd v. even numbered questions)can' not be high if great errors of sampling are present: But this

91.
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correlation is complicated by the reliability of the judgment in rating
the test and also by nearly all other weaknesses that may be present.
However, if a situation can be found in which these other weaknesses

are redliced to a minimum, the correlation of chance halves of the
test should be affected chiefly by sampling. On this assumption

& chance halves of the biology test mentioned earlier were correlated

and the resulting r, when stepped up by use of the Spearman-Brown
o formula, was 0.87 so it would seem safe to assume that adequate

sampling is possible when care is exercised in handling the examina-
tion. A large number of other essay tests were treated in the same
manner and gave r's ranging from 0.09 upward, with the median
somewhere in the 0.50's. However, seven carefully handled exam-
inations were available which gave r's ranging from 0.67 to the one
quoted before, namely, 0.87. As pointed out, the error of sampling
is exaggerated when this method of measuring that factor is used,

yet it is about as good evidence as can be obtained. Still further
study has shown that these correlations of chance halves of essay

tests increase materially when a large number of questions, requiring
only short answers, is used in these tests, a fact which need only be
mentioned to be self-evident.

This study has not been an attempt to treat comprehensively all
of the factors which limit the value of the essay examination, but
rather an attempt to deal with two of its principal weaknesses. Its
other weaknesses are weaknesses of most tests, whatever the type,
and should be handled as weaknesses of examinations in general.

SUMMARY

The studies described give evidence of the following:
1. Much of the inaccuracy of rating essay examinations heretofore

credited to subjectivity has been due to carelessness in writing ques-
tions and in setting up criteria by which answers to these questions
were to be judged.

2. The effect of subjectivity upon scoring is not so great as is corn-
.

monly supposed and it need not reduce the reliability of judgment
below a reasonable limit. In some cases it becomes of negligible

importance.
,3. The essay examination yields readily to the techniques of im-

provement which are used to improve new type examinations, and
experience with the studies described in this paper indicates ,that
greater results are obtained for a small amount of work in the case

of the essay examination than for the same amount of work in the

case of the new type.
4. The sampling error is not preseta in many types of essay exami-

nations and when it is present its effect is reduced to reasonable limits
by care in selecting questions or by using a large number of short,
answer questions.

I



GROUP II. STUDENT PER§ONNEL STUDIES

AN EVALUATION OF CERTAIN TESTS AND INFORMATION
FOR PREDICTING SUCCESS IN NORMAL SCHOOL

C. C. UPsHALL i and HARRY V. MASTERS

The problem of this paper is to evaluate certain tests and informa-
tion for the purpose of predicting the following: (1) Average first
quarter grades; (2) average grades during the whole undergraduate
period; (3) practice teaching success; (4) whether or not the student
will graduate; (5) whether or not the student will receive a position
through the Appointment Bureau of the State Normal School at
Bellingham; (6) success in teaching in the field during the first
semester after graduation.

The Bellingham State Normal School gives eight tests to all
entering students. These tests with working time limits are:

inutes
1. Thorndike examination for high-school graduates_ 60
2. History__ _ _ 25
3. English usage 20
4. Arithmetic reasoning 12
5. Arithmetic computation 12
6. Geography 25
7. Spelling 50 words
8. Penmanship Two 4-minute tests

Tbe Thorndike examination for high-school graduates is used in
the grading system of the school. The tests in English usage, arith7
metic reasoning, arithmetic computation, and spelling are used to
measure the student's ability in these fields. A minimum score (this
score is a pointininus one-half sigma below the mean of the entering
group) must be attained before a student i$ 'permitted to do practice
teaching. At the present time only three ietests are allowed in any
one subject. If, after the third retest, the sttident has not attained
the minimum requirement he is advised that he can not graduate
from the Bellingham State Normal School. The history test is not
used directly at present. It is still in an experimental stage. The

C. UpShall, director of the Bureau of Research, State Normal School, Bellingham, Wash. B.A.,University ot British Columbia, 1923, Ph.D., Columbia University, 1929. H. was formerly instructorin the International Isibtituta of Teachers College, and statistician for the New York Commission onVentilation.
I Harry V. Masters, associate director of the Bureau of Research, State Normal School, Bellingham,Wash. B.A., Western Upon 1924; M.A., University of lows, 1926, Ph.D., 1927. Publication:" A Study of Spelling Rff4S," Usitersity Iowa Studies in &location.
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geography test has been dropped because it seemed to duplicate cer-
tain of the other tests. If a student does not attain the minimum
score in penmanship he must take a course in this subject before he
is allowed to do his practice teaching.

The reliability of these tests is quite high. Table 1 gives the relia-
bility coefficients for each of the tests with the exception of spelling.
The reliability of all the tests with the exception of the Thorndike
examination was computed by means of the split-halves technique
and corrected by means of the Spearma.n-Brown prophecy formula.
The reliability given for the Thorndike examination is taken from
Wood (1).3

TABLE 1. Reliability coefficients of the tests given to students entering the State
Normal School at Bellingham

Thorndike examination
History tEnglish usage
Arithmetic reasoning
Arithmetic computation
Geography

Test

1 2

0 85
. 95
. 92
. 72
. 82
. 89

P. E.

3 4

0. 01
. 00
. 03
. 02
. 01

197
436
150
150
405

The majority of the grades which are given in the Bellingham State
Normal School are based almost entirely on objective tests which are
made by the teachers and scored under the direction of the Bureau
of Research. The reliability of the composite scores based upon
tbese objective tests has been computed for several courses. The
reliability of these composite scores ranges from 0.24 to 0.96. The
median reliability is 0.85. Each instnictor, of course, has the liberty
of making changes, based on additional information, in the distribu-
tion derived from the objective tests. In some subjects very few
objective tests are used. It follows then that the reliability of the
grade in the typical course will probably be something less than
0.85. On the other hand, average first quarter grades will have a
reliability that is superior to the grades given in a single course.

The first problem in this study was the selection of, a group from
which a regression equation could be derived to predict average first
quarter grades. A hundred students, selected at random from the
freshmen who entered in the fall of 1927, were chosen. All the
tests, with the exception of penmanship, were used in an endeavor
to predict the average first quarter grades of this group of 100.
These tests were the Thorndike examination, history, English usage,
spelling, arithmetic reasoning, arithmetic computation, and pog-
raphy. In addition the age of the students at high-school graduation

Numbers in parentheses refer to " Bibliography." p.
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was used. Table 2 gives all the intercorrelations for these tests
with average first quarter grades.

TABLE 2. Intercorrelations for the 197 group

Variable

Average first quarter grade
Age at high-school graduation
Thorndike score
History.
English usage
Spelling
Arithmetic reasoning
Arithmetic computation
Geography

1 2

0. 43

3

68
.30

MMINIMMENIP

4 7

0.57 a 36 1 0. 44 0. 54
.34 .19 . 44 . 20

.46 .M . 36 . 59
.33 . 31 . 34

. 34 . 21
. 19

8

0. 51. 24
.

. 29

. 30

. 32

. 63

9

0. 54. 26
. 58
. 77
. 29
. 36
. 51
. 35

It was sound that of these factors only the Thorndike examina
tions, history test, and age of high-school graduation were significan
in predicting average first quarter grades. The others added prac
tically irni thing to the prediction. The regression equation, usin
these three predictive factors, isaverage first quarter grade = 0.014
times age of high-school graduation in months +0.036 times the score
on the Thorndike examination+ 0.012 times the score on the history
test + a constant of 0.26. Table 3 shows the means, sigmas, and the
regression equation weights for the four variables used in the above
equation.

TABLE 3. Means, sigmas, and regression equation weights of the variables used in
the prediction of average first quarter grades (19E7 group)

Variable

1 2

Sigma Weigbt

3 4

1

Average first quarter grades .
I

2. 2 0.8 _

Thorndike examination -, 116. 6 10. 8
_

0. aiti
Age of graduation from high school._ 18-3.8 10.8 .014History 73. 7

I

18.3 . 012

The coefficient of multiple correlation from which the regression
equation is derived is 0.762. The standard error of estimate is 0.5
of a grade point.

In order to find the value of this equation in predicting average
first quarter grades for a new group, all the students who entered as
freshmen in the fall of 1928 were chosen for investigation. The
averige first quarter grade of each student was predicted and the
correlation between actual average first quarter grades and predicted
first quarter grades was. computed. This coefficient of correlation
is 0.71 ± 0.02. It is seen that there is a decrease of 0.05 Aen the
regression equation based on the scores of the 1927 group is applied
to the 1928 group. This coefficient of correlation may be interpreted
as being 30 per cent better than chance.
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24 RESEARCH IN HIGHER EDUCATION

There were 275 students who entered as freshmen during the fall
quarter of 1928. Of these 125 were graduated at the end of the
spring quarter 1930. The coefficient of correlation between .pre-
dieted average first quarter grades and actual average first quarter
grades of these 125 students is 0.61 ± 0.04. Forthis selected group
there is a decrease of 0.10 point in the correlation from that found
when the 275 students were used. However, as is shown in Table
4, the standard deviation of the 125 group is only 0.47 whereas the
standard deviation of the 275 grotip ìs 0.74.

TABLE 4. Coefficients of correlation between predicted grades and actual grades

Predicted score

1927 group
1928 all entrants
1930 graduates
1930 graduates

Average
first quarter

grades

2

0. 76±0.03
. 71±0. 02
. 61± .04
63± .04

Sigma of
predicted

scores

3

0. 74
. 47
. 47

I Average grade during six quarters.

The predicted average first quarter grades for the group of 125
were correlated with the actual average grades received during the
entire period of attendance. This coefficient of correlation is 0.63 ± 0.04.
The standard deviation is 0.47.

In order to determine the relationship between average first quarter
grades and the ability of the student to graduate the biserial r tech-
nique was used. Table 5 gives this relationship. Table 5 also gives
the biserial r between graduating and predicted first quarter grades

.and between graduating and the Thorndike score.

TABLE 5.Biserial coeffictents of correlation between graduating and average first
quarter grades, predicted first quarter grades, and Thorndike scores

Graduating or not

Average first quarter grades.. O. 51 ± O. 04

Predicted first quarter grades . 37 ± .

Thorndike score . 30 ± . 05

Average first quarter grades are distinctly better than either the
Thorndike score by itself or the predicted first quarter grades based
on the Thorndike score, history score, and age of graduation from high
school in estimating whether or not a student will graduate from the
Bellingham State Normal School. However, none of the coefficients
is sufficiently high for use in predicting an indivilual case. The pre-
dibted first quarter grade and the Thorndike sgore are practically
useless even for the prediction of group achievement.

The tests have proved fairly satisfactory for predicting average
first quarter grades. The average grades for the entire course of
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STUDENT PERSONNEL STUDIES 25
those who graduate are reasonably wtIlpredicted. The next questionto be discussed is the value of the tests for predicting the rating stu-dents will receive in their practice teaching. Table 6 shows the
coefficients of correlation between practice teaching grades and eachof the tests that were used for predicting average first quarter grades.In addition the coefficients of correlation between practice teachingand (1) teaching siiccess in the field during the first semester after
graduation, (2) average first quarter grades, (3) estimated first quartergrades, and (4) all the tests combined are shown.

TABLE 6.Zero order coefficients of correlation existing between practice teaching'andcertain other variables and between teaching success and certain other variables

Practice teaching
Teaching success
Thorndike
Average first quarter grades
Predicted first quarter grades
All tests combined
Age of high-school graduation
Arithmetic reasoning
Arithmetic computation
English usage
History
Spelling

Practice
teaching

2

0. 27+0. 06
. 33+ . 06
. 45+ . 05
. 36+ . 06
. 44+ . 05

.23+ . 06
. 30+ . 06
. 23+ .06
. 13+ . 06
. 23+ . 06.23+ . 06

Teaching
success

a

0. 27+0. OS

.06+ .06
. 02+ .06
. 03+ . 06

.06. 16+ .06
. 14± .06
. 06+ .06

.06+ .06

.04+ .06
. 06+ .06

The highest cbefficient of correlation is between practice teachingand average first quarter grades. This coefficient is 0.45 ± 0.05.The coefficient of correlation between practice teaching and pre-
dicted first quarter grades-is 0.36 ± 0.06. When all the tests are com-
bined into one score and this score ivorrelated with practice teaching,the correlation is 0.44 ± 0.05. It seems that none of the tests adds
anything to the prediction of practice teaching after average first
quarter grade has been used. The coefficient of alienation of 0.45
is 0.89. This means that practice teaching may be predicted from
average first quarter grades with an accuracy only 11 per cent better
than chance. Our tests do not predict practice teaching grades
nearly as well as they predict average first quarter grades.

Perhaps this lower correlation may be due in part to a low reliabilityin the practice teaching ratings. While the reliability of practice
ratings can not be determined with complete accuracy, it is possible
to estimate, within certain limits, what this reliability is. The stu-
dents who do their practice teaching are given a letter grade ratingby their home-room teachers. They are also given a letter grade
rating by a supervisor. These ratings are supposed to be made
entirely independently. The teacher is obliged to rate each studenton a rating scale which has been evolved by this institution. The

;
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26 RESEARCH IN HIGHER EDUCATION

supervisors also rate the student independently on this same rating
scale. The coefficients of correlation between the ratings given by
the teachers on this rating scale and ratings given by the supervisor
will give an indication of the reliability of the practice teaching grade.
Another measure of reliability of the practice teaching grade is the
correlation between the practice teaching grade given by the teacher
and that given by the supervisor. Two other indications of relia-
bility may beccomputed, i. e., the coefficient of correlation between
the teacher's rating and the teacher's grade and the coefficient of
correlation between the supervisor's rating and the supervisor's
grade. Table 7 summarizes these coefficients of correlation.

TABLE 7.Coefficients of correlation indicating the reliability of practice teaching
grades and ratings

Factors

Supervisor's rat ing
Supervisor's grade
Teacher's rating
Teacher's grade

2 3

92±0. 01
92±0. 01

. 80± . 03 . 88± . 02
a

O. 80±0 03

go±

4

O. 88±0. 02
. 90± . 02

The lowest coefficient of correlation is that between the teacher't
rating and the supervisor's rating. This is 0.80 ± 0.03. The highest
coefficient of correlation is between the supervisor's rating and the
supervisor's grade. It is 0.92 ± 0.01. Since the final teaching grade
is the average of the teacher's grade and the supervisor's grade, it is
to be expected that the coefficient of reliability will be slightly higher
than those reported here. The reliability4of the practice teaching
grade is as high as the reliability of the objective tests. Naturally a

little, if not a large amount of this agreement, is due to similar stand-
ards of judgment and similar educational philosophies. This agree-
ment would not be expected between superintendents and principals
in the field.

The maximum correlation that could be expected between the prac-
tice teaching grade and the tests in the light of the reliability of the
tests and the reliability of the teacher ratings of practice teaching
would be in the neighborhood of 0.90'. The correlation of 0.45 be-

tween average first quarter grades and practice teaching is far from
being as high as the reliability of the tests would allow.

The rating scale which was used by the teachers and supervisors for
indicating the quality of practice teaching was sent to the principals
and superintendents who employed the graduates. Ratings by the
superintendents and principals were returned for approximately SO
per cent of the students who received positions through the appoint-
ment bureau since June, 1930. The coefficients of correlation in

Table 6 between teaching success and the other variables are based 6
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STUDENT PERSONNEL STUDIES 27
on 108 cases for whom these field ratings were secured. It is seenfrom Table 6 that the most valuable single indication of success in thefield is the rating given for practice teaching. This coefficient of cor-relation, however, is only 0.27 ± 0.06. It is barely significant, beingonly four and one-half times its probable eiTor. In terms of accuracyof prediction this is only 4 per cent better than chance. None of theother factors that were used to predict teaching success does so relia-bly. All the coefficients of correlation are within three times theprobable error of the coefficients. It would appear then that, so faras predicting teaching success is concerned, the tests and informationused in this study are worthless with the possible exception of thepractice teaching rating.

A measure of the reliability of the ratings given by the superin-tendents and principals should be secured in order to estimate theamount of correlation that might be expected between teaching suc-cess and the various other factors. An indication of this reliabilityis being secured at the present time by means of another rating whichwill be returned during May of this year. Until this measure of relia-bility is secured it is impossible to tell how high a correlation might beexpected between practice teaching and success in the field. /It is interesting to compare the results achieved in the BellinghamNormal School with the results achieved by other institutions.Ullman in the Journal of Educational AdministrOon and Supervisionfor November, 1930, reports t4t results which lie got in an investiga-tion of 116 graduates who were teaching in junior or senior highschools. Table 8 gives the zero order coefficients of correlationreported by Ullman for certain factors which are comparable withthose which were obtained in this study.

TABLE 8. Certain zero order coefficients of correlation reported by Ullman

Factors
1

Practice teaching ..Teaching success
a 36Brown psychological examination

. 24Academic marks

.26Professional marks
. 46Major subject marks
. 22

2 3 4 6 6

aso 0. 24 0.26 0. 46 a22
. 16 . 30 . 30 .20

15 ! . 30 . 39 . 29
: 30 . 30 . 55 .81
. 30 . 39 . 55 .60
. 20 . 29 . 81 . 60 mom

He reports a coefficient of correlation of 0.36 between practice teach-ing and teaching success, a coefficient of 0.15 between the BrownPsychological Examination' and success in the field, and a coefficientof correlation of 0424 between the Brown psychological examinationand practice teaching. Practice teaching correlates to the extent of0.46 with professional marks whereas it correlates only 0.26 and 0.22with academic marks and major subject marks, respectively. Ullmanreports a coefficient of correlation of 0.30 between teaching success in
107121-32
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28 RESEARCH IN HIGHER EDUCATION

the field and professional marks. This coefficient of correlaion is
considerably higher -than the one obtained in this study, i. e., 0.02.
The difference may be accounted for, in part, by the fact that in rating
junior and senior high school teachers more emphasis is placed on
comprehension of subject matter than in rating elementary school
teachers. In general, however, it may be said that the results reported
in this paper agree with the results reported by Ullman. At present
no single test or rating seems to predict teaching sucCess at all reliably

TABLE 9. Biserial coefficients of correlation between receiving a potition after grad-
uation and certain other variabizs

Position

O. 48 05
. 23 ± . 05
. 35 . 05
. 26 . 06
. 45 ± . 05

First quarter grades
Predicted flist quarter grades
Supervisor's rating
Thorndike
Mean of first quarter grades and predicted first quarter grades

Table 9 shows the biserial r between receiving a position tlirough
the appointment bureau and (1) first quarter grades, (2) predicted
first quarter grades, (3) supervisor's rating, (4) Thorndike examina-
tion, and (5) the mean of first quarter grades and predicted first
quarter grades. The highest coefficient of correlation is again with
first quarter grades, i. e., 0.48. Predicted first quarter grades indi-
cate very poorly indeed whether or not a student will receive a
position. The Thorndike examiriation is almost as unreliable. The
mean of average first quarter grades and predicted first quarter grades
does not increase the coefficient of correlation that is found when
first quarter grades alone are used. The supervisor's rating corre-
lates 0.35 with receiving a position through the appointment bureau.

It will be seen that none of the coefficients of correlations reported
in this study is of sufficient predictive value to estimate reliably the
score that would be obtained by an individual student. In guiding
individual students who attend the normal school, it is only possible
to indicate their chances of success. It is seldom possible to be
certain that a student will succeed or fail although the average first
quarter grade of most students can be predicted fairly reliably.
Whether or not a student will graduate from the Bellingham State
Normal School can be estimated less reliably but still sufficiently well
to be useful. Whether or not a student will receive a position through
the appointment bureau after graduating can be predicted with
some degree of accuracy. With the present reliability and validity
of our tests and. ratings it is impossible to give the entering student
any indication at all of what his rating as a teacher in the field will be.

In order to be able to give information to the students which will
be more meaningful to them than the coefficients of correlation
reported in this paper, the inforniption summarized in Table 10 has
been prepared.

MID 1111.
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TABLE 10.-Per cent of those entering the Bellingham State Normal School thatraduate, the per cent of those entering that receive positions, and the per cent ofthose who graduate that receive position s

Item

Actual first quarter grade

Predicted first quarter grade

Mean of actual first quarter grade
and predicted first quarter
grade.

Thorndike examination

Supervisor's rating

Number
entering
in 1928

2

1

52
111
102

9
31

151
88

5

Range in grades

3

4.0
3.0 to 3.9 inclusive
2.0 to 2.9 inclusive
1.0 to 1.9 inclusive
0.0 to 0.9 inclusive
3 0 to 3 9 inclusive
2.0 to 2.9 Inclusive
1.0 to 1.9 inclusive
0.0 to 0.9 inclusive

35 3.0 to 3.9 inclusive
141 2.0 to 2.9 inclusive
83

6
31
68
93
67
16
3

32
75
77
29
2

416-

1.0 to 1.9 inclusive
0.0 to 0.9 inclusive
A ratings
B ratings
C ratings

1

Per cent
gradu-

ating in
1930

\ Per cent
Per cent I of those
receiving gradu-
positions .ating that
in 1930 received

positions

4 5 6

0 1 0 Co
65 64 Kt
58 1 31 53-
25 14 i a*
0 , 0 , v

65 , 45 70
55 33 ao
25 14 4 50
0 0 1 0

GO , 49 . 81
61 , 35 ! 57
19 11 56
o I O. 0

48 32
65 44
47

ED rarattingsings 28 16
23 154

3.5 to 3.9 inclusive
3.0 to 3.4 inclusive
2.5 to 2.9 inclusive
2.0 to 2.4 inclusive
1.5 to 1.9 inclusive

67
88
52
68
57
67
78
76
53
48
o

I In computing these average grades an A was given a weight of 4; B, weight of 3; C, weight of 2; D,weight of 1, and F, weight of O. The average grade is the sum of the grades for the courses multiplied bythe credit in hours of the course divided by the total number of hours carried.

Table 10 shows the distributions of (1) average first quarter grades,(2) predicted first quarter grades, (3) the mean of average first
quartet grades and predicted first quarter grades, and (4) Thorndikescores for the 275 students who entered as freshmen in the fall of
1928. The distribution of the supervisor's ratings of 218 students
who graduated during the school year 1929-30 is also given. Itgives for each level of achievement, for each of the variables, the
per cent of those entering in 1928 who graduated in 1930. In column5 it gives the per cent of those entering in 1928 who received positions
through the appointment bureau, and in column 6 it gives the percent of those who actually graduated who received positions. Aswould be expected from the coefficient of correlation between actualfirst quarter grades and ability to graduate those who receive highactual first quarter grades are more likely to. graduate than thosewho receive low average first quarter grades. Sixty-five per cent of
those students who receive average first quarter grades between 3and 4 were graduated, 54 per cent received positions, and 82 per centof those that graduated received positions. At the other end of the
distribution it is seen that none of those who received average first
quarter grades between 0 and 1 was able to graduate. Only 25 percent of those that received average first quarter grades between 1
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and 2 were able to graduate and only 14 per cent received positions.
Those students, then, that received average actual first quarter
grades below 2, have a relatively small chance of graduating, actually
less chance than one chance in four. They have only one chance in
seven of receiving a position. However, if these students graduate
they have as good an opportunity to receive a position as those that
receive average first quarter grades between 2 and 3.

Sixty-five per cent of those who received predicted first quarter
grades between 3 and 4 were graduated, but only 45 per cent of this
group received positions. Seventy per cent of those that were
graduated received positions. None of those studénts who received
predicted first quarter grades between 0 and 1 was graduated. Only
one in four of the students who received predicted first quarter grades
between 1 and 2 were graduated and only one in seven received posi-
tions. Forty-eight per cent of those who received A ratings on the
Thorndike examination were graduated and 32 per cent received
positions. (A rating of A is equivalent to a score which is between
one and one-half and two and one-half sigma above the mean of the
entering group. A rating of E is equivalent to a score which is
between one and one-half and two and one-half sigma below the
mean.) Sixty-five per cene of those who- received B ratings were
graduated and 44 per cent received positions. Twenty-three per cent
of those that received an E rating were graduated and 15 per cent
received positions.

Of those students who received a rating between 1.5 and 1.9 from
the supervisors none received positions. Forty-eight per cent of
those who received ratings from the supervisor between 2 and 2.5
received positions. At the other end of the distribution, of those
.who received ratings betweeg 3.5 and 4, 78 per cent received positions.

It is possible, as a result of this analysis, to predict with practical
certainty by the end of the first quarter that certain students will
not be able to graduate and consequently will not be able to receive
a position as a teacher. It is possible to tell what the chances of
the other students will be of graduating and what their chances of
reCeiving a position will be. There are only about three chances in
five of the best students (as judged by actual first quarter grades,
or predicted first quarter grades) graduating from the Bellingham
State Normal School in the usual period of six quarters. It is not
known how many of the students will graduate at a later date. It
is possible that some of the better students attend the Bellingham
Normal School for only a short period and then transfer to another
institution of higher learning from which they were or will be grad-
uated. It is doubtful whether those students who receive low ratings
will graduate from this institution or from any other institution of
higher learning.
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SUMMARY

The facts and conclusions of this paper may be summarized asfollows:
1. A coefficient of multiple correlation of 0.76 ± 0.03 was foundbetween average first-quarter grades and the combined scores of theThorndike examination, history test, and the age of graduation fromhigh sehool.
2. The first-quarter grades of all students who entered in the fall of1928 were predicted by means of the regression equation obtainedfrom the 1927 group. The coefficient of correlation between thesepredicted first-quarter grades and the actual first-quarter grades was0.71 ±0.02.
3. One hundred and twenty-five of the students w o entered in thefall of 1928 were graduated in the spriffg of 19 The codEcientof correlation between the predicted grades of this selected group andthe actual average first-quarter grades was 0.61 ± 0.04.4.. The coefficient of correlation between the rating which the stu-dent received in his practice teaching apd the actual average first-quarter grades is 0.45 ± 0.05. This coefficient was not significantlyincreased by adding to first-quarter grades ,the combined effect of theentrance tests.
5. The coefficient of correlation between the ratings in practiceteaching and the predicted first-quarter grades was only 0.36 ± 0.06.6. The reliability of the practice teaching rating is between 0.80and 0.90.
7. Average first-quarter grades, predicted first-quarter grades andThorndike examination havé considerable value in predicting whetheror not a student is likely to continue in school until graduation andwhether or not he will obtain a position through the appointmentbureau of the institution. (a) Only one in six of those who receivedD or E ratings on the Thorndike examination was Placed by theappointment bureau. (b) Sixty-five per cent of the entering groupwho received actual first-quarter grades os predicted first-quartergrades between 3 and 4 were graduated. (c) Fifty-four per cent ofthe entering group that received actual first-quarter grades between3 and 4 received positions. (d) Eighty-two per cent of the graduateswho received actual first-quarter grades between 3 and 4 receivedpositions while only 53 per cent of the graduates who received averagefirst-quarter grades between 1 and 2 or 2 and 3 received positions.(0 None of the students who received actual first-quarter grades orpredicted first-quarier grades between 0 and 1 was graduated.(f) Only one in four of those that received first-quarter grades orpredicted first-quarter grades between 1 and 2 was graduated.
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8. Ratings of the 1930 graduates who received positions were re-
ceived from the wperintendents and principals. The reliability of

these ratings has not yet beeft determioed.
9. The rating in practice teaching is the best single index of the

rating whiçh the student will receive in the field. The correlation is
very low, i. e., 0.27.

.10. All the tests, grades, and information used in this study give
very low coefficients of correlation when used to predict the rating
which the student will receive in the field.
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THE SIGNIFICANCE OF PERSONNEL MEASURESAT THE UNIVERSITY OF OREGON
HOWARD k TAYLOR and CLIFFORD L CONSTANCE 1

When a competent engineer measures the po-tential electric energyof a stream, his results appear to be final and absolute in so far as weare perfectly familiar with, or trustful of, the units used and themathematical accuracy of their transmutation from second-feet of-stream ffow to kilowatts or horsepower. Ill reality, of course, themeasurements are purely relative. If you turn to the dictionary fora definition of second-feet or Nratts or horsepower, you will be rewardedwith a translation into other terms, and your search will end only'when you encoimter terms which you understand well enough toaccept without question or, more often, when you have traced out acircular series of terms which ends at the word with which you started.Again, to the naive individual, nothing could be more nonsensical thanthe engineer's statement of numerical equivalence between the boilingwhite water on a rapid and the predicted magnetic deflection of a4needle on a gage in a power house as yet *nbuilt.
Now, the attempt to measure potential college scholarship in termsof personnel data is essentially a comparison of the same sort butconsiderably more difficult, for two 'reasons.. First, the units used inboth sets of measurements are not sufficiently familiar or definite tohave a widely accepted meaning. Experts in mental testing are only

a partially agreed as to the meaning of test scores, and college scholar-ship in terms of marks or grades is of rather doubtful significance evenamong those most familiar with the symbols in which such estimatesare recorded. Second, the equivalence of each set of units in terms ofthe other has been very imperfectly established as yet. If we couldbe sure of the psychologist's mental tests as measures of intellect, thenwe could determine .the meaning of college marks in terms of suchintelligence. Or if we accept college marks as good relative measuresof the exten t to which students ¡have profited from instruction, asindeed many studies of the rough but essential validity of collegemarks strongly suggest, we can then appraise the tests and otherpersonnel"memures in terms of such scholarship. But any gain in ourknowledge of either characteristic must be purchased by making oneor the other of these assumptions, and then by evaluating the relation-ship which exists between the two sets of measures. In fact, such
Seo footnote 2 and 3, p.

.
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procedure is implicit in measurement of any kind. But in the case of
the power-plant engineer, previous laboratory experimentation has
already provided a knowledge onthe essential relationships between
his *variables, whereas the psychologist attempting to use personnel
measures must continuously work out theie relationships for himself
while tilt, the, same time he collects his data.

Obviously the determination of the relation between personnel
measures ti.nd the excellence of scholastic achievement would have
little merit if the test scores and other measures were themselves
utilized as a basis for giving the marks. For this reason, in addition
to otters equally important, the personnel research bureau has stead-
fastly restricted the use of personnel data at the University Of Oregon,
especially for the two groups reported here, to conferences sought
voluntarily by individual students and to the ad.tinistrative analysis
of the probable causes of scholastic clikculty after marks in various
courses were already assigned. In general, ratings were not released
to instructors anixwere used only under conditions which practically
guaranteed the mdependence of estimates of scholarship from a

'knowledge of the personnel ratings during the period of this experi-
ment.

In September, 19/5, we began collecting personnel information for
all students entering as freshmen. Of 454 men and 409 women
entering at that time, 62 men (13.7 per cent) and 110 women (26.9
per cent) had completed their work for graduation at the end of the
summer session in August, 1929four calendar years : ter entrance,
In September, 1926, of 455 med and 367 women ente : freshmen,
58 men (12.7 per cent) and 101 women (27.5 per cent) 1110 graduated

, by August, 1930--four years later. Thus, just less than 20 per cent of
those entering the.University of Oregon as freshmen may be expected
to graduate within the 4-year period following their entrance. It is
the records of these 331 students who graduated four years
after entrance which constitute the basic data for as study. In
addition ive found that 46 men (10.1 per cent) and 27 women (6.6 per
cent)(or 8.5 per cent in all)of the class entering in 1925 graduated

, sometime during the fifth year after entrance. It is probably safe to
say, therefore, that not more than 30 to 35 per cent of those who enter
the University of Oregon as freshmen will graduate from it. Appar-.

ently this is about what happens at other reputable State universities.'

if The University of Minnesota reports in its 1928 volume on " Problems of college education," p. 204,
that 24 per cent of the clan entering in 1920 had either graduated or transferred to a professional school
where they had completed their fourth year of work at the end of the normal 4-year period. Since our
figures do not include those members of the 1921t entering class who had traniferred to law, medicine, or
architecture and completed four years without taking a degree, the 20 per cent who did graduate four

Piers after entrance at Oregon are very nearly equivalent to the Si per cent reported at Minnesota.
Again, Toops and Edgerton, of Ohio State, in their 1929 report of the" Academic progress of students" say,
p. 136, that of all the students who enter the university only about 34 per cent will probably graduate.
This checks very closely with our estimate of 30 to 36 per cent wfto will graduate, based on the fact
that 28.4 per sent had graduated 6-years ante entrance.

1 4A,
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Now, if one thinks of the attainment of a degree as the tine qua non ofuniversity training, this elimination of fully two-thirds of those whoenter as aspiring freshmen will seem to constitute a major educationaltragedy, mitigated to some extent by the rather small percentage whocomplete their college work at some other institution, presumablybetter adapted to their needs and also mitigated by the fact that someof these students have gone on into professional schools, such asmedicinel law, or architecture, without taking a general universitydegree.'
On the other hand, if a major function of the university is to furnishselective guidance and assist students in the inevitable trial and errorprocedures of finding their real aptitudes and interests, extensiveelimination may merely evidence the intellectual standards a theuniversity and its efficiency in shifting students out of unpromising

endeavors. Moreovtrl it is absurd to think of college experience;doettootelsntuatewhich in a degree as time, energy, and moneythrown away. It may well be that the benefit from college training,per se, is in many tasetelk;great for those who do not graduate as fora good many of those who do, although in general the prestige andpersonal satisfaction attached to the degree make it well worthstriving for.
But whatever the essential nature of the educational processesleading to graduationwhether they be primarily instructional orselectivewe have no scientific basis for advising and guidingstudents,nor even for reorganizing and improving our scholastic proceduresuntil we know the meaning of our personnel measures in terms of the

fundamental objectives of college education which ostensibly, alleast, are scholarly achievement in various fields of knowledge. Whatcan the results of an hour or two spent in puzzling out complex mentaltasks of an unfamiliar and apparently quite impractical sort possiblyforetell about scholastic achievement in say 50 or 60 courses under 20or 30 different instructosrs in three or more broad fields of knowledgerequiring normally four years of fairly consistent study?. To theperson unfamiliar with the great variability of college students inmental capacity and unaware of the surprising stability and unitarynature of psychological samplings of general ability, the exportationof any connection at all between such variables seems nonsensical.But that is exactly the reason for resortilig to 'experiment.
The psychological examination of the American Council on Educe"-tion, which we have given each year beginning in 1925 to all entering

freshmen, is a general ability or general college aptitude battery ofat,

According to questionnaire data collected by Mr. Hagstrom, the university editor, in a follow-up of980 students enrolled in 1928-29, who did not return in the fall of 1929 -30, 20 per cent of those who repliedwere enrolled in other institutions, and 10 percent plan to enroll el somber*, while 30 per cent plan to reenterthe Univeraitrof Oregon. Since only 21 per cent of the 980 circularised replied, it is hard to say just bowrepresentative these percentages are of Oregon students in general...
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the type commonly called an intelligence test. It samples the ability
to do complex mental tasks where previous training as a factor in
success has been intentionally minimized. In 1925 it consisted of
eight tests for which an hour and a half of working time was allowed.
In 1926 ònly seven tests weie used, and it has since been reduced to
five tests with an hour of working time without reducing its effective-
ness in predicting scholarship. (See following table.)

Evidently the five tests which have constituted the backbone of the
battery each year from 1925 to the present give an adequate sample
of such general abilities as are scholastically important. The relia-
bility of this battery by the split-halves method for the series of 1925
and that of 1926 we found was r1/=0.95, and this value has been
extensively 'corroborated elsewhere (8).4 But we are concerned here
with the stability of such a measure over a long period of time as well
as with the extent to which the same abilities arè sampled by two
similar forms of the test. In April, 1927, we retested with the Ameri-
can Council series of 1926, 93 students who had taken the Ainerican
Council series of 1925 in September, a year and a half earlier. Thus
we sampled the relative stability of such scores after five quarters of
university instruction. The correlation of total weighted score on
the two independent but similar test batteries was 7.11=0.90. While
the number of cases (N 93) is small, in comparison with our other
data, I feel quite confident that the coefficient r1I= 0.90 does not over-
state the extent to which American Council test scores represent a
fairly unitary and stable aspect of the potential capacity of college
students. In order to facilitate explanation we transmute all our
personnel data into percentile ranks (P. R.), indicating the percentage
of students entering the University of Oregon as freshmen who made
scoreq lower than the particular score under copsideration. The
percentile ranks of American Council test scores for our Oregon fresh-
men, particularly in the upper ranges, approximate very closely the
national norms for 1925 based on 16,000 students m 55 different
colleges (1). While we find empirically that correlations determined
from measures recorded in percentile ranks are slightly lower than
where the original measures aie usedas is to be expected theoretically
the shrinkage in relationship is meigible and is ufore than offset
by convenience. Thus it is general ability measured in such percentile

/rank units as we find most convenient to use which we wish to mina-
pare with scholarship.

Numbers in parentheses refer to "Bibliography," p. 49.O
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r total
Men
Women

N total
Men
Women

Variables

192.5

2
.1110.-

42,5

189

Median
P. RI v.
grade
points

Series of

19 j 1927

3 4

a 440 0.486
345 589

1928

4g4

970
438 470
364 392

Gross ! Gross Gross
P. R. v. ! P. R. v. P. R. v.
grade G. P. R. G. P. R. G. P. R.

avertwe

1929 1 1930

6

0.489
. 442
. 556
80S
420
388

Gross
P. R. v.

7

0. 511
. 454
. 579
800
433
367

Gross
P. R. o.

G. P. R.

I P. R. means percentile rank as explained later, and G. P. R. means grade-point ratio as explainedilater,

But the question of the numerical representation of scholastic ex-cellence is an indispensable preliminary. Instructors evaluate thework of students at the University of Oregon under six catagories.If grade III (slightly above average) and grade IV (slightly below
average) be combined into an average group, the scale correspon
the 5-step scales more commonly used elsewhere. If the gra
were assigned to 5 peie cent, II to 20 per cent, III and IV to 50 per cent,
V to 20 per cent, and VI or F to 5 per cent, the distribution of grades
would approximate the normal curve which has empirically beenfound to represent very well the actual distribution of grades in sev-
eral universities where the performance of large groups of students
over failly long periods of time has been studied (2, 3, 6, 7, 10). At
Oregon the actual percentages of each grade assigned during repre-sentative fall, winter, and swing terms combined were: I =8.8,II =23.7, III and IV =53.5, V =8.9, and VI or F =5.0.

In view of the host of diverse and fairly independent factors enter-ing into quality of achievement, the assumption that it is normally
distributed is reasonable on a theoretical as well as on an empirical
basis.

aIf now a unit normal distribution be divided into areas proportional
to the percentages of students assigned each grade, we can compute
the distance above and below the mean where the mid-point of each
such area intersects tile baseline. The relative distances of each suchpoint, in units of variability from the mean, may be considered nu-
merically comparable measures of such differences in the quality of
work as instruCtors can recognize and value. In standard deviation\units, these distances corresponding to the various percentages:of
grades actu.ally assigned at Oregon are Ism +1.81, II 2112 .86, III (+ .04, Br 222 .69, V smt 1.27, and F 2:22 2.40. Since negative weightsare awkward to use in actual practice, we can preserve the same math-
ematical relationships by adding 2.40 to each weight, giving I =4.2,II=3.26, III -52.44, IV= 1.71, V 2°2 1 . 1 3 , and VI or F =O. This indi-
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cates that the traditional, numerical weighting of grades long used by
the registrar's office of I = 5 points, 11=4 points, III =3 points, IV
2 points, V = 1 point, and VI or F = 0, is not greatly in error. Actually,
in terms of the frequency with which they are assigned, it overweights
high grades a little, and underweights the low grades somewhat.

A priori it would seem that grade points (number of hours earned
times the weighting for quality) would give the best index of student
achievement since it includes both quantity and quality of work.
But the university sets up a definite, number of hours which each
graduate must obtain. Hence it would be necessary to use 4on14 such
measure as average number pf grade points per term if both factors are
to count. Now in general, the factors contributing to variability
in hours carried are so diverse, e. g., sew-support, student activities,
health, etc.,and the variations in load carried so supervised with reference
to the needs of the individual, that we have preferred to measure college
scholarship in terms of quality alone. Again quantity and quality
of achievement appear to be psychologically very different aspects of
a student and certainly the negative correlation between quality and
quantity of work implied in the combined index is quite theleverse of
the facts. Finally, there is a widespread and growing conviction that
quality of scholarship is what needs emphasis in American higher
education. Hence total grade points (hours multiplied by the tradi-
tional weighting for quality) have Nen divided by the total number
of hours to give average grade points earned per hour for which the
student registered.. Since VI or F (failure) counts zero points but still
counts as hours, all failing grades lower the quality iridex in the proper
proportion. This index Of the quality of college achievement which
we call the grade-point ratio (G. P. R.) will be used as the measure of
scholarship.

Our studies of the reliability of such grade-point ratios at Oregon
show that the correlation of three alternate quarters of college work
measured in these terms with three comparable quarters of similar
work is r3f3F = 0.89 (N= 396). Thus we can estimate the reliability
of our 4-year grade-point ratios as not less than rimy = 0.97.6 Evi-
dently the general factors which underlie pooled estimates of the
quality of college work are remarkably consistent and stable. Thus
the reliability of averaged grades is much higher than one might expect
from the well-known inaccuracies of grades in single courses.

Probably the simplest method of representing the relationship be-
tween two variables is to plot a straight line showing the ayerifige
amount of change in one variable which corresponds to an average
amount of change in the other. With test data fhis is usually done
mathematically bi computing the con-elation coefficient between the

s The Spearman-Brown prophecy formula is widely used in this connection and there is considerable
mpirical evidence of its validity for such data.

=
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two variables. Of course, relationships may exist which can not berepresented in such simple linear fashion. Hence, an obtained corm.lation of r= 0 does not prove that no relationship exists but merelythat no straight line representation of whatever relationship exists isfeasible. The extent to which the numerical value of r approaches ± 1does, however, indicate the extent to which a linear estimate of theone variable is, possible from a knowledge of the other. Hence thesize of the obtained correlation coefficient between two variables incomparison with the size of its probable error, is indisputable evidenceof oyerlapping factors or i*ntical elements in the two sets of meas-ures. The relationships bétween test scores and 4-year scholarshipat Oregon are as follows.

TABLE 1. Faur-year study showing correlations between test percentile and four-year G. P. R. all departments included

Sex
1929

_ _

..0111.

\

1930 Both years

2 3 4 5

Men
O. 489Women

110 . 615
Total

172 . 581

6

58 0. 496 120
101 i . 532 211

159 . 489 331

7

0. 487
. 576

. 526

Two things in this table are especially worth noting: (1) Contraryto prevailing belief the behavior of women is somewhat more predict-able than that of the men. At least their scholarship can be estimatedin tr,irms of test score more accurately than can that of the menr0.58 as compared with r= 0.49 for men. (2) According to the mostconservAtive interpretation (9) there is not less than 28 per centcommonality between general ability measured by an hour and a halfspent in working at complex mental tasks and the excellence of collegescholarship in general over a period of four years. Of course our testsdo not pretend to measure preparation, studious habits, nor scholarlyzeal except as these may be correlated with general ability. Such char-acteristics with many others probably constitute the other factors(not more than 72 per cent) in scholarship which do not iary con-comitantly with test score. To what extent are these factors alsomeasurable?
Even with the advantage of great accuracy in his separate measure-ments, no engineer would attempt to gage the potential energy of astream by a single measurement. He needs a more representativesample of the yearly and year to year ups and downs of the river.Likewise, we need a measure of student preparation and, earnestnessspread over a period of years. The prevailing practice in regard to
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entrance requirements assumes that performance in preparatory
schools is -prognostic of college performance. Yet due primarily,
I tilink, to variations in tbe standards of grading in different high

schools, average preparatory school grades havib usually given very
slight evidence only of college success. However, in mu* personnel
research at Oregon we have always considered the evaluation and
use of information already on file, such as preparatory school records,
quite as important as the colléction of additional information such
as psychological test scores. Accordingly, we began in 1925 to com-

pute for all entering freshmen an index of the quality of preparatory
school work. No doNbt a good objective test of high-school knowl-
edge and skill, such a the Sones-Harry or Iowa High School content
examinations, would be even more useful, but over a period of six
years our index has earned equal weight with general ability test
scores in a regression equation for the prediction of college scholarship.

Without describing the several variations in our proceddre leading
to better prediction and easier computation, the essentials of our
method are gs follows: We empirically equate the various high-school
grading syste nd then weight heavily each unit of credit rated in
the highest s interval. This of course makes the index depend
chiefly on such work as was recognized by the high school as outstand-
ing. This index is also transmuted into percentile ranks for conven-
ience in explanation. Thus it means that such and such a percentage
of our entering freshmen had preparatory school records below the
one under consideration.

We have no satisfactory method of determining the reliability of
this measure as yet. However, the principal of each school was
requOted on the entrance blank to place each student in the first,
second, third, or fourth quartile of the graduating class. If we
assume an approximately normal distribution of ability in graduating
classes with roughly equivalent means, these categories can be trans-
muted intApumerical measures by assigning the appropriate standard
deviation values to the percentage of freshmen falling in each quartile.
For these 1925 freshmen, the correlation of the principals' quartile
rating with our empirical index of the quality-of preparatory school

work was r = 0.62 for 248 women, and r =0.68 for 174 men, or r =0.65
for 422 cases. For the 1927 freshmen similar computations gave
r =0.77 for 320 women, r 0.71 for 372 men, and r = 0.73 for 702 cases

in all. None of these coefficients can be considered a satisfactory
reliability coefficient, but such a coefficient would hardly be higher
than r11 =0.7, which would therefore be a conservative estimate.
' Fortunately for our purpose preparatory school records are not

/ closely related to general ability test scores. For the 331 graduates
of this study the correlation is only r 222 0.44 (r =0,48 for 120 men,
and r= 0Ml for 211 women). Thus using the conservative i#ter-
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pretation previously referred to, there may be as little as 19 per cent
commonality between these measures of preparatory school workand the general ability test scores. Among many possible explana-
tions, our experience suggests that this is because effort, i. e., docility,
dependability, cooperative attitudes, and persistence, are more im-
portant factors in preparatory school success than is alharound
intellectual ability. Especially does our experience with individual
personnel records support such an interpretation. When a studententers with a low test percentile rank (P. R.), but high high-school
percentile rank, we usually find a hard-working, serious-minded
individual whose difficulties are chiefly slow learning, 'or inability to
appreciate abstract generalizations or to display critical insight.On the other hand, freshmen with high test percentile ranks and low
high-school percentile ranks aro bad college risks because they ha4ve
formed habits of loafing and just getting by in place of efficient study
habits. Their difficulties are chiefly inadequate preparation and the
surprising stability of habits of superficial thinking and of dawdlingover scholastic tasks.

The relationships of high-school record to 4-year codege scholar-ship are as follows:

TABLE 2. Four-year study showing correlations between high-school percentiles
and 4-year grade-point ratios, all departments included

Sex

Men
Women

Total

1929

2 3

62 I Q 511
110 . 528

172 1 .514
1

iv

4

1930 Both years

5 6

58 0.529 120
101 . 550 211

159 .531 331

0. 524
. 538

. In Table 3 the results of combining test percentile ranks with higb-
scbool percentile ranks in the prediction of 4-yeir scholarship are
shown:

TABLE 3.Four-year study showing correlations between average of high-school and
test percentage ranks and 4-yar grade-point ratio

Set

Men
Women

Total

1929

2

82
110

172

1930

a 4

Q 587
. 698

. 646

58
101

159

Both years

5

0.591 120
.630 211

. 692 331

7

0. 588
. 664

. 62CI
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From Table 2 we may conclude that in spite of the inaccuracies
involved in equating bigh-school marks, an index can be derived fromthem which is approximately equal in predictive significance over
the whole 4-year college period to that of American Council GeneralAbility Test scores. Turning this finding about we may say certainlythat the logic of basing admission to college on preparatory school
records applies with equal force to psychological test scores.

In two respects at least the fatter are superior. (a) They are
highly objective and hence impartial. Since special training is
minimized as a factor in making high test scores, all students are more
nearly on the same basis than is the case with preparatory schoolrecords with their inevitable variation in standards of grading. (b)
The pesychological test furnishes an adequate sample of generalability in an hour and a half or less, while it takes three to four yearsof observation in preparatory school at least as at present recorded,
to give equal predictions of college scholarship.

From Table 3 the supplementary value of preparatory school recordsis made clear. When high-school percentile rank is averaged withtest percentile rank, the qorrelation with 4-year college scholarshiprises to r= 0.62 within the rather restricted range of ability whichachieves graduation in that time. Thus in this combined measurewe have at least 38 per cent commonality between personnel ratingsand college scholaDshipa gain of at least 10 per cent in unique
factors over either personnel measure alone.

We have also made an extensive analysis of the scholastic signifi-cance by departments and schools for each of the five tests in the
American Council battery. Our data hardly justify the use of Spear-man's mathematical techniques for determining to what extent tht
relationships found between separate tests, preparatory-school records,and 4-year'college scholarship may be thought of as due to the presenceof a single general factor plus many specific factors. But there is astrong suggestion that the burden of prediction for each of our me.as-urea is carried by some unitary set of factors which is sampled againand again rather than by the teaming up of independent groups offactors constituting unique traits. All our departmental correlationsare positive and appear to be in hierarchical order ranging downtoward zero for certain tests in certain departments, but never beingsignificantly negative with scholarship in any department. Againthe intercorrelations of each separate measure with any of the othersand with the criterion of 4-year scholarship (grade-point ratio) isalways positive as appears below.

1
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TABLE 4.Four-year study showing intercorrelations of 8 dependent variables with
the criterion 4-year scholarship (19E5-19E9 and 1926-1950 groups combined)

M N-120- 62 on analogies
Women_ _ N-211. 110 on analogies

Total_ Nms 331 172 on analogies

Variables

X1 oil 4- year grade-point ratio

Xj-high-echooll percentile rank

Xi-test peroentile rank

Xicsocompletion percentiI4 rank

14-artificial-language percentile rank . _

Xsmanalogies percentile rank°

IFX, arithmetic percentile rank. _ _ _ _ _ _

XI-opposites percentile rank

X, first-term grade-point ratio ........_..

,C3

0. 524
. 538

11-72r

XI

0. 487
. 576

753-

. 480
. 409

. 436

0. 481 0. 397
. 452 415

-7Z-rata"
409: . 303
. 421

t
345

orsr

. 491

. 310
7.94°

. 338

.

-717T
396

. 310

. 3887Z

. 483

. 528

. 438

. 398
-71151

. 4g4 .414
441 . 400

-.71M" E7

But when these measures are teamed up by multiple correlation for
the prediction of 4-year scholarship, the unique contribution of each
separate measure diminishes considerably as the overlapping general
factors included in each measure are appropriated by those most
heavily saturated with them at the start. This is well shown by the
partial correlation coefficients of the fifth order for each measure
with the criterion.° r12.46678 = 0.49; r14.25878 = 0.35; r16.2467$ 0.28; r16.24578

0.18; r17.14668 = 0.00 ; r18.24367 = 0.15.
Thus we may say that each test in the American Council battery

contributes effectively to our knowledge of certain general factors
underlying 4-year scholarship. High-school record samples these
same general factors to some extent and adds unique factors which
make such records equal in predictive importance to the 54est scores
combined. But the refined statistical procedure of determining the
weight of each separate variable in a regression equation for predicting
scholarship makes a n:. ligible improvement in prediction over the

Test perilentile (variable Xi of Table 4) has beep omitted from the multiple correlation because it is
Dimly the total of the five =Wefts (Xi, Xi, X4, Xr, and Xi). Likewise first-term grade-point ratio (Xi)
has been omitted because it is a part of the criterion (Xi).

107121-82-4

.....

.......

X1

IN/1

v

. 426 . 255

. 401 .478

. 407 .71

. 157 . 314

. 407

=

.... _ _

.

-777-

Xs

0. 304
. 448

-731r
. 215
. 074

. 737 . 710
696 . 697

7717-775-
. 506
. 480

!7-7111"

. 721

. 706
777

. 381

. 371

-731-

Xy

29.
. 371

11727

. 386

. 348

. 585

. 705

. 442

. 400
7-17r

Xs

0. 338 a 719
. 489 . 811

7-43"
. 254 . 433
. 311 . 482

. 681

. 724
7-Err

. 541

. 539
71Tr

. 340
777 -71115

. 395

. 428
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simple procedure of averaging test percentile rank with high-school
percentile rank. R1 .245678 = 0.65 and RI.,2+3, =0.62.

A laborious search for additional measures of predictive significance I
has been rather disappointing.

1. The Inglis test of English vocabulary at the college level gives
fair correlations with scholarship but adds almost nothing to predic-
tion, because it is correlated r =0.4 with 'high-school record and
r = 0.7 with American Council test score (N = 800). Thus it furnish-es
little unique information about students and raises the multiple
correlation of our personnel records with scholarship in the third
decimal 'place only.

2. Division of test performance into linguistic and quantitative
abilities in spite of the light it seems to throw on the intellectual
make-up of individúal students does not add appreciably to prediction.

3. We have tried out a homemade test of ability to take notes, with
an added feature designed to indicate persistence. Neither measure
gives any important new information about the potential scholarship
of entering freshmen.

4. We have found the difference between test percentile rank and
high-school percentile rank very revealing in individual cases, but
these differences apparently do not represent any single trait in ljnear
fashion, hence fail to improve general prediction.

5. Health records and data from the physical examination made at
enirance give little or no indication of relative scholastic achievement,
although they are certainly very useful in advising with individual
students.

6. Measures of interest of the extrovert-introvert type and esti-
mates of time spent in study show considerable promise as indications
of scholarship, but we have been unwilling to use them systematically;
because as soon as stttlents realize that mere statements of their
attitudes and habits are to be used administratively, the frankne.ss of
such statements becomes doubtful.

7. After discovering two boys in college whose elementary school
preparation as measured by Stanford Achievement barely equalled
that of the average seventh and eighth grader, respectiyely, we share
the belief of Dr. Luella Pressey (5) that a representative sample of
elementary-sehool tool skills might afford considerable predictive as
well as diagnostic information about college scholarship. However,
we have as yet developed no tèst for such a purpose.

Instead, we have extended our sampling of student performance
into the college situation. Does scholastic performance during the
first quarter in college mean iiny thing with reference to 4-year scholar-
ship? Advocates of freshmen week and sentimentalists in general
picture the terrific adjustment problems of students away from home,
lost in crowded classrooms, lonesome and bewildered by the details
of new social and intellectual requirements as if performance under
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such conditions were quite unrepresentative of real potentiality.
But if 4-year college scholarship be considered an adequate criterion_
of scholastic potentiality, first quarter grades are on the contrary
highly indicative (r = 0.78 for these 331 students). Of course this
correlation is to some extent spurious in that first quarter grades are
averaged into the total with which they are correlated, but this is not
spurious fpr our purpose since it is merely the earliest possible predic-
tion of total scholarship which we are seeking. But the high correla-
tion of first quarter grades with the average of test score and high-
school record (r =0.57) prevents our getting as much unique infor-
mation from these first quarter grade-point ratios as might be antici-
pated. Using these three measures, test percentile rank, high-school
percentile rank, and first quarter grade-point ratio, the multiple
correlation wiih 4-year college scholarship is R1.23.= 0.74 for 120
men, and R1.23=0.83 for 211 women, and R1.23= 0.81 for the 331
students who graduated four years after entrance. Thus these three
personnel measures have at least 64 per cent commonality with the.
quality of 4-year college scholarship. Still more important, the
reliability with which the common factors prevading all three person-
nel measures, and also underlying all-around scholarship,, are sampled
is sure to be much higher for the combination than for any of the
measures singly. Hence injustice to individual students is greatly
minimized by using such a combination.

This demonstration of the equivalence in meaning of college scholar-
ship rid personnel measures is not complete for two reasons. In the
first place, it seldom pays to run every speck of potential energy
through the power house. It is usually better to allow many streams
whose "head" of potential energy is slight to flow off into other
channels where they are really much more serviceable. Now by com-
paring the variance (a2) in all these personnel measures for the whole
entering group with the variance in these measures for those who
graduated, it is possible to estimate 'what the correlation of the
measures *rith 4-year scholarship would have been if the total range
of entering talent had continued or been allowed to continue under the
selective processes tepresented by scholastic grades (4). Thus the
estimated correlation tif test scores alone, with 4-year scholarship if
all students entering had remained that long, would be r = 0.62 instead
of r= 0.53 within the restricted range of those who graduate. Simi-
larly, the estimated correlation of our combined personnel measures
with 4-year scholarship if all who entered remained, would be r =0.87
instead of r = 0.81 within the restricted range of those graduating.
In the second place, even for engineers estimated input and obtained
output never balance exactly because there is always some error in
measurement. So in estimating scholarship from personnel measures,
both the criterion iid the measurements upon which the estimates
are based are by no means perfectly accurate. But with a religbility
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coefficient of rd.= 0.97 for the pooled grades of the criterion and
probably abotit r11= 0.95 for the combined personnel measures, the
estimated true correlation of potential and actual achievement would
not rise greatly above the est. r= 0.87 found by allowing for restricted
range.'

Yet, surely this makes it evident that early in a student's college
career we can gage with surprising accuracy the excellence of his
future scholastic achievement. Unmeasured factors, even of interest
and effort, can not be highly important. Apparently such interest
and effsrt, factors as really function are included rather completely
in preparatory school records and first quarter gradeê. Thus we have
measures of potential scholarship which indicate very well what the
actual achievement in knowledge, tech4ioal skill, i and productive
scholarshipitorill be under the transforming influence of university
instruction. To be sure this in no way disparages the necessity of
continuous painstaking college instruction as superficial thinkers have
sometimes fallaciously argued. One might as well argue the futility
of the power house in transforming potential energy into kilowatts.
It is only because of exacting instruction that potentialt*seholarship
forecasts so definitely future scholastic achievements. But whatever
the nature of tbe general factors which underlie all-around college'
scholarship, we can be sure our test scores and other personnel meas-
ures indicate potentially these same ieneral factors. If the pooled
judgments of instructors with referene to kholarship have value,
that same value applies to test scores mill other personnel measures.3Or if test scores be accepted as measures of intellect, then co c!

instructors as a group recognize and value suCh ability very defini .

The practical significance of these findings can be illustrated by an
experiment in correrating estimated scholarship with that actually
obtained at the university. If the average of test percentile rank
and high-school percentile rank be- combined with first quarter grades
in the university, the cOmposite correlates r =0.825 with 4-Tyrear
grade-point ratio for the 172 students who graduated four years lifter
entrance fn 1925. Using the same weightings for these three person-
nel measures, we estimated the 4-year grade poinfttf ratio of the 159
students in the 1926 entering class who graduated four years after
entrance. We then correlated tbe estimated grades with the grade-
point ratio actually obtained by these students during their college
cardilltru This correlation was r im 0.806 which at tbe wane time.verifies

-our computations of the previous year and demonstrates tilii essen-
tially stable significance of our personnel measure from year to year.
Finally, we have used the same measures and weightings to estimate
the average scholarship ,f 1 ; wally all those entering the.pniversity

11A111,
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As freshmen in. 1925 who stayed as long as one quarter.° These
estimated grade-point ratios were then correlated with the average
points per hour actually earned for as long as the student remained
or was allowed to remain. The result was r =0.86. It will be remem-
bered that the estimated correlation of these measures with 4-year
scholarship in such an unrestricted range was r = 0.87. Again tbe
consistency of ouf datft and computations is gratifying.

And now, briefly, what should be done about it? Well, so far as
average quality of college scholarsI4 is an adequate criterion,
preparatory school records and psychological test scores are valid
bases for advising very mediocre students not to attempt college
work. Such an evaluation of college potentiality for each prepara-
tory school student is feasible dúring his final high-school year.
All that is needed is a uniform State-wide testing program and the
proaratory school record. But if educational democracy requires
an open door in State institutions for all high-school graduates,
then certainly fairly rigorous elimination .may begin at the end of
the first quarter without any serions injustice and with great savings
in time, money, and effort, not to say agony for all concerned. The
following chart presents the evidence for this statement in grophie
form.

Suppose in 1925 we had placed on probation at the end of the first
quarter all students for whom our combined personnel measures
predicted a 4-year grade-point ratio of 2.5 or less, and then disL
qualified all who failed to mainCain a grade-point ratio of 2. Twenty
per cent of the entering class would Ilave gone on probation, but
less than 3 per cent of our 1929 graduates, and only 11 per cent
of those who graduated in five years would have done so. Pre-
sumablynot a single graduate would have been disqualified. So
far, students with grade-point ratios less than 2 simply do not
graduate. Everything seems to indicAte that the line between
satisfactory and unsatisfactory scholarship at the University of
Oregon might well be drawn at this point. Of course, students
failing to earn grade-point ratios of 2 in any quarter should also
go-on probation and be disqualified if they do not improve, no matter
how promising the scholarship indicated by their personnel records.
A scholarship committee considering individual cases on their merits
could easily furnish all the elasticity in admini§tration which wOuld
be needed. The chief advantages of such a system *would be:

1. When probation and disqualification are based on single quarter
grades alone, as at present, the reliability of such judgments is quite
tow becausereven when the grades of a single quarter are aveilaged,
the reliability of the resulting index is, in gener..."- only r11=--0.73,

I We utilized here data collected by the registrar, Dr. Pallett, for, another purp Lack of other infor-mation about these students and withdrawal during the first quarter explains why 763 instead of the wholegroup were studied.

1\
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and much lower for possible combinations of departmental grades,
to say nothing of the dubious reliability of a single-course grade,
which often decides the whole matter. But when probation is based
on potentiality estimated from personnel measures, including first-
quarter grades, both the reliabiRty and predictive significance of

ACTUAL COMPARED WITH PREDICTED SCHOLÁRSHIP

GPR actually obtained (vertical) by different qualities of estimated GPR (horizontal)

3-0+

2.0

4raduci1in4 in four wars after entrance
% nof qraduabnq

ex ilex),
% obtaining more than I PE. abow est GPR tcrtical

min r. obtaining wiihin I PE. of - 7 dritrY

% obiaining more than 1 PE below

1.0-

FOUR-YEAR GRADUARS 1925-29
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such judgments in terms of 4-year scholarship are greatly improved.
The same argument applies,to basing disqualification on cumulative
grade-point ratiolinstead of on the scholastic performance of a single
quarter.

2. If probation were in pax:etased on general ability test score,
it would tend to stimulate each entering student to do his best on

%
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the psychological examination, thus insuring more accurate measure-
ment.

Likewise, if probationary status depended in part on prepearatory
school record or high-sChool content test score, there 'would soon be
*a salutary effect on the attitude of high-school students toward their
preparatory school work.

4. Finally, scholastic leniency with freshmen is unjustifiable in
view of the high correlation of first quarter grades with 4-year record.
Such leniency encourages excuse making and refusal to face the facts
so far as scholarship is concerned. Under the proposed more rigorous
requirements students with real potentiálity would be "Put on 'their
toes" at once instead of being confirmed in habits of preparatory
school loafing. There is no better time to break with inefficient
habits than when changing from accustomed surroundings and
associates to new ones. As William James said in his famous essay,
"a complete break is far better than a gradual one." For students
without any scholastic future, an early recognition of that fact will
go far to prevent a costly and tragic struggle against probability
into which very mediocre students art lured by lenient scholastic
requirements for freshmen. What we need is less sentiment and more
psychology in freshmen week and personnel procedures generally.
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A STUDY OF THE COLLEGE APTITUDE AND ABILITY
OF HIGH-SCHOOL SENIORS

JOHN S. JORDAN 1

I. INTRODUCTION

The survey reported herein originated in the desire to obtain cer-
tain specific information about the students coming to the Washington
State Normal School at Ellensburg as compared with high-school
seniors in general in the State, and as compared with those high-
school Eaniors going on to other institutions of learning.

Some of the principals and superintendents of Washington have
complained from time to time, perhaps rather uniquely, that our
graduates are not always phenomenal teachers. We in turn have
complained that the high-school seniors sent to us by these same
superintendents are occasiontaly lacking in some of the Academic
virtues. This survey was suggested at a meeting of principals and
superintendents of Yakima County, Wash., at which a representa-
tive of this school was present. The futility of the expression of
personal opinions upon such matters was evident to many of those
participating. The survey was, therefore, undertaken with the hope
of supplying some objective evidence bearing upon the issues in-
volved.

The writer wishes to express his appreciation of the fine courtesy
and cooperation of the superintendents and high-school principals of
Yakima County. Without this spirit, the study reported below
would have been impossible. In many instances the giving up of
half a school day for the testing program must have been inconvenient.
The clerical labor necessary for the recording of marks and other data
by administrators or their assistants was a burden which was cheer-
fully assumed by most of those involved. An attitude of this sort
is a hopeful indication of future progress in educational investigations.

II. PURPOSES OF THE SURVEY

1. To supply information or data, Qf value to superintendents and
principals for use in the administration of their respective high schools.

2. To discover the range and status of college aptitude in a typical
agricultural county of the State of Washington.

I John B. Jordan, head of the department of psychology, State Normal School, Ellensburg, Wash. B.A.,
University of Denver, 1918; M. A., Stanford University, 1923. Ile was formerly a member of the faculty
of the Department of Psychology and Education of Colorado College.
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3. To determine the relative status of students entering teacher-
training institutions.
,4. To determine the relative aptitude of the men as compared with

the women students.
5. To determine the relation between high-school mar4 in several

departments and aptitude test results.
6. To determine the relative values of high-school marks in the

earlier years of high-school work, as compared with marks obtained
in the last two years and the last year.

7. To discover the relative college-aptitude status of the seniors
of small, medium, and large high schools.

8. To determine the relation between college aptitude and the
degree of acceleration or retardation ip the elementary school and
the high school.

9. To determine the relationship, if any, between college aptitude
and varying proportions of rural and town elementary schooling.

10. To discover the relationship between college aptitude, as meas-
ured by the tests used, and the occupation of the father.

11. To discover the relationship between the prediction index and
the occupational intentions of the high-school seniors.

12. To determine the relationship between the prediction index
and the educati6nal intentions of the seniors, with separate analyses
for different types of intended higher institutions, and for different
sorts of training, such as liberal arts, engineering, teacher-training, etc.

13. To follow up, from the standpoipt of the results obtained, the
seniors who may enter upon their fifst-year course of preparation
for teaching.

It is realized that many of the above-mentioned objectives are im-
perfectly accomplished in the study. This is due to many causes,
among which are, smallness of sampling, inadequate methods of
measurement, and limited means for securing data of a reliable sort.

III. PROCEDURE

1. The battery of tests, which is used at the normal school:for all
incoming students, was administered to the high-school seniors at
the following schools of Yakima County: Cowiche, Granger, Lower
Naches, Mabton, Moxee, Naches, Outlook, Selah, Sunnyside, Tieton,
Toppenish, Wapato, Yakima, Zillah. The total number of students
tested was 458. This group of tests has been chosen for use at the
normal school, after considerable trial and experimentation, as
meeting the needs of a teacher-traiiiing institution. It is probable
that some other combination might be better for general college
purposes, but it was believed that the advantage of comparing the
performances of the high-school seniors with those of incoming
normal-school students would more than offset any possible disad-
vantages. The tests used were as follows;

a
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(a) The petroit Advanced Intelligence Test is a variegated collec-
tion of performances represeniing a wide sampling of functions of a
sort which most high-school students have had an opportunity to
learn. The test is not based upón specific units of subject matter,
but is quite general in nature, and is rather typical of the sort of
instrument commonly called a "group -intelligence test." The
Army Alpha was a pioneer test in this field. Such tests should not
be thought of as direct measures of innate capacity, nor as a dis-
crete measure of "pure intelligence." The object of its use was to
obtain an all-around measure of college aptitude. Evidence from
schools using such tests indicates that they are of some value in pre-
dicting college success' as represented by academic marks.

(b) The new Stanford Arithmetic Test is a survey test including
two subtests, one on the fundamental operations, and one for reason-
ing problems. The problems are representative of those commonly
offered in the public schools in the grades through the ninth. All
students in the Washington State Normal School, preparing for a
teacher's diploma, who fall below the ninth grade norm, are required
to take remedial work without credit until the deficiency is removed.

(c) The Iowa Comprehension Test contains selections of material
similar to that found in many college textbooks in the fields of science,
history, and literature. Fifteen questions are provided for each of
the three selections. The test is intended to measure the ability to
read understandingly such material at a fair rate of speed.

(d) The Purdue English Test covers certain fundamentals of Eng-
lish as needed in everyday life and particularly by teachers. The
topics covered are punctuation, grammar, choice of--words, literary
information, spelling, vocabulary, and reading. Normal-school stu-
dents falling below qv empirically determined standard are required
to take remedial worr in English without credit.

2. The tests were administered, with one exception, by J. S.
Jordan, of the psychology department, who is in charge of testing at
the normal school. The tests take almost three hours to adrninisier.
Th-e entire morning or afternoon session was consumed in each
instance, with a 5-minute intermission at about the midway point.
The standardized directions and time limits were adhered to abso-
lutely.

3. 'he tests were scored by advanced normal-school students who
were paid for their work, and who were under close supervision.
Each test was scored independently by two different people. The
standardized scoring directions were strictly adhered to.

4. A prediction index (P. I.) was computed for each student.
The prediction index is a composite derived from the scores of the
entire battery of tests. In arriving at this composite, the scores are
weighted in proportion to the amount contribuQ by each test to
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TABLE 1.Summary of results from 458 Yakima County high-school seniors
combined, and 227 fir8t-year normal-school' students, fall 1929 Continued

-
DETROIT INTELLIGENCE TEST

Measures

Mean
Standard deviation
V
Q-1

2

o

3
. 4

5.
Standard error of difference

- - -

NEW STANFORD ARITHMETIC TEST

-

High-
school
seniors

2

Normal-
school

freshmen

3

129 124
31. 7 31.5
24. 6 25. 4

227-163 201-149
152-135 148-131
134-120 130-115
119104 114-103

103-50 102-39
1 6

Mean
Standard deviation
V
Q-1

2
3
4
5

Standard error of difference

Mean
Standard deviation
V . ,Q-1

2
3
4

,

5

f

PURDUE ENGLISH TEST

Standard error of difference ..

104 103
11 11.03
10. 6 10.7

125-114 124-114
113-110 113-108
109-103 107-102

102,-95 101-95
94-65 94-70

90

r

99
17.4
17.6

143-115
114-105

104-97
96-87
88-43

1 3

99
16.8
16

130-115
114-104
103-95
94-87

. 86-60

..
PREDICTION INDM

s

Mean
Standard deviation
V
Q-1

2
3
4
5

Standard error of difference

102
19.3
19

156-118
117-106
105-97
96-84
83-53

1. 6

101
20.2
20

142-118
117-105
104-95
94-85
84-54

It is to be noted that the means for the two groups in the Iowa
Comprehension Test, the new Stanford Arithmetic Test, and Purdue
English Test, and the prediction indlxes are práctically the same.
The high-school seniors are slightly suferior in the Detroit Advanced
Intelligence Test, the difference being more than three times the stand-
ard error of difference. The standard erroi of difference is a means of
indicating the significance of a difference between two measures.
It expresses the probability of such a difference being erroneous

-
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because of smallness of sampling. If the standard error of difference
is equal t,o the difference between two measures, there is approxi-
mately one chance out of three that a complete sampling would show
no difference. If the difference between two measures is three times
the standard error of difference, the chances are 369 to 1 that there is
a true difference. A 3 to 1 ratio between a difference and its standard
error is considered by most statisticians to indicate practical certainty
of the existence of such a difference. In illustration, the difference
between the mean score of the high-school seniors in the Detroit
Advanced Intelligenoe Test and the mean score of the normal school
freshmen in the same test is 5 points. The standard error of differ-
ence is 1.6. The difference between the means, namely 5, is slightly
more than three times the standard error of difference, which is 1.6.
Therefore, the difference may be considered as almost certainly
representing a true difference. On the other hand, the difference
between the mean prediction indexes of the two groups is only 1 point.
The standard error of difference is 1.6. Therefore, we can not say that
a difference has been established. The highest average prediction
index for any high school was 113. The lowest average was 81.

The variability of the normal school freshmen is very similar to
that of the high-school seniors in all of the measures. The term
variability refers to spread or dispersion within a group. High
variability means a wide range of scores on either side of the mean.
Low variability means a concentration of scores close to the mean.
The standard deviation is considered to be the most reliable means of
expressing the amount of variability. But the standard deviation is
in terms of test units, so if a comparison is to be made between the
standard deviations of two tests having differed units, as is usually
the case, the comparison is difficult to interpret. The conficient
of variability is in terms of the standard deviation and the mean.
The mean may be thought Of as the most representative score; there-
fore V, or the coefficient of variability, of any distribution may be
compared with V of any other distribution, because all V's are
rendered comparable through the equating influence of the méans.
Comparison of the V's reveals some interesting information. Both
groups of students are most spread out in reading ability, as indicated
in the results of the Iowa Comprehension Test, the variability being
almost twice that of a normal probability curve. The spread is also
marked for intelligence test scores. The dispersion is close to that of
a normal distribution for the prediUion index wad English Test
results. The results from the arithmetic tests show that the variation
in this subject is very small, or in other words, that the students are
more alike in arithmetic than in any other function measured in this
survey.

2. Comparison of boys with girls.
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TABLE 2. Comparison of high-school boys with high-school girls

Test

Iowa Comprehension
Detroit Advanced Intelligence
New Stanford Arithmetic_
Purdue English
Prediction index

Nlean

2

26
132
108
97

102

Boys

Standard
devia- V
tion

3 4

7. 32 28
29. 82 n
10. 00 9
17. 58 18
19. 92 19

Girls

Mean

5

26
123
101
101
102

Standard
devia-
tion

6

7. 18
V . 99

6. 64
17. 16
19. 02

27
22

6
17
18

Standard
error of

difference

0. 68
2.70
.80 AB

1. 60
1. 80

According to Table 2, the high-school girls are slighly superior in
English. The boys are significantly ahead in the intelligence test
scores and even more superior in arithmetic. There is no sex differ-
ence in the reading test scores, nor in the prediction index. Compared
to the total size of the scores, the differences are slight. Certainly
these data give no basis for the opinion sometimes expreswd by
teachers that girls are brighter than boys.

In all of the measures except the intelligence test, the high-school
boys are slightly more variable than the girls. The only measure
for which this greater spread is marked is the arithmetic test.

Data secured over several quarters from normal school students
indicate slightly greater variability among boys than among girls.

TABLE 3.Comparison of normal-school boys with Armal-school girls

Test

Iowa Comprehension
Detroit Advanced Intelligence
New Stanford Arithmetic
Purdue English
Prediction index

Mean score

Boys Girls

2

25
116
102
96
95

3

28
128
103
100
104

Standard
error of
differ-
er ce

4

1.1
4.0
1. 3
2.5
2. 9

Table 3 indicates that the normal school girls are superior to normal
school boys in all tests. The superiority is negligible in the Iowa Com-
prehension Test and in the arithmetic test, but is probably significant
in the English test and quite marked in the intelligence test.

The situation is quite different from that found among the high-
school seniors. Owing to the limited sampling interpretations must
be made cautidusly, but apparently the normal school girls beginning
their first year are slightly superior to high-school senior girls, while
normal scbool boys are below the average of high-school senior boys.

3. The relationship between size of high school and performance
of seniors.

*
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TABLE 4. Relative standings of small, medium, and large high schools

IOWA COMPREHENSION TEST

Mean_ .

Standard deviation
Q 1._ _

2_ .
3
4. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .

5

Measures

1

Standard error of difference, between small and medium
Standard error of difference between medium and large
Standard error of difference between small and large

Mean
Standard deviation
Q-1

2
3
4
5

Standard error of difference between small and medium
Standard error of difference between medium and large
Standard error of difference between small and large

DETROIT INTELLIGENCE TESI

Small
high

school

2

24
7.2

41-30
29-26
25-23
22-18
17-5

88
77
84

57

Medium
high

school

3

26
7. 6

41-32
31-27
26-23
22-19
1 8-0

-r.

Yakima
High

School

4

28
6.7

42-84
33-30
29-27
26-22
21-9

122 12e 137
32.8 29.6 31. 2

227-148 203-151 227-101
147-130 149-133 160-144
129-114 132-120 143-130
112-98 119-101 129-113
97-50 100-71 111-58

3 8
3.3
3.9

NEW STANFORD ARÌTTIMETIC TEST

Mean
Standard deviation
Q-1

2
3
4
5

Standard error of difference between small and medium
Standard error of difference between medium and large
Standard error of difference between small and large

PURDUE ENGLISH TEST

Mean
Standard deviation
Q-1

2
3
4
5

Standard error of difference between small and medium
Standard error of difference between medium and large
Standard error of difference between small and large

102 105
12.3 11.1

119-112 122-114
111-107 113-110
106- 100 109-104
99-92 103-96
91-65 95-71

1.4
1 1

1.4

105
10. 2

125-115
114-111
110-106
105-98
97-69

Mean
Standard deviation
Q-1

2
3
4
5

Standard error of difference between small and medium
Standard error of difference between medium and large
Standard error of difference between small and large

PREDICTION INDEXES

93 97
18.8 17.8

128-107 142-114
106-97 113-105
96-89 104-95
88-74 94-85

'73-55 84-41
2.2
1 8
2 2

96
19.8

146-113
112-101
100-93
92-77
76-54

2.3
2.0
2.4

105
16. 5

143-120
119-109
108-101
100-94
93-43

101
19. 2

150-118
117-109
108-98
97-86
85-53

108
18.

156-125
124-112
111-102
101-93
92-61
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Nine high schools were included in the small-school group. The
average number of seniors per school in this group was 13. The range
was from 10 to 17 seniors.

Four schools were classified as medium-size& The average number
of seniors was 44, with a range of 29 to 54.

One school fell in the large school category with 170 seniors taking
the tests.

It will be noted that there is a direct relationship between size of
score in each test and the size of the schools when classified in the
manner referred to above. There are individual exceptions to this,
however. .The school, the seniors of which rank first in average sco're
in each test and in the prediction index, is in the small-school group.

4. Relationship between marks and prediction index.

TABLE 5. Correla t ions between high-school marks and prediction indexes

Marks for 4 years
Marks for second, third, and fourth years
Marks for third and fourth years
Marks for fourth year _

English marks.
Mathematics marks
ScienCe marks
Foreign-language marks
Social-science marks.
Commercial marks.
Music and drawing marks.
Home economics and industrial arts

Number
. of cases

2

339
343
343
342
343
333
341
274
244
223

57
155

Coeffi-
cient of
correla-

tion with
predic-
tion in-

dclei

a

Probable
error of
coeffi-

cient of
oorrela-

tion

4

0. 367 O. 032
. 371 .032
. .031
. 379 .031
. 423 .030
. 304 .034
. 312 .033
. 397 I .037
. 315 .039
. 165 I . 044
. 142 I .089
. 165 I .052

11111

The differences between correlations with the prediction index, of
4 years of high-school marks, the last 3 years, the last 2 years, and
the last year are so slight as to be negligible. In other words the last
2 years of high-school work correlate at least as well with the battery
of tests used as do the marks for all 4 years. As the composite of
the tests has a proved prediction value for college marks, it woulL
seem that much clerical labor might be saved if the higher institutions
requested high-school principals to draw up transcripts of marks for
the last 2 years only. Of course students would have to be certified
as having met high-school graduation requirements, and as having
taken certain prerequisites for entrance to specific courses.
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It is interesting to note that marks in English and foreign language
correlate significantly higher with the prediction index than do those
for any of the other subjects. In fact, either one of them is at least
as predictive as the composite of all marks for any number of years.
Marks in commercial subjects, music and drawing, home economics,
and industrial arts correlate so poorly as to be practically valueless for
general prediction purposes.

TABLE 6. Correlations of normal-school marks, fall quarter, 1929, with test scores,
prediction indexes, and high-school marks

Normal-school marks
Probable error

Purdue
English

2

New Detroit jowa Predic- High-Stanford Advanced Compre- tion ' schoolArithme- Intelli. pension index markstic i gence

3

O. 47
. 04

4

0. 58
.03

6 7

0. 61 I 0. 79 0.481,
.03 . 02 .os

Correlation coefficients were computed between the test scores of
normal-school students, fall quarter 1929, and their scholastic marks
for the ensuing quarter. Also a coefficient of correlation was corn- ,
puted between mean marks and the composite or prediction index.
These are presented in Table 6. A correlation coefficient is also in-
cluded between normal-school marks and four years of high-school
marks. It is to be noted that the Iowa Comprehension or reading test
shows the closest relation with academic standing in the normal school,
and that the arithmetic test shows the lowest agreement. The predic-
tion index gives a significantly higher correspondence than any one of
the tests.

It is surprising that the high-school marks do pot show a higher
correspondence with normal school marks than they do. The com-
posite of four years of high-school marks show a definitely smaller
corrMation with normal school marks than does any one of the tests
and a very much smaller agreement than does the prediction index.
This may be partially accounted for by the wide variations found in
the marking systems and the difficulty in equating them satisfactorily.
Also, quite different standards of severity of marking obtain in differept
schools and for different teachers in the s'ame school.

5. Acceleration and retardation and the phd)ction index.
107121-32 5
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TABLE 7.Relation of varying degrees of acceleration and retardation with test
scores and prediction indexes

111.11=

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Degree of acceleration or retardation Iowa
Compre-
hension

2

Accelerated 3 years
Accelerated 2 years
Accelerated 1 year
Normal rate
Retarded 1 year
Retarded 2 years or more

tr Accelerated 1 year .
Accelerated year.
Normal rate
Retarded year
Retarded 1 year or more

,.

Detroit
Intelli-
gence

3

170
142
143
128
I 11
125

Mean iires

Stanford
Arithme-

tic

4

111
104
109
104
99
99

predic-Purdue tionEnglish indexes

5 6

103
103
107

81
84

126
106
112
101
87
89

MOIL SCHOOL

2530

26
26
23

149
126
131

'126
117

113
105
105
98

103

115
97

100
98
91

104
100
103
1004P

Those pupils who were accelerated three years in the elementary
school show a marked superiority in all tests .and in the prediction
index. The ones accelerated one or two years are superior in the
prediction index but not in all of the tests.

The pupils who were retarded one or two years in elementary school
are significantly below those who Live progressed regularly, in all test
scores and in the prediction index. Apparently there is little difference
between those retarded one year and those retarded two years. The
number of cases in each category is too small to give results of much
worth.

The data on high-school irregularity of progress.may be interprete'd
in a somewhat similar fashion.

6. Rural and town schooling compared.

TABLE 8. Relation of mean scores of variling proportions of rural and town school-
ing to test scpres and prediction indexes%

All rural
Standard

rural,
rural,
rural,
rural,
rural,

All town
Standard deviation all town
Standard error of difference between all

rural and all town

deviation all rural
town
town
town
torn
town

IowaNumber
of cases Chrir-

on

a

65 24
6. 8

8 24
29 25
181 25
331 25
1 26

176 27
7.2

L 0

Detroit
Advanced

Intelli-
gene's

4

32. 4
118
126
131
123
131
135
29. 6

4. 6

Stanford
Arithme-

tic

104
.11. 3
106
106
105
100
107
106

10. 1

L 6

Purdue
English

Predic-
tion

index

o

93
17.8
96
98

101
100
100
103

15.7

2.5

7

97
20. 1
97

101
101
99

103
106

18.

2.8

4

30
26
29
26
22
21

99

h

,
25

94

.40

_ ,.. ._ .... . . _ _ ..... . --- --. .... ...
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A rural school is arbitrarily defined as a 1 or 2 room school. A
school having three or more rooms is defined as a town school. The
results shown in Table 8 indicate that those receiving ali or most of
their elementary schooling -in town schools test higher than those
whose schooling has been entirely or mostly rural. The differences
fould between the intermediate proportions are incoitclusive. These
findings, of course, are not necessarily indicative of the superiority of
town elementary schools. The native talent of children living in
towns may be a factor.

7. The prediction index aneccupation.
TABLE 9. Relation between occupations of fathers and prediction indexes of high-

school seniors

Per cent of total group

Occupations of fathers

. Clerical
1Profes- . Business 'Salesmen and skilled Farmers Laborerssional
Ilabor
!

i,

2 3 4 I 5 6 7
1

,

4.

7 16 5 I 16 53 I 7Mean prediction index of children 112 110 115 103 99 109

In the above table the percentage of farmers is much greater than
for the'populationeof the entire State. This is to be expected, of course,
in an agricultural valley such as comprise the inhabited poition of
Yakima County.

The high-school seniors whose fathers are in the professions, in \
bustness, or who are salesmen make significantly higher scdres than
those whose fatherrare clerical workers, skilled artisans, or farmers.
The average performance of thq,se whose fathen are unskilled laborers
is distorted by the very Aigh òores of two individuals. The total
number of laborer's children is so small that these two cases have an
unusual weight. There is.mucji overlapping between the occupational
groups. Therefore, occupation of father seems to be an unsound
basis for the prediction of the scholastic performance of the offspring.

TABLE 10. Occupatiohal intentions of seniors compared with their
h prediction indexes

a

L

Occupational choice of student

sional
Proles- Business Salesman

2

Per cent of group 45Mean preliction index 109

3 4

7 1

102 111

_

Clerical
and skilled Farmer Laborsr

labor

5

40 n 0
97

i
I

1

1

_

I
:

1 .
1

1

;
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Almost half of the group expresses an intention of. entering a
profession. I t is to be feared that some of them will be disappointed,
as this is -several times the percentage Of people actuallv engaged in
the professions. Only 7 per cent. of the high-school seniors desire to
be farmers: I t seems regrettable that such a small percentage wishes
to engage in the principal activity of Yakima County.

The number electing to become sqlesmen is so small, only 1 per
cent,, that it 'can not ibe accepted as a fair sampling as far as the pre-
diction index is concerned. Omitting this group from consideration,
the prediction indexes vttry consistently in the same general manner as
do the prediction indexes of the offspring of those included in the
%occupational groupings in Table 9. In brief, there is small but prob-
ably significant relationship between the prediction indexes and the
occupational intentions of the. high-school seniors of Yakima County.

8. Relativship between educational intentions and the prediction
index.

TABLE 11. Test scores and prediction indexes in relation to intentions of
continuing formal education

' Per cent
of total

Students continuing with education
Students not going on to school_

2

91
9

Mean scores

Detroit
wIowa AdvancedCompre- . Intent-hension gence.
3 4

28 129
2S 125

Stanford Predic-PurdueArithme- tionEnglishtic index
s.

5 6

106 102
103 94

7

106
99

The averAge scores of students who plan on continuipg their formal
education beyond the high school are slightly higher in all of the tests
and in the prediction index. The smallness of the superiority of those
intending to attend college would indicate that aptitude for higher
Mutation is a small factor in influencing the decision of the pupil or
of his parersits. A:11 untabulated analysis of the data shows that a
large percentage of low-test-score people intend entering higHer
educational institutions. Many of these people will be eliminated at
considerable expense to the State, fina, lierhaps more important, with
attendant personal humiliation and sense of failure. There would
seem to be a vital need for a pi-6gram of guidance invôlving both the
high schools and the higher institutions.
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TABLE 12. Relationship between different types of higher educational
intentions and test performance

.10

Per cent

MetAY scores

I Detroit StanfordIowa A dvanctdCompre- Intelli- A rithme-
hension ticgence

_

2 3 4

Liberal arts is
Busincsss administration.... _

other
..... ...._ _ _ . 7

Teaching (preparation than normal
school) _

,

Engineering, science, etc 16.
Professional, other than teaching 15
Teaching (normal schoo's preparation)

_ . _ . 7
Business college 20
Undecided as to course 6
College of agriculture 4. Standard error of difference between liberal

arts and normal school
Standard error of difference between nor-

mal school and agricultural college

Purdue
English

6

63

Predic-
tion

index

7

29 147 104 - 111 113
rs, 140 110 10C 110

2V 139 106 104 110
27 142 112 102 10841-

Ia. 132 106 102 105
26 130 .106 Its 102
25 122 102 99
26 120 105 95 99
23 i 123 106 4. 95

Ì. 6 7. 0 2 4 3 8 4. 8

2. 5 10. 4 3. 6. 5. 6 6. 8

7.1The above table should require very little interpretation. The
people planning on at a normal sc' hool made scores, which, on
the average, approximated those of the en/ire,group of high-school
seniors, the prediction index being exactly the same.

. INTERPRETATION AND SUMMARY

. Mean scores of 227 first-quarter normal-school students are
recorded in Table 1 (p. 53). In Table 6 (p. 59) correlations are
given between the scores of 212 of these students and their first-
quarter nprmal-sc6o1 marks. When the letter marks are translated
into an arbitrary numerical scale rarrging from E-O to A-10, the
average is slightly in excess of 5 or C plus. The average marks of
the respective prediction-index quintiles or fifths are given in Table 13.

TABLE 13. Showing for each prediction-index quintile group the mean
normal-school mark

Prediction index quintiles

Q-1
2
3
4
5

1

Range of
predic-

tion
indexes

2

142-11g
117-105
104-95
94-k5
M-54

Mean of
normal- ,

school
marks

3

8. 3
5.7
5.2
4.2
3.4 1

Standard error of difference between means of normal-school marks of Q-1 and Q-3-0.37.Standard error of difference between means of normal-school marks of Q-3 and Q-51-0.39.

Standard
devia-
tion of
marks

4

1.64

1.94

1. 82

1.111

1

i.
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One-half of those in the- lowest prediction-index quintile do work
averaging D or lower. D is passing but not satisfactory, and not
more than one-fourth of a student's credits may be D.

Thirty-one people, or about 15 per cent of the group, earned a
prediction index of 80 or below. The mean mark for the first quarter
of 1929 for this group was 2.3, a trifle above D upon the above-
mentioned scale. Only one person in this group received marks as
high.as the average for all first-year students. Twenty-six of the 31
received marks which were definitely unsatisfactory. These data for-
tified by data from previous years, would indicate that students with
prediction indexes of less than 80 are very unlikely to do satisfactory
normal-school work.

On the other hand no student in the upper fifth of the prediction-
index distribution did definitely unsatisfactory work. Seven from
43 were below the average for the student body, but none of these
was below an average of C.

The data presented in Table 13 and in the above statements
should indicate, with a fair degree of reliability, the type of academic
work to be expected from high-school graduates of varying predic-
tion-index levels. This is particularly true of the upper and lower
ranges.

2. Summary of results.A brief summary of the resultvecorded
in the tables and in the accompanying interpretative data follows.
These conclusions are based upon the findings from 458 Yakima
County high-school seniors and 227 first-year normal-school students.
They are valid only in so far as these two groups are representative.

(a) Comparison of first,-year normal-school students with high-school
seniors.(1) The average test performance of first-year normal-school
students is about the same ás that of Yakima County high-school
seniors. (2) The highest high-school senior scores are above the
highest normal-school scores. (3) The lowest scores are about the
same for the two groups. (4) The normal school received a slightly
higher proportion of the low-prediction people than of the very high
prediction students. (5) Normal-school students and high-school
seniors show similar wide variation in rea,ding ability and narrow
spread in arithmetic.

(b) Sex differences.(1) Sex differences in test performances are
small or negligible for high-school seniors. (2) Normal-school girls are
slightly ahead of normal-school boys in two tests, and significantly
ahead in the- remaining two tests. The girls have an advantage
of 9 points in prediction index, a difference which is statistically
significant.

(c) Size of school as a factor.There seems to be a tendency for
the performance of high-school seniors to be somewhat in proportion
to the size of the school. While this is true for the averages of the
different size climifications, there are individual exceptions.
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(d) Reliability of tests in prediction. (1) The high-school marks
for the last two years, or for the last year, correlate as well, if not
better, with the prediction index than do the marks for three or four
years. (2) English and foreign language marks correlate better
with the prediction index than all of the marks for any number of years.
They also show significantly better correlations than any other subject
groupings. (3) Commercial marks, marks in music and drawing, and
those in home economics and industrial arts show negligible correlation
with the prediction index. (4) Any one of the tests used has shown
better correlation with normal-school marks than the average of four
years of high-school marks. (5) The prediction index has a very much
higher prediction value than any one of the tests or high-school marks.

(e) Acceleration and retardation.(1) There is a definite tendency
for those high-school seniors who have been accelerated in either
elementar.y school or high school to obtain higher prediction indexes
than the average. (2) There is a tendency for those seniors who -
have been retarded in either elementary school or in high school t0(
earn lower prediction indexes than the average.

(f) Rural-urban factor in elementary schooling.There is a slight
tendency for those having all or most of their elementary schooling
in town schools to receive higher prediction indexes than those having
all or most of therr elementary schooling in rural schools.

(g) Occupation of parents.There is a tendency for the children
of professional men and those engaging in business to obtain higher
prediction indexes than the children of artisans or farmers.

(h) Vocational plans.(1) There is a tendency for high-school
seniors who plan on entering a profession or business to have higher
prediction indices than those who expect to engage in clerical work,
skilled labor, or farming. (2) The percentage of seniors who are
anticipating a white-collar job is probably much greater than can be
accommodated. (3) Apparently farming needs to be made more
attractive to high-school graduates. (4) More than /90 per cent of
the Yakima County high-school seniors expectAwcontinue with formal
education. (5) There is a slight but probably significant relation
between the intention of going on to college and aptitude for college
work. (6) A considerable number of seniors expect to expose them-
selves to higher academic training who could probably profit more
from some other type of training. (7) Table 12 (p. 63), shows the
average scores made by those expecting to enter different types of
higher education.

In interpreting the .above correlations and apparent tendencies,
we must be cautious in assigning causal relations. The fact of correla-
tion does not prove causal sequence. The many factors involved are
probably interlinked with each other in a complex interdependent
fashion. Any factor may be as logically conside'red a depepdent
variable as an independent variable.
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In conclusion, the writer realizes the limitations of this study. It
is hoped that the survey may be charitably interpreted as an attempt
to illuminate, however faintly, some of the many specific problems of
the Ellensburg Normal School. Quite different results might have
appeared if the seniors of large city high schools had been included.
Such a survey carried on in other States might yield .very different
returns. The usefulness of the battery of tests employed would al-
most surely vary for other types of higher institutions. It is not
assumed that any of the findings should be generalized withousuf much
more corroboration than is available.
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REMEDIAL READING INSTRUCTION AS A PHASE OF
PERSONNEL WORK IN HIGHER EDUCATION

FRANK W. PARR

I. IMPORTANCE OF THE PROBLEM

The purpose of this paper is to give a brief discussion of remedial
reading instruction as a phase of personnel work in higher education.
It is needless to say that one can noedo justice to such a comprehensive
and important topic as this in the short time allotted. However, I
shall attempt as best I can to suggest in this paper the need for, and
the nature and extent of, a-procedure that might be used, and the
effects of a program in remedial reading on the college leNel.

That poor reading ability is a distinct handicap to efege students
has been pointed out by such authorities as Morrison; Book, the
Presseys, Remmers, Lemon, and others. In discussing the diagnosis
of pupil difficulties, Morrison says that "cases are occasionally found
in which pupils progress incredibly with very slender reading ability
a very considerable number of pupils find their way into high school
and even into the college without the reading adaptation. They can
get the meaning of the printed page, but they do so laboriously by a
process of deciphering. In effect they are usually slow students, and
when they reach the subjects wilich require assimilation by extensive
reading they become problem cases. They can not study effectively
subjects which require extensive reading because they can not reflect
upon the meaning as they read" (2).2 Lemon found that practically \

every member of his group of problem cases at the University of Iowa
had a marked deficiency in reading, as did Remmers with his group
at Purdue University. Book, working with freshmen at Indiana.
University w4o were unsuccessful in their university work, said that
he fognd that these students were very deficient in aleir ability to
read and had 4,o be given special help in learning to read more effec-
tively before tiiiey could succeed with their academic work. He says
that his experience with these students "clearly showed that the
difficulties whi611 they were encountering were chiefly due to their
inability to read, and to wrong methods of work" (1). The writer
a few yetis ago made a study of the poor readers among the freshmen
who entered the University of Iowa in the fall of that year. He
found that 63 per cent of the 350 poor readers received scholastic
delinquency reports at the midsemester of their first semester's work,
with an average of 5.7 hours work delinquent per student. Forty-

I F. W. Parr, professor of secondary education, Oregon State College. B. 8., University of Illinois, 1925;
M. A., University of Iowa, 1926, Ph. D., 1929. Publications: With E. R. Isvik, "Ilandwriting in the High
School," School. Review, 35:776-779, December, 1927; " A Remedial Program for the Inefficient Silent Reader
in College," Phi Delta Kappan, 12:58, August, 1929; with C. L. Nemzek, " What Becomes of the Inefficient
Silent Reader 1i College," Peabody Journal of Education, 7:299-303, March, 1930; "The Extent of Remedial
Work in State Universities in the United States," School and Society, 31:547-548, April, 1930; "How Do
College Students Prepare an Assignment," School and Soddy, 31:712-713, May, 1930; "Teaching College
Students How to Read," Journal of Higher Education, 2:325431, June, 1931.

Numbers in parentheses refer to " Bibliography," p. 71. 67
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nine per cent of thpigrades received by this group at the end of the
first semester were below C. By the beginningpf the second semester
110, or 32 per cent of this group had been eliminated from college.

The importance of the situation is well stated by Schultz and
Miller who report a reading investigation which was carried on at
Christian College at Columbia, Mo. "The enrollment of first-year
college students suffers approximately a 40 per cent mortality during
each year. Some edpcators attribute the failure of many of these
students to poor reading ability. All of the studies which have had
to do with reading at the college level reveal the fact that students
show a tremendous variation in ability .to read. In extreme cases
certain individuals have been found to read nineteen times as effec-
tively as others in the same class. Since a college education must
come largely through the medium of reading, any scheme which will
improve reading with a reasonable expenditure of time and effort
can certainly be justified on the basis of aggregate benefits which will
accrue throughout a 4-year college course" (4).

H. ME EXTENT AND NATURE OF REMEDIAL READING INSTRUCTION
IN COLLEGES THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES

Anyone interested in the remedial phase of reading would be
impressed in examining our educational journals with the number of
studies reported which have been carried on in the elementary school.
He would be equally impressed with the paucity.of reports pertaining
to the upper levels of the school system. Two possible explanations
might be advanced to throw light on this situation. In the first
Owe, it may be that educators assume that students of age
have an adequate mastery of the reading process, and therefore need
no further training along this line. A number of experiments have
been carried on to prove that this assumption is quite erroneous. A

more plausible explanation for the paucity of material on the college
level is that those men who have been carrying on such work have been
negligent in reporting it. That is, it is reasonable to assume that only
a sinall per cent of the studies in any field of endeavor is reported in
our educational journals.

In order to get more complêtte information on the extent and nature
o eirdial reading instruction in this country the writer two years

t ent a letter to every State university in the United States.
This letter, which was in the form of a questionnaire, was addressed to
the dean of the college of education at each institutibn. The following
is a summary of the data received from the 40 schools that returned
the questionnaire. (1) Only 9 schools made any attempt to discover
the poor readers among their freshmen. (2) Only 7 of these schools
had a plan for assisting the poor readers. (3) When remedial work
was offered it was usually under the supervision of the college of
.education, although the psychology department assisted in the work

i;
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at 3 of the schools. (4) The remedial instruction when offered is a
phase of a "How to Study" course. Seven of the 9 schools offered it
in this manner. (5). Only 4 schools made the remedial work compul-
sory for those in the freshman class who were in need of such instruc-
tion. (6) Only 4 schools gave college crectit for the remedial instruc-
tion. (7) There was no standard practice as to the length of time
devoted to .the remedial work or to the frequency of class meetings.
The range in the length of time given was from 2 weeks to 36 weeks,
and the number of meetings held ranged from one every two weeks to
3 meetings per week. (S) Five schools reported that they used a
syllabus or workbook in connection with the remedial work. (9) In
reply to the question, "Do nu have any evidence that this ,work
improves the reading ability of the students?" Only 5 schools
replied in the affirmative. Five schools also claimed that they had
evidence to show that the students did better college work in general
as a result of their improved reading ability. (10) A number of the
schools described briefly the nature of the remedial program. Some
of these descriptions were: "Course in psychology of reading," "Only
locate the trouble," "Mostly throat relaxation and increased eye
span," "Merely diagnose reading comprehension of freshman no
remedial treatment."

That a great deal of interest is being manifested in This problem of
remedial training in reading on the collegc.level is indicated by the
fact that deans of 16 schools where no remedial program was provided
made comments on their questionnaires expressing keen interest in,
and approval of such work.

SUGGEsTED PROCEDURE FOR CARRYING ON A REMEDIAL
READING PROGRAM ON THE COLLEGE LEVEL

in planning a remedial program for the poor reader in college one
should follow some well-defined procedure, which would probably
incorporate the following steps: (1) A complete case history of each
student. This should give information concerning the 'student's
school history, physical record, reading habits, emotional charac-
teristics, and study habits. (2) An adequate diagnosis of disabilities
of each student. This will 'necessitate the use of two principal
media2viz, observation and testing. Through observation wb must
note the frequency itil d nature of the eye-mgvements, vocalization or
lip reading, finger ointing, visual defects, etc. By means of tets we
may get information concerning the general mental ability of the
student, which is a very essential type of information for any remedial...program, his general re4ding ability, and his specific reading abilities.
A good diagnostic test should be used which will point out specifically
the deficiencies in the various skills in reading, (e. g., Io*a silent reading
test, University of Minnesota reading test). (3) A remedial program
based upon the analysis of deficiencies should be set up for each

41
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student. Remedial drill exercises should be provided to care for each
deficiency. Iti§ needless to say that the remedial training for each
liudent should be designed to fit his needs, and since no two students
present exactly the same combination of deficiencies, the remedial
instruction should be given individually if at all possible. It is well
t,o test each student at least once during the course of the remedial
instruction, and again at the end of the program so that both the
student.and the teacher may know just how imich progress has been
made.% The more highly the student is motivated during the remedial
program, other things being equal, the better will the results he.

IV. THE EFFECTS OF THE REMEDIAL PROGRAM

Published reports of studies which have been carried on in this
field seem to indicate that remedial instruction in reading on the
college level may be extremely beneficial to the student. Reference
will be made at this time to a few of the outstanding programs that
have come to the writer's attention.

Probably the most comprehensive program to be reported in reme-
dial reading instruction is that which is under the direction of Drs.
L. C. and S. L. Pressey at Ohio State University. A reading test
is given to all freshmen entering that school, and all of the poor
readers are required to attend a remedial class until their reading
deficiencies are removed. Since this work has been carried on for a
number of years the Presseys now have some evidence to show the
effect of the instruction. In a controlled experimea, a group of 422
poor readers at Ohio State University svas paired with a similar group
which was not given remedial instruction. The experimental group
far excelled the control group both in improvement in reading and in
scholarship. In commenting on her study, Mrs. Pressey says, " It
seems quite evident from this investigation that it is possible to train
students to read effectively and that such training is more likely than
not to transfer to the preparation of lessons and to general under-
standing of college work " (3).

Book working with 54 students at Indiana University reports
that these students increased their reading efficiency on the average
102 per cent. Some of his group showed improvements as »igh as 250
per cent. The ability of the group to master a standardized assign-
ment had likewise increased from 60 to 97 per cent.

Remmers and Stalnaker at Purdue University gave remedial train-
ing to 7 freAunen students who scored in the lowest quartile on the
American Council Psyclu;logical Examination. The results show an
average gain of 24.6 per Ont in rate of reading and a similar gain in
comprehension.

In an unpublished study Schultz and Miller describe an experiment
carried on at Christian College, Columbia, Mo. Gains in reading com-
prehension for a group of 27 poor readers ranged from 0 to 114 per cent.

4.4`;
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In the June, 1931, issue of the Journal of Higher Education, the
writer describes an experiment which °he conducted with 20 students
at the University of Iowa, and shows the effects of a well-organized
program of remedial instruction in reading. Gains in both compre-
hension and rate of reading were made by each of the 20 students;
some of the gains being well over the 100 per cent mark. Not only
did these students improve materially in reading ability, but they also
showed gains in scholarship records. With the exception of four
students, the membegrs of the remedial class made gains in scholarship
average. During the semester in which the remedial instruction was
given, nine, or 45 per cent, of these students earne0 their highest grade
point averages for any single semester in college. A follow-up studY
of the 16 students who were enrolled in the university the year follow-
ing the remedial instruction showed that these students continued
to improve in scholarship. Eighty-two per cent. of the group earned
scholarship averages which equalled or excelled those for the previous
year. Six of the nine students who made record averages during the
period of the remedial instruction earned even higher averages for the
following year. Three other members of the remedial class also made
record averAges for the year following the reading instruction.

While the experiment just cited was carried on with upperclassmen,
it is reasonable to #ssume that comparable results would have been
obtained with an underclass group.

It is interesting to note that "'most of the investigators who have '1
worked in this field agree that students profit by this remedial in-
struction in proportion to their mental ability. It probably does not 1.1

pay to spend time and money on the subnormal group, for the im-
provement does not justify the expenditure.

In conclusion, the writer has tried to show (1) that there is a nedd
for providing some type oT remedial instruction for the poor readers
who come, and probably will continue to come, to our colleges; (2)
that there are but few schools throughout the country that give any
attention at all to their poor readers; (3) that one must have a well
planned program for carrying on such remedial instruction; and (4)
that the resqlts obtained from studies of remedial reading seem to
warrant the attention which is being given to this important phase of
educational work.
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THE PREDICTION OF SUCCESS IN ENGLISH COMPOSITION

L KENNETH SHUMAKER

The prediction of success in English composition is a problem which
has long been a serious concern of teachers of English. The multitude
of factors which enter into the problem and the varying importance
attached to these factors by independent workers in the field have
served only to create confusion. It is our purpose to show to what
extent certain research carried on in the Engli§h bureau of the Uni-
versity of Oregon has served to define and limit the different factors
of.the problem and to solve some of its difficulties.

Most composition teachers will agree that they are interested in
teaching students to write organic English. They begin to differ
immediately as soon 'as various contents of courses, methods of in-
struction, and tests for measuring the results of instruction are con-
siired. Let any group of English teachers attempt as innocent a

task as setting up "minimum essentials" and the troubles become
instantly apparent.

In order to accomplish anAhing, it becomes imperative that terms
and objectives be defined with greatest clarity. The tiniverse of dis-
course produced thus arbitrarily, gives a known point of departure
from which measurable progress may be determined and calibrated.
In the English bureau, our objective was stafed in this manner: Let
us demand that no student be admitted to any college class in English
composition until he can write an organic sentence. An organic sen-
tence means a group of related, arbitrary symbols (words) which
communicate a complete thought. The presupposition is allowed
that thinking takes place within the mind of any given individual by
means of the proper combination of ideas; and that the correlation
between the effectiveness of the thinking process and the representa-
tion of it by means of words as arbitrary, common symbtls of knowl-
edge, accepted by two or more individuals, differ among individuals
in unknown ratio. The tendency is that the clearest thinking is
easiest to express in words, and that the clearest thinker tends to
have at his command the largest stock of words in which to represent
his ideas. There is no reason to presuppose that an individual who
is inarticulate ia words may not be preeminently articulate in music,
painting, sculpture, or even mathematical symbols. It is also taken
for granted that not only must a certain wprd be the symbol for one

IL. Kenneth Shumsker, supervisor of the English bureau, University of Oregon. B. A. University of
Iowa, 1922.
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idea in a given context, but that the árrangement of the words musts
follow a definite pattern as thoroughly agreed upon as the definition
of the word itself within the pAttern.

There are many ways in which to acquire the knowledge of words
and word patterns, but the most commonly accepted methods are (a)
through a study of rules (formal grammar) which state concisely,
observed behavior of word patterns (sentence structure) ; or (b) through
habitual reading, hearing, writing, and speaking in which symbols and
patterns become habitual in the individual without his awareness of
any dames of descriptions of these habits. The teacher in elementary
and secondary schools attempts to employ the first of these methods
in the recognized "language" courses of the public schools. The
everyday contacts of the individual from the time he first learns to
say "papa" and "mamma" tend to fix habits which may not accord
in any way with the formal rules taught in the classroom. There is
every reason to recognize thdt the second method has the deepest
and most lasting impression upon the mind of the individual because
(a) to appreciate the significance of formal rules requires a certain
ability to think abstractly, and (b) to acquire the habits of companions
witEwhom an individual is continually thrown is easier than to learn
to obey the arbitrary dicta laid down in 1 short hour of the 24, two,
three, or five times a week during three-fourths of the year.

With these presuppositions in mind, therefore, it seems more
logical to attempt to determine, first, the student's language sense,
or gen.eral aptitude for language; and, second, to' diagnose his specific
difficulties with language before attempting to instruct him in College
classes in English. Expediericy also renders highly desirable the
employment of tests which are as objective as possible for measuring
,aptitude and for diagnosing difficulties.- There is a-well-known tend-
ency on the part of humanly frail readers io take into account too
many connotations implied in the contexts of manuscripts in attempt-
ing. to evaluate the pure denotations evidently expressed. To put it
another way, there is a tendency to give the benefit of the doubt to
any manuscript which contains cleverness, hums*, or penetration,
even though a comma may be misplaced or # modifier may he but
of its accepted bounds. Such an error may be due to the student's
inadvertence. Since the composition teacher is Arimarily interested
in the excellence of the mechanics of language, particularly in the
elementary courses, there is also the necessity of giving high value to
the manuscript which is free from language errors, but which contains
a slight modicum of cogence.

Reflection upon the material thus roughly indicated determined
the step; which led to the construction of the objective aptitude test
now in use by the English bureau. This test consists of four parts,
each, of which contains 100 possibilities of success, and each of which
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is intended to measure a single, indispensable phase of languageaptitude.
Part I is devoted to finding out whether or not the student can putthe right word in the right place and NV);ther or ndt he can spell that

word correctly_ if he does know it. It is quite true that there is no
correlatiom recognized between a pure abpity-to-spell and language
sense, yet it is most desirable'that words not only have but one defini-tion in a specific context, but that they have a standardized orthog-raphy. To ihe extent that the student is able ardetermine the right
word for the right place in this part of the test, we are moasuring pure
language aptitude; ahd to the extent that the student spells the word
correctly, we diagnose his ability to spell.

The instructioris for Part I are as follows:
Fill each blailk with a word according to the sense suggested. Make eachword fit as accurately as possible.
EXAMPLE: Thanksgiving comes the last Thursday in N

(Name of month.)
It, will be observed that the stress is laid tipon the aptitude aspectof this test and that there are no elements of confusion.offered in the

diagnostic aspe-ct of the test. Most written spelling tests either spell
the word correctly and incorrectly and ask the student to make achoice of the correct spelling, spell some words correctly and others
incorrectly and ask the student to write the correct spellin of any
incorrectly spelled words in a convenient blank, or ask the ¡studentto suppl:.sr a' few troublesome letters in i-ords which are almost entirely
spelled out in contexts or in columns. In any case, the tendency ofall t4ese tests is to call especial attention to difficulties and to give
the least chance for common memory habits to assert themselves.The worAkin Part I are arranged in order of difficulty. Those atthe futt 4f the test are implied most obviously and are most easy to
spell. The very fact that the first part of the test is extremely eafyis an encouragement to the student to proceed with expectaiion of
success.

The predictive Power of Part I is approxiiitately double'that of anyother part of the test for the purpose of determining language aptitude.Part II attempts to measure the student's aptitude for the use of
correct idiom. It might, perhips, be more -accurately called a usagetest. The instructions at the first of it are as follows:

In the following composition 100 words or phrases have been underlined.Some of these are incorrect and some of them are correct. Draw% line neatlyand clearly through the incorrect words or phrases. Make no other,marks uponthe paper.

EXAMPLE: He *44 ping.home.
The words and phrases selected have been chosen from evaluatedtest material used over a pe N,:. of years and are arranged as nearly

pq
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as possible in the order of difficulty. They also appear in a normal
setting as part of a context. Considerable difficulty was enc9untered
in building a simple, easy-flowing composition Nvhich conformed to
the necessary specifications. The (omposition had to be organic ana
natural, and it had contain the 60 im'orrect usn-es and 40 corroct
ones itforderbf difficulty fiS nearly as possible. The predictive power
of Paij II is approximately one-half .that of Part. I.

Path, III is called Punctuation. It is\livided into three sections,
with nsiructions as follows: .44)

S CTION . III the following composition 20 blanks occur. A period is the
appropriate mark of punctualion :Iiich should be placed in some (not all) of
these blanks. Place an X in the blanks where you think a period belongs.

EXAMPLE: Come to the house at 4 p'clock X we shall have tea then
X

SEC. 2. In the following composition 20 blanks occur. A comma should be
placed in 8(

line
of them, a semicolon should be placed in others, and some should

be left:blank.
EXAMPLE: The red 9* blue and yellow of the sky blended beautifully
; the sun seemed to be the center of a great glowing voaex.
SEC. 3. In the following passage you .will find blanks in whiCh certain marks

of punctuation should be inserted. Sometimes several marks should be put into
the same blank. Notice..carefully the different single choices which may also
occur in combinations:

1. Leave the blank open if no punctuation is required.
2. Use X to signify a period.
3. Use a cpmma according to the rules for the comma.
4. Use opèning and closing 'quotation marks (" ") around direct quotations.

.

5. Use-a question mark after questions.
6. Use to indicate a new paragraph.
YOU are not to change capitalization' or mak any other marks upon your

paper.
EXAMPLES:

41 perhaps it is the very simplicity of the thing

-

1 f replied the
which puts

saul at fault 9" said my friend X what nonsense you do talk!
inspector 9 laughing heartily X

The punctuation tested for in this part may be called "functional"
in the purest sense of that term. None of the arbitrary punctuation
marks used according onvention alone appears. A student may
learn by rote such convoiijt.ions as placing the period after abbr -ia-
tions, the comma betwe .the number of the day of the month
the number of the year, in the same way in which he learns to spell
a word correctly, but he must have a certain aptitude for language
before he knoWs thaN period comes at the end of a declarative sen-
tence or that a co6ka is placed after an introductory adverbial
element. The predictive 1;ower of thrWpart of the test lies between
that of Part I and Part II. *.

Part III was made in sections in order to get some kind bf "order
of difficulty." Section 1, it is observed from the' instructions just
quoted, demands the use of end punctuation onlrFile correct use

107121 32-----6
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of the period in this section means that the student has sufficient
language aptitude to know when a complete thought has been ex-

pressed and anothtlr thought begins. In section 2 every effort was

made to present undebatable uses of comma or semicolon. In sec-

Lion 3 a passage from a standard editkon of one of Poe's tales was

taken almost verbatim, because the greater our variety of choise in
punctuation becomes, the !mire complex the context in which it
appears, the greater is our tendency to differ with each other about.

the loci of marks of organic punctuation. The English bureau wished
to be absolved from as much argument as possible.

.6 Part IV is called Grammar. The instructions .at the first of this
part are:

In the fabwing composition 100 words or phrases have been underlined.
Some of these sN'ords and phrases are correct and senile of them are incorrect.

Draw a line through those words or phrases which you believe to be incorrect.
Do not try to improve upon the composition. Make no other marks upon

the paper.
EXAMPLE: There is four men in the room which ficijoins the library;

It will he observed from these instructions that Part IV follows
the technique employed throughout this test: The presentation of
every item in as natural a contextual settingeas possible, so that the
st»dent will have ever*y opportunity to make ma4irnum use of his
language habits, whether or LIZA he knows a single formal riiie .of
grammar, becau§e it is the'p'urpose of this fest to measure the degree
of refinement of language habits, or language aptitude. This part.
of the test was lowest in predictive lie and was arbitrarily. rated
at unity.

This cQmpletes a recapituLation of the theory upon which the
objective aptitude test has been constructed,. and' a description of
the physical form in which it Appeared. No matter .how long the
pioblem of predicturv* success in English composition is pondered in
theory, and no matter how beautiful the solution appears on paper,
the actual use of th6 test is the ultimate answer to the question:
Has the imstrument practical value? The next 'step was to give the
test. e

I. The statifttical department Qf the university was called upon to
give its assistance at this point, and the restarch was placed under
the direct supervision of Ralph`Leikhtsm: The reliability of the test
was aund to,be surprisingly high. The only Oaw seemed to be that
there was no criterich with which to compare an apparefitly effective

. , test. *P.

Most
t

cómposition teachers base their estimates of student achieve-
'mont °upon their rating of ihemes written ky the istudent, but the
variation ..E1 'these ratings \by different thstructors who read thé same
themesand even by tV same instructoi when he reads the same
thilnle mire thari onceis notorious., Several reputattle composition
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scales were ,investigateki 4nd rejected because they did not afford
sufficient: control of the factors involved in the problem of obtaining
highly reliable judgments. Research upon the evalvation of essay-type examinations indicated that a sufficient number of judgip-ents
tended to Correct the errors in each othei., if these judgments were
averaged in order to get a gemeral merit score to represent the value
of student work. We therefore devised a score which will be explained
below, to serve as the means pf, gaining a reliable estimate of themes
which would be written by a group of students at as nearly as possible
the same time, and uncié'r the same conditions, as these students
would take the objective test. The evaluation of these themes would
become the criterion with which we should compare the objective test.

In evaluating each theme, the following equation was used:

1F-1-2G+2R+5CGM=
10

It is explained in this manner:
GM =general merit.

1F= 1 weight given to a score of 100 points for a paper perfect in physi-
cal form. In estimating form, only the appearance of the paper
ig scored:

2G 2 weights given to a score of 100 points for a paper perfect in all
the mechanics of idiom, gramma-r, and correct sentence structure.2R=2 wejghts given to a score of 100 points for a paper having the most
artistic and skillful use of word choice, sentence structure, and
rhOorical excellence.

5C= 5 weights given to a score of 100 points for a paper presenting the
hest thought content and most logical organizatio'n of ideas.

The denominator 10 is the sum of the weights.
The use of this equation resulted in groducing a criterion of A.

tremely high reliability. The immediate explanation of this high
reliability s'eems to be that the last tkree. members of the numeratqr
ab,sorbed any widely differing points of view upon the different
elements judged, so ihat the general mjrit of the paper was not
unduly Affected by any reader failing to include all of the possiVe
merits of the paper in the final score.

Lphte in the spring term of 1929-30 a group of 291 high-scbool
seniors in Eugene High School and the Unive.rsity High School' wasgiven the objective test and 'asked, to write a theme upon a subject
presented to them.

The objective test was carefully and accurately, scored by trained
clerical.assistants, ahd the criterion wfis scored by two,Portland hiel-
schoc4 teachers of excellenwraining and 'experience. Miss Geraldine
Cartmell and- Mrs. Katherine Dili&

The reliábiliiy of the objective test was found to.be 0.93; thát, of
Ar the criterion, 0.88; th'e coefficient of correlation between the test

Aqd the criterion, .0.50. This. cortelation *as threl). times as great

.
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as the correlation between the criterion and the next highest corre-

lating objective test among three otheN used in the experiment.
The aptitude test was later found to correlate 0.67 with the psy-

chological placement test.
Although the test was statistically evaluated and pronounced

sound in technique, capable of administration, and hirhly reliable
and reasonably valid against a reliable criterion, through this pre-

liriiimuy manipulation, the question "Ifas it practical value?" was

not yet adequately answered. The third step was to use the test
with the enteriV freshman class of the fall of 19:1J. Eight hundred
and fifty-eight students were grouped in percentilee upon the basis
of scores made in the test under discussion. We had the percentile
ratin(g for each student according to his high-school record and also
according to his record on the psychological placement test. This
gave us courage to make an arbitrary division between the seven-

teenth and eighteenth percentiles (s)f the English aptitude test, because

e could use these other two ratings in addition to 'actual class con-

tacis to correct any4njustices which might be done. We therefore
arbitrarily assigned loS students who were below the eighteenth per-
centile to our course in English A, designed for the correction of
faults in technical English.

A study of the curve nlade by plotting the percentiles above the
seventeenth would indicate that we could conveniently divide the
grourt'which was not assigned to English A into three parts. Those
in the highest "third" should probably be placed in accelerated
sections: those in the middle third" should berm normal sections;
those in the lowest "third" should be in retarded sections. The
organization of our curriculum precludes a course in English corn-

**ion in the freshman year, hence it is impossible to .give any
data which might support the val1d107 of our sectioning students
above the eighteenth percentile of our English aptitude test. We
have the data upon the lowest group only.

Let us review briefly the known points with which we had to work

in attempting to predict results in this remedial course in technical
E4lish: (a) We had more statistical information than is given in
this report. This additional information is available in the statisti2
cal department, of the school of education, but it is omitted here for
practical 'reasons. (0 We had the psychological placement test
percentile, 4he higb-school record percentile, and 'the English apti-
rude test percentile for each student. (e) We knew from investi-
gation that tbe practice factor in the aptitpde 'test was practically
nil.

Our admivistrative provisions for ting English Amiktemand

that we divide our -subfreshman kroup ipto thirds and that we give
remedial instruction to each third for ()fie full term more or less

"
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at the discretion of the instructor. Of students assigned to.English
A this year, 1 among 158 was excused from the class with less than
one term's instruction because that student seemed to have been
unjustly held for the romedial course. This student was of foreign
extraction and was compelled to cope with some language difficulty
on account of the difference between a mother tongue and English.

The first half of the term's work in English A is devoted to a
diagnosis of language difficulties. The instruction is intended to
refresh old recollections of previous teaching and to increase the
store of knowledge*of technical English, Dia!mostic testing is fre-
quent and personal conferences are nuaerous. When a diagnosis is
finally reached, the student is informed and is given work.tolio whirh
is intended to remove his weaknesses. There seems to be a direct
relation between the psychological test per4ntile and the le.arning
power of the student, because the greatest improvement is usually
observed anrong those studcInts who rank highest on the psychologi-
cal test, and the least improvement is usually observed among those
'students- who rank lowest on the psychologicAl test. This is a case
in illustration: Miss K had a psychological percentile rating of 0.83,
a high-schopl jlercentile rating of 0.44, and an English aptitude per-
centile rating of 0.13. After the diagnosis and remedial instruction,
she rated equivalent to 0.96 on the English aptitude test. Or here is
another typical case: Miss P had a psychological percentile rating of
0.26, a high-school percentile ratinr of.O.S1, and an English aptitude
percentile rating of 0.12. After the usual diagnois and remedial
treatment, she rted emlivalent to 0.54 on the English aptitude test.

Additional data of similar nature are on file with the English burequ
and may be consulted for further verification of certaimparts of the
conclusions about to be Offered.-

The following summary presents briefly the conclusions Nvirich we
may reach at this point. in our investigation of the prediction of suc-

Ìcess in college English mposition. (a) The aptitude test now
devised is thoroughly satis ctory for the purpose of segregating stu-
dents for remedial instruction in technical Engliak (h) There is a
direct relation between the+sychological teq core and the improve-
ment from remedial teaching in'technical English. (c) It Nvould
sevni advisable to use the English alSdtude test for the purpose of
sectioning for regular college instruction those 'students not held for
remedial instruction. (d) The use of the Ehglish a.ptitude test is in
perfect harmony with* a philosophy of education which sets forth the
desirability of achieving maximum results at all levels of irCligence,
whether that implies graduatioli from college or not.

9
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REMEDIAL MEASURES FOR COLLEGE FRESHMEN

J. DEWITT DAVIS and HAROLD SAXE TUTTLE 3

I. INTRODUCTION

The problem of college failure due to nonpassing grades has received
considerable study, and several factors have been isolated (11, 13,
19, 20, 23, 28, 29, 30, 31, 37).3 To remove these causes there arë
three general tyi)es of remedial work reported in the literature:
(a) A careful study is made of each case, and work is assigned and

supervised in such a way as seems best fitted to the individual in-
volved. The program includes testing for diagnosis, conferences,
some class work, and some individual coaching (27, 29). (b) Personal
direction with no class treatment, depending largely upon the inter-
view technique (17). (c) Group treatment, including more or less of

the values apparent in the other two. This has generally been carried
on through the medium of the so-called How-to-Study courses (5, 9,

15, 16, 25,26). It isko this last group thatttbe work at Oregon belongs.

H. EXPERIMENT IN REMEDIAL TREATMENT OF FRESHMEN

The worleat Oregon might be termed preventive rather than
remedial, for it is designed to anticipate the more common difficultiis
that have been found to exist in the work of beginning students and,

by means of constructive .readink, personhi interviews, and student
practice, to initiate stfch habits as may forestall maladjustrdent and
eventual college failure. A 2-hour course is offèred during the fresh-

man ,year, under the title Freshman Orientation. This course was
first o in the school'of education in 1927-28, and has been con-

ed for tv a reasons: First, because of the values that it seeratd to

offer after the first analysis of results obtained; anil, second, in order

to accumillate further data that might be useful in directing the

ifuture course of such remedial work. The course is required of all
freshman majors in education and during 1930-32 has been open as
an elective to others.

I J DeWitt Davis, Teaching Fellow in Esducation, University of Orwell. H. A., University ofqjdaho,

1913, M. S., 1929.
I Harold Saxe Tuttle, Associate (Professor of Education, University of Oregon. B. S., College of the

Pàçjtic, 1906, M . A.. 1911; B. D., Pacific School of Religion, 1911. Be was formerly head of the
trnenOof education, Pacific University. Publications: With Harl R. Douglass, Project Teaching

College Course in Educational Psychology, Controlled Experimentation in the Studg of Methods of le.

eq1/4 Teaching . University of Oregon Publication, Edutation Series, 1:7 :293-299, February, 1929;

radtr Edtstatanby State and Church, The Abingdon Press, 1930; with P. A. Menegat, Procedures for

rader Education Cooperative Store, Uttversity of Oregon, 1931.

Numbers in theses refer to. Bibliography, pp. 102-104.
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The following outline will give a better idea of the nature of the
work required by this course:

1. Synopses, readings, and class discussion On the wise use of time
while in college.

2. The avtual budgeting of time for various activities, with reports
at frequent intervals of records of a week's time expenditure.

3. Habits of study. What are the physical requiremeents, external
and internal conditions essential to good study? How can adequate
study habits be Lilt? What can one do to correct older habits that
are not economical? How can one dis:tribute his study over the day
and week to secure maximum results?

4. Reading improvement. What, causes poor, slow reading?
Systematic records of regular drills for the measurement of improve-
ment.

5. Planning how'.4o inciease interest-in a given subject.
6. Three lectures on library procedure, each accompanied by a

carefully assigned project, each project carefully marked for errors,-
returned, and required to he corrected by its author.4

7. Improvement. of vocabulary. Value and methods. Readings,
discussion, drills, and class quizzes.

8. Note taking, from reading and from lectures; readings and
discussion with actual drill.

9. Suggestions for better reviewing; plans'for review submitted
and discussed, and later reports on how certain subjects were
reviewed.,

10. Study and discussion On how to keep fit physically and
mentally, with help in self-analysis.

11. The importance of proper social adjustment.
12. Preparation for examinations; methods of prepariition; types

o examinations. .
13. How to build up a good biblii)griphy actual drill required.
14. Preparation of term paper. Choice of subject, data, treat-

ment, outline, mechanics of a good paper.
15. The physiology arid psychology of learning. How are habits

formed? Poor ones replaced by good ones. Aids to memory, proper,
distribution of drills the value gof appreciation, the place of imagina-
tion in adequate-learning and living, reasoning in its various forms sled
-tipplications, its common enemies. 'Exercises in self-expression, ex-
perimentation, observation of others, reading, taking notes, and
making class reports.

16. The third term's work which is given to the education majors,
but not included in that offered the nonmajors, consists in the main
of a preview of the larger divisions of college courses from which

I Min Castord, assistant librarian at Oregon, supervised this part of the program.

,
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prepective teachers must select teaching norms. Reading drills and

note-takint exercises are continued, their application being made to
the followitg general topics: College requirements; physical scienoes;

biological sciences: social sciences; English ;.foreign language; physical
educatioh; music; philosophy; expressional activities, as public speak-
ing, dramatics, story writing, and art. provisional student, program
4for the remaining three years of college work is planned by each
member of the class.

This course must be carefully distinguished from survey courses'in
literature, natural seiences, and social science, which are commonly

called orientation courses. In order to keep this distinction clear,

Education 111, Orientation, may, for convenience, be called the
How-to-Study course.

III, EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

Table 1 indicates the enrollment during the 4-year period of the
bregon experiment.

TABLE I.Enrollment zn " how-to-study" course by years and psychological
rating quartiles

1927-IN
192`
1929-30 _

1930-31
Total . . .

Percentage in each quartile....

A

. In I owisr half

0-2; 25-49 '50-74

2 4

1:i 12 4

, 17 9
27 16
63 iS , 373 4

a
' 20. S

_62 3 per cent In upper

75 1(X)

al

9
'2

7
1:!
30
16. 9

alf _ .4

Tot4i1

31

40

17%i

100

per cent

Each of these students has been matched, for the purpose of com-

parison, against another who is not taking the course. These con-

trols are selected .hy the personnel department, care being taken not
only to match them closely on the psychological entrance exaknina-

tion percentile score, but to pair them closely on the matter of high-

school record as well, ivhich record is also entered as a percentile

scoi0, making direct comparison easy. Because of some evidedce

that grading systems in general differentiate between mo and women

in favor of the latter (22), the pairing of cases has avoided this sex

variability, rriatching only in the same sex. rip illustrate how success-

fully this pairing,has been done the following ta1)16 has beetLprepared,

which is a record of 76 caes who completed the ti;st, term of the
,course during the year 1930-31.

o

4

A.

al

( lass

.

. .

.

......411

'3

23

2(1..9

29

. .27

,
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I

'
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TABLE 2. Seventy-siz paired cases of how-to-study students of 1930-81
_

Quintile Numbei

2

First 23Second.. 21d 13Fourth.. 11Fifth

Average ...... . 76

Experimentals Controls

Psycho- I P$Çcho-
logical logical High-

entran(v hool entrance school
examina- grades exam ina- gl ules

titai I t ion

3 4 5 6

,

'7. 73 19. 52 S. S', 22. 36
29. (9 3s, 05 29. 14 3s. 76
ri:i 9-) 4s, 41 54. :TS 49. 0
¡sit.). 29 43. 60 ! 6s. 91 42. 20
91. 25 76. 61; 59. 00 sO. 12

39. 10 3s. 37 39, 42. 40-.SO

Particular emphasis is justified here, for this is the first: ektensive
attempt to pair cases so exactly on both psychological scores and
high-school grades. (High-school grades alit regularly transmuted
into a °percentile preparatory rating by the personnel department.)5

, This care in matching cases has given direction to the study that
would otherwise have been overlooked.

Considerable data have accumulated in this period of time, and
they are being carefully analyzed in an effort to determine in how
far there are statistically significant differences between the experi-
mentals and the controls, and what the indications are that the how-
to-study work was a causal factor in producing these differences;
And further, to ascertain in so far as it can be done, how -values derived
from this course are manifested in later college work. Some of this
analysis is now aVailable.

On the basis of the first year's work, using average grades as a
criterion, the results shOw as follows: 4:7-

TABLE 3. 1927-28 grade averages how-to-sit; ind controls

Fall
Winter
Spring

Terni Experi-
mentalc ontrols Numher

2 3 4

1

3. 417 3. 35.5 29
3. 217 ; 3. 346 27
3. 289 ! 3. 450

N OTF.The data here reported vary in slight details from a lateianalysis of the spine work due to the
fact t hat here all the grades were used where later t hose of military, physical education, and personal hygiene
were omitted.

If psychological scores are interpreted as indicating native intellectual Ability, high-school grades may
be interpreted as reflecting, in considerable degree, habits of application, persistence, and effort

L.

_ . - -

. . -

total.

4

. .
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The change of position from one of inferiority at the end of the
first term, to one of considerable superiority by the end of the third
looks favoPable for the experimental group; but when this differelace
is treated statistically it loses much of its significance.

The change in relationship between the grades of paired cases is

more significant. At the end of the first term there were 15 controls
whose grade average exceeded that of their paired cases; by the end
of the second term this number had dropped to 11, and at the end of
the third to only 7. These results appear to indicate that the drill
of the course, the suggestions for improved use of time, better reading
habits, etc., gradually change the condition from one where the con-
trols had a slight advantage to one where the experirnentals had a
clear margin in both grade average, and in a number of cases that
exceeded their controls. This latter fact indicates the rather general
effect of the work of the how-to-study group. These results appeared
sufficiently positive to justify the continuation of the course. Data
are therefore available for four years.

IV.-DATA A.ND ANALYSIS, 4-YEAR PERIOD

1. Effect as shown by grade averages.Since the former workers
have all utilized (5, 9, 1 5, 16, 17, 18, 21, 23, 25, 26, 29, 34, 40) the
.criterion of grade averages, in ose form or another, that analysis was
first made. The task is much more difficult and time consuming
than the relating of it. To secure from the registrar's office, to corn-
pute, to tabulate, and to compare the work of 178 students, with from

*one to three similar control records for each of them, totaling 712
records in all, each of which records covers from 1 to 11 terms, is a
very large undertaking. This work is not complete to date, but
enough has been done to give some signiEcant, indications.

It is to. be noted that grade averages have all been computed -by
omitting both military and those physical education and hygiene
courses that are require(: of freshmen and sophomores. This VaS

done arbitrarily, because the authors felt that grades in those courses
would tend to obscure real differences that might develop otherwise.

/Since they are required of both groups, no injustice is done by orniO4g
them in the analysis. Further, no weight has been given to grades
marked incOmplete, though a superficial analysis (Table 6) would
indicatv thitt were these "incompletes" included with their later
assigned gtade the average of ible experimentals would be enhanced.
The controls have somewhat more of /ouch grades, and allowing a
slight discount i grade value for tardiness, it is their avérage that
would suffer. ffian arbitrary value of say grade IV or V, or any 'pt,her

s were used, the same condition would prevail for a like reason, hence
they wire omitte.d.

W
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The data presented in Table 4 below were derived by grouping
into one large distribution all the students' re cords for each respective
ierm of college work that was completed to th at date, counting as
term 1 that school quarter in which the how-to-study course was
first taken. The first three lines include the three years' records,
1927-28, 1-928-29, and 1929-30, respectively. The fourth line is for
1930-31, and the fifth is a comparison of the last term 's record of all
the students who did the work in 1928-29 and 1929-30. The last
line is a composite of all the grades involved in lines four and five.

TARLt 4. Differences in grade averages between how-to-study groups and controls

Term
f t

1 1927-2S
2 1928- 9 ......
3 1929-30 ..
I 1930-31 3 _

5 1928-29 and 1929-30, lasi term_

[X = E x penmen ta1s; ( Controls)

6 Composite 1P28-11),,1929-30, 193a

. . . .....

Oracle averages
Differ-

Nurr- ences of
her mean

X wean (' mein ('--X differ-

I rt r0Ou

('hance

ence greater
than)

isif

ro

2 3 4 6 7

.-
WS 3 44.i 3. 31

0.1383 1 1.031 70s9 1 3. 301 3. 42 .127 . ittOi 67
76 ' 3. 31 r; 3.562

.3R 3. 21Yi 3.541
. 247 . 2. 394
. 245 2. 764

98
99

/IN 1 3. 386 3. GO1 .215 2. 370 98

7-1151 3. 1)S5 .134 I 3. 098 100
1

3. 434
I .4

I The forniu13 used for this computation was the following:

.
..... / . -. ,,_

D
. %% here .74-1. ,D ' cradis

a diff V 017161-01/11 fl47//4iarri2 .11S; .
I Computed frotti Holzinger, Statistical Methods in Education, Table 42, p. 211.3 Sinie a foyt note 1 in TaPie 5.

The numbers involved in each comparion are fairly large. In each
grouping the experimental's mean grade average X (column 3), are
consistently 1,?etter than those of the controls C (column 4). This
consistency of data tends to strengthen the probability that the cause
of these differences in favor of the experimental group is more than
mere chance, even though column 7 would\ allow some leeway for a
chance factor in at leasrthe fir-A two terms. /In the last line the latest
available term's grades only were compared 'in each of the 151 paired
cases. Of these sonic were% first-term 1931 grades, some second, and
so on as far as the eighth term. The difference in grade averages of
columns X and C is small, only 0.134 grades, but the difference is
clearly sig-nificant as indicated by column 7.

Another approach was made 'to determine whether tho differedces
indic'ated were consistent film term to term for each year's students.
Table 5 sets forth these avertige grade _differences.
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TABLE 5. Corn parison of average grades first three terms for 1927-28,

Year

192(5-29, 1929-30

X == Expenmentals; C MI Controls]

FIRST TERN?

Nurn-
ber

2 3

0

1927-28_ 27 ; 3.

1928-29 30 i 3.

1929- 30 . 39 ' 3.

1927-28.
192S-29
1924)-30
1930-31

..........
4

1927-28
1928-29_ _ _ .

1029-30

T tist

_ _

available grades of 1930-31 were compared; some were first term, some second term 'erages.

SECOND TERM

. ........

THIRD TERM

....

25
2s
3ti

1 83

3.
3.
3.
3.

21 3.
24 3.
31 3.

4

Differ-
ence

575 3. 400
492 i 3. 708
311 3. 400

385 3. 335 ;

357 3. 544
271 3. 403
296 3. 541

387 3. 411
262 3. 604
310 3. 480

4

. 050
+. 187
+. 132
+4 245

+.024
+. 342
+.170

This table is consistent witth that.set forth above (Table 4). The
negative difference in the first term's work of 1927 was graddally
changed by the third term of that year into a positive advantage.
The beginning negative difference may be due to the fact that the
matching of pairs was not quite so thoroughly refined as for later

4

groups.
To account for this consistent difference in favo'r cif the experim(intal

group the suggestion has been made that the content of the course,
and the kind of treatment, is paiticularly -valuable for prospective
teachers, therefore they would naturally profit more than other
studefits by.it. *Another suggestion, has been offered, that a different
type of student enrolls as an educatioii major, qud also the grading'
system of diet department is different.. Now, if such were the
adequate explanation then theoretically*some other group of non-
education majors should not show these differences. This, however,
is not the fact as indicated by items bearing footnote 1 in line 4 under
second rrn of Table 5. Of this entire group, 83 in nanber, only 13

were education majors, the rest belonged tovarious other depart-
ments (except law). Yet the cases in this groiip show the largest
difference tf any group for the first or second term. Moreover, the
difference as indicated by Table 4, is clearly significant sta4stically.
This would seem to preclude all of the above objections and to point .

to the how-to-study remedial treatment as the causal factor. It is,
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at least in this particular respect, that the groups a-re known to have
been treatted differently.

Since. 2. Eject as indicated by differences in unsatisfactory grades.
JonV (17), Pressey (24), awe/Allmon (21) have all el4hasized the
fact that their experimentals -showed fewer cases of unsatisfactory
scholarship as indicated by failures, conditions, Or probations, it WaS
deemed worth while to analyze the data at hand for corroboration
or negation of this emphasis. Table 6 sets forth facts discovered.
The entire college record of 149 cases and their controls were available
and were examined. Some of these records covered one term, others

Q

qs much as 11 terms' work. In this analysis grades marked incom-
plete were included as unsatisfactory, on the theory that such a grade
indicat.es some sort of maladjustment, or inability that the student
was u fible to remove on schedule time.

TABLE 6. --Unsatisfactory grades of how-to-study studehts and controls

Percentiles

Num-
ber of
eases
com-
pared

1 2

0-24
25-49 _ _ _ _ _ . _ . . ......... . _

50- 74
0 75-100

Total

Number
of courses

earned

Number of
conditions in-
complete and
fall grades I

Per cent
of such grades

in each

X

3 i 4 5 6 7 8

50 629 62S 44 Ai
39 3s0 370 21 16
33 51S 503 20 11'9".. I 561 575 i 7 13

.A. 149 2, oss 2, 076 92 , 101
I

6, 99
5. 52 4.32
3. 6 2.12
1. 24 . 2. 26

4.40 4. 86

I These grades are not weighted for course hours. They are simply the number of such grades reCeived.NOTE.-Of a total of 4,164 courses only 193, or 4.63_ per cent, were unsatisfactory.

In the whole group and in each of its quartiles the number of courses
carried by the X and C groups' are reasonably uniform , although the
differences in the three uiNper quartiles may have had some bearing
-on the number of unsatisfactory grades (columns 3 and 4). The
control group (C) had more unsatisfactory grades than the experi-
mentals (X groups) in the first and fourth quartiles, and in the total.
Though this difference is not as large as Book (5) reported, it does
indicate a similar condition".

These data also emphasize the importance of thf statement that
there, are other factors causing dropping out of college, for of.a total
of 4,164 courses.taken only 4.63 per cent were not completed satis-
factorily. Lemon (21) presented data that showed 57 per cent of the
lowest.decile as dropped out by the end of the first year. Here it is
indicated (columns 7 and 8) only 7 to 10 Rpr cent of the. 257 grades
turnaed in for the entire low-quartile group are of qatisfactory
quality, and some of these records_ reach as far as the fourth year's.

1.
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Closer study of, this table (columns 5 and 6) suggest that students
respond to the type of work offered in the how-to-study treatment in
a different way, depending somewhat upon their ability and habits
as indicated by their psychological and preparatory scores.

Both the lowest and the highest quartile show marked favorable

difference; the low-group controls receiving 34 pef cent more unsatis-

factory grades, and the high-group controls getting 85 per cent more
such unsatisfactory grades than the corresponding groups of experi-

mentals. Yet the data is 'not consistent, for the middle groups
favor the controls in this resRect.

,/ Another approach gave a more promising lead, and one that throws
new light on Pressey's recent statement to the effect that students
above the twenty-fifth centile in ability profit most from such remedial

treatment. In the preliminary analysis .of 76 subjects carefully
paired with controls there was some evidence Quit differences between

percentile ranking in preparalory grades and psychological scois were

more significant with respect to improvement under guidance than
were either of the scores taken separately or the two.'combined.

( This would appear to mean that students whose achievements ill-

, high school were distinctly lower than their psychological tests would

lead one to expect were helped 'quite decidedly. Students whose
. achievements in high school were higher than their psychological

score would lead one to expect were aided but, little by the how-to-
study course.

This clue led toa fuller study of the relation between the differences

of peicentile rankiri-g and scholastic attainment.
A study of the effect of percentile difforences brought to light the

following facts : When the average grades*of all students in the lowest

quartile were compared with those of thbeir controls, disregarding the
. matter of spread between the two pércentile scores, it was found that

there was only a slight differencenamely, 0.011 0.ade valuein favor
of the experimental group. This difference has no significance
statistically and appears to . Corrob.orate Pressey's conclusion (26)
with respect.to low-quartile students, suggesting that work with them
is too .expensive to be justified in theblight of rtsults secured.

However, 55 other. case 'records with their controlsawère studied
*ere the psychological score was 20 or more centiTes below the

preptiratory score (which, as already stated, may be thought of as

a habits-of-Audi score). The mean was -0.077 grades in favor of

the expe`rimental group. This differencetalso is not significant

statistically, though tit is consistently favorable to the experiment0
group. 'However, if only ability, as indicated by the psychological

qtartile., It appears

that those students whose habits of idudy, as evidenced by their

scores is important, then thiá difference should be sufficiently greater
than that noted above to beoignificant, for the grqup includes a large

number whose rail( is well above the lowest

,
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preparatory score, rank above their own ability level, as indicated \by the psychological score, are least affected by the how-to-study 1
-remedial work. es

This surmise is further strengthened by the data presented in Table
7, wher& the records of 151 cases and their controls were carefully
analyzed. The 'last aNailable eterin's ayerages were used. These
cases were divided into*two large groups included in the chitty presented
in lines 4, 5, and 6. of Table 4. In each case the differences for the
separate groups were highly significant, and when massed irito one
composite group of 151 cases have a surplus of significance.

Each of these 151 cases was put into oho of the folIowing categories:
1. Those whose psychological score is 6 centiles or niore greater

ihan their preparatory score.
.2. Those whose psychological scorv is within 5 centiles of their

preparatory score.
3. Those whose psychological score is 6 ceiitiles or more less than

their preparatory scores.
The basic assumption involved heir is thitt, the psychological score

is an ability index, and that the preparatory score is an index to
habits of satisfactory adjustmént; which habits it is tip purpose of
remedial work to .build up. Theoretically, then, those students who
are already working above their ability level shouldbe helped the least.

As one examines the data set forth in Table 7 it becomesAwparent
that, in so far-as the experiment has progressed, the early surmise is
justified that th-ose students whose achievement record evidenced
by preparatory scores is lower than their ability are aided most by
the remedial work; and that those students-who are alrOtcly working
over their ability by the same index. When they enter the course
are hells:Jed least if, indeed, at all.
TABLE 7. Corn parison of him-to-study and eon-trols in relation

Year

and preparatory scores
.

29*
30

Difference

1930-31

Difference

Composite of both groups

Total difference

Group

Psychological
score greater than

preparatory

Num-
ber

Psychological
score equal to
preparatory

to psychological

Avernie. Num- Average
grade her grade

2 3 4 5 6

X 12 3. 312
12 3. 500

X 28
28

40
40

+. 188
111M.

3. 616
3. 812

3. 512
3. 719

+ 207-.

17
17

26
26

..M.11111

43
43

3. 389
3. 889

+. 500

3. 605
3. 472

+. 123

3. 520
3. 668

4- . 148

Psychological
score ltss than
preparatory

Num- Average
'her

I grade

7
-

39 3. 400
39 3. 516

29 . 3. 676
29 3. 533

_ _ 143

68
68

MD Alb

3. 518
3:459. 059

e

-
$ Ir. ,

_ --A.,
-

-1 -

C

. _ _

C 6

+. 196

.4o e. 410 Om

8

'
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4

This modifies the conclusion of Pressey (25) that the ineffectiveness

of remedial measures is due specifically to low intelligence, implying

rather that it may be due to the fact that all with low intelligence

who gain admission to college have already developed habits of study

superior to the average of their abilities.

V. READING IMPROVEMENT

From the beginning of each year's work, considerable emphasis

was placed upon the importance of efficient reading. What are the

mechanics involved in such reading? What are the chief enemies

t,o good reading habits:and how may they be overcome? The problem

here implied was made a matter of major study and drill.

Careful records for three groups have been made from week to week

throughout the period of drill. Each student, three times a week,

reads some uniform material, at least 20 minutes, making an effort

to apply the ideas gathered about efficient rapid reading, not skim-

ming. From .-each of these efforts lie makes a words-per-minute

reading check. Practically complete records for one term were

secured from 70 students. The master group sheet shows only the

weekly average of these three or more records.
To stimulate interest in reading improvement very specific action

was followed. The class was given reports showing actual improve-

ments made by similar groups. This was done every week at the

second session. The records were received the first session. The

exact average of the group, the median, the high, and the low,. were

also given on the blackboard in table form and each student was

urged to keep his own record, indicating where in this total group he

found himself from week to week. Moreover, from time to time short

formal and informal reading tests and speed checks were given in

class period. This served the double purpose of added group drill

and of added records to compare with student reports.
On the whole the data show positive gains not identical with, but

comparable to, and in general corroborative of other remedial work

in improving reading, buch as that of Book (4), Remmers (30),

Pressey (27), and others. Table 8 sets forth some of these data, which

were gathered from three separate groups, for convenience called

A, B, and C. A was a claskt of 33 noneducation major freshmen doing

the work here reported in the 1930 fall term. B was a group of winter

term noneducation freshmen 14 out of 20 belonging in the low half

of ability, including 5 belonging in the low decile. C was a group of

chemistry students. Because of schedule difficulty this class (C) was

divided, allowing more than the usual amount of personal attention to

individual difficulties. When the data of these three -classes are

thrown into one distribution, it tends to show a more reliable picture.

It is clear, however, from Table 8 that Group B was benefitted least

b111111:111bialbabas14us+.Ja4666ar-
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by the reading drill. The fact that Group B was not given individual
interviews involving reading diagnosis and suggested changes for
improvement, as were the other groups, may account for some of the
failure to respond a's well as did both other classes.

TABLE 8. Reading rate improvement of three how-to-study groups, 10 weeks

Group

A

Num-
ber

.1=1=i

2

Quartile

3

13 0-24
9 25-49
7 50- 74

.4 75-100
6 0-24
8 25-49
'5 56-75

1 76-100
8 0-24
4 25-49
1 50-74
4 75-100

I Words per minute.
Per cent.

Average words pet minuie

FIrst
week

4

239
278
262
309
218
232
176
158
230
222
173
319

Quartile
per cent

Last gainGainwegk

Group
gain

5 6 7 8
I,

297 1 +58 +23. 9
371 93 33. 2

1

I 57
343 81 30. 9 I 26. 27
343 34 11. 2
232 ; +14 +6.4
276 44 19.0 i 43
233 57 32. 3 1 21. 43
280 122 77. 21 I
373 +143 +61. 7 1
335 113 51. 3 1 109
262 89 51.4 I 44. 48
364 45 . 13. 8 i

Table 9 shows the gains in reading speed made by each quartile
when the data was massed. Emphasis was placed on improved rate,
it being assumed from former studies (1, 30, 33) that comprehension
,follows closely with the increased rate.

TABLE 9. Reading-rate improvement-----10 weeks record of 70 cases

Percentile

0-24
25-49
50-74
75-100 _ _ .

Total

I Num-
ber

2

21

13
9

70

Average words per minute

First Last
week week

3

232
r

206
296

240

4

3015
324
273
344

312

Per cent
gain

6

73
73
67
48

31. 5
29. 3
32.
18.4

72 30. 0

Some facts stand out clearly in these figures. Ent, as a group it
read about 6 ;words per minute too slowly for college freshmen (38)
when fiist measui4d. Second, as.a group under the remedial treat-.
ment given, it responded with a 30 per cent increase in speed arrivink
at 66 words per minute advantage over the norril of 246 words as
established at Nebraska by Werner in 1926. Third, lack of personal
interview or some othaer cause or combination of causes resulted in
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less improvement on the part of Group B. Fourth, all those students
who appeared to be in earnest and interested in doing so succeedéd
in increasing their reading speed, while others with plenty of ability
such as case Go, rating 66-62, bwan at 203 words per minute and
'ended at practically the same point, 214. Another case Ek, rating
91-91 in psychological and prepaibatory scores, respectively, began
at the very inefficient level of 1.58 and ended at 280 words per minute;
and Ok, rating 26-02, began at 173 and ended at 340, showing a gain
of 167 words per minute,,or 98.2 per cent.

Figure 1 has been prepared to indicate the spreading effect of
remedial work in reading. It is of interest to note that the upper
limit graph is the score made by the same individual while the honors
at the bottom of the list, as would be expected, were shared by several
different students from week to week.

While there was considerable difference between the high and the
lo.w reading rates the first week (119 words per minute), yet the
deviation from the mean was less than that of later records. The
slow readers appear to be working hard to keep up, and the more
capable ones appear to have been loafing. The slowest reader was
63 below the mean and the best one only 56 above.

When reading drill began this spread at once st: s to grow.
The average of the whole class increased steadily, b s t the greatest
speed records were made by those who had the higher psychological
ratings. (See Table 9.) At the end of the 10 weeks' period the spread
betWeen the high and low per minute records had increased f m 119
to 281 words, showing a 236 per cent increase in spread, app: ntly
due to the training. Of this total spread the greatest deviations were
regularly above the mean of the group; so that in the last record, the
distance from the average rate of the total group, to the lowest score
is now 78, as compared to 68 words per minute for the first week's
record, and the distance above the average to the highest score is
increased to 203 words per minute, where it began as only 56.

Massing data as in Table 9, or graphing it as in Figure 1, reveals
larger tendencies which are indicative of value to be derived from
reading training,' but it tends to obscure more detailed facts such as
those set forth in Table 8.

Column 5 of Tabli; 9 indicates that ability quartile one, ranks
second in the total group for words per minute gain in reading speed.
The numbers involved are too few for any extended analysis, but it
is interesting to. bserve in Table 8 that quartile one in Group B showed
an average : tt of only 14 words, in Group C the best gain of any,
143 words, and in Group A, a gain of 58 words, only 14 lower than the
average gain for the whole group. In the light of this extreme variar-6
tion, when one recalls the cliff& `411.ce in treatment given each group-as
before noted, is there not an implication that improvement in read-
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94 RESEARCH IN HIGHER EDUCATION

both more adequate diagnosis and teaching, and allow little groimd
for blaming lack of improvement in reading entirely to lack of ability.
In short, the top and bottom quartiles appear to need a different
type of remedial treatment which, when given to each in the best
way, may perhaps tend to cause each to approach its maximum
capacity in reading rate.

To test this hypothesis the whole problem of reading improvement
should be restudied, first on the basis of differences between ability
(psychological) scores and habit (preparatory) scores, and second
on the basis of differentiated treatment for the lowest and the highest
ability groups.

It would seem that to utilize this ability made available in such
remedial work, the length and difficulty of assignments involving
considerable reading should be regulated so as to provide not only

for the poor readers where it appears frequently to be placed, but also
to demand from the better students more of their ability made avail-
able by such training' as here provided.

The question is asked, will this increase become a permanent
possession? This question can be answered theoretically by putting
another question. Reading is a skill habit; will any skill habit, e.g.,

typewriting, shorthand, or piano playing, be retained unimpaired
if it is not used regularly? Will it be used regularly if-assigned tasks
do not demand it? Does one exert himself and maintain high effi-
ciency when necessity does not require it? Does college study put
the most rapid readers on their mettle?

VI. VOCABULARY DRILL

Words are tools to aid in shaping social adjustments. Words
become surrogates for large blocks of past experience when one

learns to use them efficiently. In this sense words are keys to the
treasures of the past, and talismans to the secrets of the future.
Upon such a theory of word value vocabulary drill has been recently
included in the how-to-study remedial program.

Lack of word understanding manifested itself in different ways.

In the personal interviews related to reading diagnosis several
subjects, when asked why their eye movement regressed, replied
that they did not get the meaning involved because of some new

. word or word usage.
It has been well established that °regressive eye móvements are

one of the several causes of inefficient reading. One may conclude

then that as a part of the reading improvement such vocabulary i rill

should be encouraged, for as words become familiar proper
is derived more quickly ana %es flitting back of the 'eye is necessary.

Somewhat of this lack of word understandifig may be indicated
by quoting a few student responses given on various quizzes:

'
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Choleric: Being ignorant about.
Chimerical: Quick tempered.
Cozening: To reason earnestly.
Gregariousness: Quarrelsome.
Ambiguous: Gigantic.
Fallacious: Condescending.

Ephemeral: Effeminate.
Decorum: Belief.
Expostulate: To eradicate.
Hedonic: Unfortunate.
Grovel: A mere trifle.

In fact, a` collvtion of some of the student choices in best meaning
put together would be fair material for "College Humor" or
"Facetious Fragments."

Lists of 70 words were assigned each week. Students were advised
that a random selection of 20 words from these lists would be given
in a quiz every 2 weeks. The type of quiz was explained, and a
sample given, all of which placed the emphasis not upon single
synonyms, but upon larger me4aning content and usage, for the
student never knew just what part of the meaning pattern would be
used in the quiz.

An effort is being made to determine the relation of the -scores
made on the vocabulary tests to the average term grades of each
student and to the grades in specific subjects as compared with the
control averages and grades. This analysis is not complete, however,
at this time. As indicated by the appraisal of value by students it
would seem to be a useful form of remedial treatment.

VII. STUDENTS' APPRAISAL OF VALUES

In Ohmann's study (23) the suggestion is offered that the effec-
tiveness of the treatment given throughout his course could noi be
accurately measured until some time later, but he added, " A suba4
jective conviction of its value came perhaps most forcefully froni
the expressed appreciation of individual students who had been
helped " In this Oregon study definite effort, was put forth to secure
and tabulate such student expression and to evaluate it.

Procedure: At the close of the winter term the following blank was
put in the hands of each student who had beef in this course since
it was first offered in 1927.

No. AMP IIM am. .1 ma

COPY OF LETTER FORM
(School of Edupation letterhead)

March 3, 1931
GP

One time member of Orientation Class, Education, 111.
DEAR FRIEND:

We wile making a survey of the opinion of various students as to what each
one thinks are the most lasting values derived from certain courses in college
work. You have done some study in a Freshman Education Course No. 111,
called Orientation. In view of ita bearing, as you look over your whole college
.career, can you name five ellinents, things, .or phases of that course from which
you derived some value whicl was of more or less help either in your studies or4
in your general adjustment to daily life? Now as you look back over that course,

-1:.1 131 D .95EMIDSNT



96 RISIARCH IN HIGH= IDUCATION

select the one of the five which you rate at present of greatest worth, and assign
it the value 5; similarly score the others in descending order, assigning the value
1 to that which you estimate as lowest.

Ydur reply will be treated a8 confidential; your name need not be signed
unless you prefer to sign it.' Prompt return of this sheet will be appreciated,
and will expedite our study.

Write your five items here:

Assigned value

e_w a An.

PO

Further remarks

Sincefely,

The form was carefully prepared to avoid any suggestion, and yet
to require emphasis only on the values which were outstanding to
the student at the time. Only five such values were asked for, think-
ing that such a limitation might make the empliasis more indicative
of actual conditions.

Returns were received from 97 students, some having had the work
of the course as early as 1927-28. Data were tabulated as indicated
in Table 10.

TABLE 10. Student evaluations of the course

Values indicated by students

Training and drill in scheduling time
for study, analysis of time expendi-
ture

Improving reading ability
How to use the library more effi-

ciently
Interest in increasing one's vocabu-

lary
Study improvement learned bow to

improire my methods of study
General content of reeding material

IligirtmLake batter notes and bow to
use then_

Rela-
tive
rank

2

3

4

5

7

5 first
place

11.111,

3

24
17

10

0

12

10

3

4 sea
on

131

3 third
place

2 fourth
place

4 5

23 11
20

12 4

a 10

4

3 3

3

fi

1 firth
place

9 5
9

10 10

12 18

1 3

4 3

3

Per
cent
of re-
plies

Weighted
values

9

74
78

47

543

28

24

90

268
259

140

137

103

80

55

The weight values In Moan 9 was 4omputtrealtnecciing the sum of all of the products GI the number
((students by the weight assigned te each value .

Most all el the Mane wore signed.
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o

1

.
1

1

1
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TABLZ 10. Student evaluations of the couraCbntinued

fir

Values indicated by students

How to review and prepare for
quizzes and examinations

Something learned about the physi-
ology and psychology of college
work

Unclassified miscellaneous values____
Drill in mathematical problems
Survey of different fields of possible

college courses to follow
Was of general aid in all college work_
Drill work on equations and formulas'
Guided toward vocational choice, or

aided in knowing bow to choose_ _

Preparation of term papers, tech-
nique, etc

Personality improvement
Use of memory aids, etc
Created interest; learned how to in-

crease interest
Taking part in discursion
Cultivated habit of promptness_ _ .
Improved my mental health
Learned how to compile a bibliogra:

plly; the mechanics of it_

Rela-
tive
rank

2

5 first
place

3

4 sec-
ond

place

4

3 third
place

8 2 3 8

9 3 1 5
10 2 4 4
11 3 2 3

_

12 0 1 4
13 0 2 3
14 1 2 1

15 1 , 0 3

16' 0 2 2
17 1 1 1

18 4' 0 1 2

19 o o 3
20 1 00 0
21 0 1 1
22 o 0 1

23 0 o o

These replies all came from the chemistry bow-to-strut y section.

2 fourth
place

o

4

4
3
2

3
2
2

Per
1 fifth cent
place of re-

. plies

7

6
5

3
2
1

O

2
1

O

8

19

11
9
7

6

4
4

3
3
2
2

2

Weighted
ialues.

9

55

48
46
37

25
23
21

18

16
13
11

9

7
4

3

Value 1.The item receiving first place, mentioned by 74 per cent of
the returns, relates to economies in the use of time. The value, as
they indicated it, being in actually scheduling one'g own time, rather
then merely in reading about how it is doné, or in discussing the
subject at class period, e. g., subject 19 gave ."Planning for the week's
work" second place and put "improvement" in parentheeis, indicating
that he had noted his own progress. No. 9 of the 1929-30 class gave
"arranging a study schedule and having definite study habits" first
place. Another Atudent (No. 36 of the 1929-30 group) said: "Taught
me the value of a definite schedule, not only in school but also out."

If this item is of chief value, as seems here indicated,this tact may
in part account for the similar results that are achieved under appar-
ently different treatment. Essentiality every attempt at remedial
work has emphasized this phase of its program. L. Jones (17) gave
help on the basis of "constructive individual guidancewithout wait-
ing for difficulties to arise to initiate such assistance." A rntjor part
of this guiciance is related to economies in the use of one's time, as
is indicated in the following paragraph:

The time charts, used to reveal to the student and to the writer the amount
of time actually given to studying, enabled the writer to advise discriminatingly,
and the student to schedule adeqUately, the amount of time needed for his studies
in order to improve his record. Of the four variablesnative ability, time, study
methods, and grades aehievedin a student's career, he can exercise more cone.
trol over the use of his time than over any other one. 41 (17).

b____

.

5

2,

0
0
1

O
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0
1

0
1
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As measured by the five criteria selected, ,Jones found his experi-
rriental group significantly superior in each respect to the controls.
His emphasis is the same as that at Oregon with respect to this value;
the treatment is different, his being the more expensive case method,
the method here that of group direction. Though the methods differ,
there is a common point of emphasis on self-analysis in the expendi-
ture of time which seems to contribute toward similar results in im-
provement, and which impresses the students with its value as herein
indicated.

Value 2.In the light of the experiments that have been reported
relating to readirig improvement, the ranking of this ttem in second
place is easily understood. More students included it as one of the
five chief v.alues than anfother item; but more of them placed it
lower down in the scale, second or third, so that when properly
weighted it became a close second-2591as compared to 263 for value 1.
The improvement in reading, as set forth above, offers some explana-
tion of this student evaluation.

Value 8.As estimated by these student reports, the instruction
and drill in how to use the library more efficiently receives third
place in value. This is not to be wondered at when one notes the
tendency in college courses to depend more and more upon current
magazine material, and ea diversity of authority rather than upon
some specific textbook (10, 14).

Value 4.The high%rank of vocabulary training as a value derived
from the course may require elucidation. In the first place the
1930-31 chemistry group 6 reported with strong emphasis here, 11
out of 16 valuing this part Of theit work highly. In the second place,
during this year greater emphasi3 in all of the how-to-study classes
has been put upon actually building up one's vocabulary, while
formerly only what might be done as suggested by various authors,
was pointed out. At three times during the work the students were
called upon to hand in lists of words which they had found in their
reading and had added to their vocabulary. From these lists quizzes
were prepared which stimulated the student to further effort. This
greater emphasis may account for the fact that vocabulary building
was assigned fourth place in the totAl group of responses, whereas it
was not accorded any im-portance by the replies coming from classes
prior to the last year when drill on vocabulary was introduced.

Value 5.By some other more or less arbitrary grouping of replies,
putting every one that related in any way to imeovement in study
habits, learning how to study, better study as reZted to notes, lec-
tures, reviews, geheral health, etc., under .this heading, one might

In the 1931 winter term an effectors' made to give a group of chemistry students the same sort of retie-
dial treatment, but focusing the drill specifically on chemistry mite*, e. g., library Ark was *Wined on
topics a interest to chemistry students, reading was sneeurapd on chemistry niatsrial, chemistry problems
wite asigood for fundamental arithmetic drill and vocabulary building was all in the field of chemistry.

,
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have found this item in the most important position. By clakifying
many of suchlknore general replies under other appropriate headings
the emphasis still holds this item to be one of the first five .4.ita1ues
derived from the course.

Miscellaneous; unclassified vdues.It has been suggested that
there may be a delayed benefit possible in such work. Some of the
replies classified here as miscellaneous add weight to this suggestion.
No. 45, now a substitute teacher, places the following emphasis:
Value 5. The course "enables a grade teacher to begin (pupil).
study habits correctly." Value 4. It "gives the teacher better under-
sianding of a pupil's 'errors." No. 73, now a teacher in an elementary
school, reports, "I find that the study I disci * * * has been a
great aid to me. I am in favor of the * * courses, as I think
they help one a lot." k

Another student, No. 55, attributed greatest value to personal
conferences and advice received in them.

The remarks written in on the returns from the students of former
class.es were, save for two exceptions, strongly ip favor of offering
such a course to all freshmen. Some of them are given below.

TABLE 11. Typical remarks from how-to-study student:

Cue
No.

7

26
2

37
6

Ranking

Psycho-
logical

98

72
67
23
17

Prepara-
tory

as

61
66
39
96

Remarks

"I think tbe course wu very beneficial to me and I think it would be good
for most freshmen."

'al have been able to plan ahead. Do not leave it out.""It is a course which I believe would be beneficial to every freshman."
"Every college freshman should take the courFe."
"Orientation is a help to any student as we are taught how to save our time

and study most effectively."

The psychological and prep'aratory percentile ranks are given to
suggest that these comments come from various levels of student
ability and training although in general the tendency as here evi-
denced, is for the upper half to recommend such work oftener than
the lower half do. Thiimay possibly rrian that it is they who derive
the most lasting benefit from the course as it is now being taught.

VIII. SUMMARY AND SUGGESTIONS

1. Summary.A review of the reported work designed priarily
to enhance the chances of college su&ess for freshmen shows con-
sisteiltly positive results, as measured by- various criteria.

The technique of remedial worli varies. One type is essentially
that of 'personal tutoring. To this method some would raise the

Zdirad 8. Jones, director 4* personnel reeesrob at the University ol Buffalo, Buffalo, N. Y. In a par-
anal correspondence, 9dated Jan. 214, 1930, to Dean It. D. Sheldon at Oman.

-
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question as to ihether the results whirred are worth the expeddi
ture of time and money involved. Another type is that of personal
guidance illustrated by the work of L. Jones at Iowa. A third type
which has been employed most extensively, and to which the work at
Oregon belongs, is that of group treatment. This type generally
inclAiles in its program personal interviews and tests both for diag-
nostic and motivation value, as do also the other two types of pro-
gram. Reading, discussion, some lecturesgenerally combined with
drill in note takingand a large amount of specific drill are also
typical of this last group.

Thus in content the treatment given by the three ,is largely the
same. Jones at Buffalo differs in his group work by crowding the
remedial 'treatment into a preregistration period. This procedure
would seem to have some advantages and some drawbacks. It would
allow all attention to be centered upon one thing, namely, remedial
work. It would also be easy to segregate the expense and charge it
to the students who do the work. Being of a nature which perhaps
should have been mastered before coil matriculation this may be
a justifiable prepeduie. It would also, as Jones points out, tend to
allow a few of the very least capable to drop out before registration.

No reports of results achieved from purely lecture courses on how
to study, were found in the literature. The authors of this report
are utterly skeptical about such courses, if there be any; for habits
are built or corrected not by exhortation or by telling why and how,
but by actually doing, by personally experiencing good methods of
study, b* drill in better ways of doing college work, and by measuring
one's own progress in this development.

In this report of the how-to-study work, members of experimental
groups are shown to have a consistent superiority over the control
groups, when this superiority is measured by average term grades.
It seems from the data analyzed that this advantage is due at least

. in part to the treatment received in the how-to-study program.
Bot41 the analysis of average grades from term to term and of the

students' own statements as summarized in Table 10 indicate that
some values are retained for later use. Table 4 indicates that aver-
age grade superiority manifested itself more significairtly the third
term than the first or second. But the most significant advantage
was apparent when the average grades fol th . z t available term's
record, some as late as the first quarter of junior irk, were compared.

The how4o-study group also made slightly fewer grades of condi-
on, incomplete, or failure khan their controls and continued to do

so from term to terin, though that, grades are too few in number to
) account for any large part of college mortality.

Further analysis of the data aa indicated in Table 7, column 8,
shows that it is not merely the low quartile ability group that profit
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little or nothing by the how-to-study treatment; it is rather Aloes
who appear to be working above their ability when they enter the
course. This finding may prove to be of value to personal advisers
for interviews and guidance.

The resulti of reading drill are in general corroborative of those
obtained in other studies; but the Nets set forth indicate that to
obtain a reading improvement at the different levels of ability. the
teaching and general drill method must vary, the low group requiring
specific, detailed patient drill, where mere suggestion may suffice for
the best students. The spreading,effett of this reading drill is con-
spicuous'. In the woiit'two types of motivation appear of especial
value; first, personal difficulty diagnosis, and, second, regular nota-f
tion of the improvement of the group as a whole, indicating the best
and the poorest score from' week to week.

No analysis as to the effect of vocabulary drill is complete enough
to indicate measurable values. Student emphasis ranks this work
as being worth while.

Two points stand out dearly with respect to drill in library work:
First, that two departments can cooperate effectively in such a pro-
gram of .remedial treatment; second, in personal interviews arid' in
the replies tabulated, library drill was given a high rank as Wing
value for student success.

The student replies may also be of sgirvice in suggesting where
emphasis may be placed in remedial work with promise of .greatest
returns. ti74).

One mq¡or conclusion is evident from the datftpresented,
whether aetermined by-objective statisticil treatment or by subjec-
tive student evaluation, the parts of the remedial how-to-study pro-
gram that seem to co n te most toward student success, consist
argely of those things 16 the student actually does, drills at,
experiences, and notes progress in. At this point all studies agiee
thoroughly.

In general it appears that the how-to-study work should be con-
tinued at the college level and made available to all freshmen, but
that those freshmen particularly whose psychological scores are within
a few centiles of or greater than their preparatory scores should:be
encouraged to elect the work of this dowse.

2. Suggestion of this study have arisen some problefns which
seem to merit some furthei eipelimentation.

The remedial work for chemistry majors along,similar lines to those
followed in the 1931 winter term might well be.continuèd far pnoligh
to establish its value or lack of it. This ,could be done by advising

.

its election in the fall term on the part of freshmen whose psycho's'
logical scores are distinctly higher than their pr-epgiriifoiy scores,
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Considerable evidence indicates the value of the personal interview
for both &agnostic and remedial work. To secure maximal vgrues
personal interviews require freedoni from interruption and consider-
able privacy. Provision for both of these factors would no doubt
increase the value of the work.

A study of the relation that may exist between hours spent in study
per week, reading rate, vocabulary test scores, and psychological and
preparatory scores is now being made by the authors. It may shed
some further light on the problem of diagnosis and remedial treatment.

Vocabulary training with a large group in some specific field like
chemistry or biology following the technique used in this study,
with cases as carefully matohed, is anpther promising lead for further
research.

The implication of this type of remedial woik is an old onethat
college education should be not faculty centered or curriculum cen-
tered but student centered, with a program in which all are encouraged
to function at their hest.
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GROUPIII.-A I MINISTRATIVE MEASURES BASED

UPON TEST RESULTS

AN APTITUDE TEST AS AN AID IN ADMINISTERING
LARGE SECTIONED COURSES

A. B. STILLMAN 1

INTRODUCTION

For several years those in charge of the course in constructive

accounting at the University of Oregon have been making a conscious

effort to stlidy out proper methods of instruction and accurate
measures by which to gage the student's progress.

During the course of this program of experimenting considerable

time was given to the wore out of an aptitude test which would

predict within the field of accounting more accurately than the gen-

eral psychological test given to all students entering the university.

Such a test was finally devised. While it has never been used as a

sole basis for judgment of a student's aptitude or for assigning him

to a particular section, it has proved of a great deal of value in a

number of ways as an aid in the administration of the course. The

purpose of this paper is to give an account, not of the trials and trib-,

ulations incident to building the test, but to certain practical uses to

which the test has been put.
It should be made plain at the outset that this is no atteinpt to

justify the use of aptitude tests, the value of segregation of students

as to ability, or the use of a series of objective tests in measuring

accomplishment. It is simply an account of the problems of admin-

istration encountered by those in charge of the course in accounting

at the University of Oregon with reference at certain points to the use

of an aptitude test in attempting to solve some of these problems.

ADMINISTRATION OF SINGLE CLASSES USUALLY SIMPLE

The administration of many university classes is exceedingly simple.

The professor in charge of the class is a specialist in his particular

field. The class is composed of a relatively small number of indi-

viduals who are supposed to be interisted in the professor's specialty.

In many instances they may be expected to bring a reasonable amount

I A. B. Stillman, assistant professor of business administration, University of Oregon. B. A., University

of Oregon, 19211. Publication: Joint author of Interpretive Accounting, Longman., Green & Co.
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of interest and judgment to bear upon the material presented. In
such classes questions of attendance, individual differences in natural
aptitude, and even defined standards of accomplishment are of minor
importance to the instructor. He is inclined, to regard himself as a
fountain of information, from which the student may quaff in amounts
suitable to his, the student's, individual taste and capacity. The
instructor may even defend a certain lack of reliability of examina-
tions and consequent grades on the ground that after all the thing of
real value to the student is what he actually carries away with him in
the way of new knowledge, inspiration, or ideals, and that the grade
received at the end of the term is of little or no real consequence.

In those many courses where the subject is taught to single classes
by ap instructor whose main interest is in the field involved, and where
the class enrollment is made up principally of students whose interdst
and natural capacities have induced them to explore that particular
field of knowledge, the instructor is probably fully juitified in devoting
most of his thought and energies to enriching-the content of the course
rather than to the manner of presentation or to objective measures of
accomplishment.

GROWTH OF SECTIONED tOURSES

Recent years, however, have brought about a situation in our uni-
versities where questions of class administration assume considerable
importance. There has been a remarkable growth in enrollments in
certain courses of general interest. The enrollment in many courses
has been artificially stimulated by prescribing them as foundation or
"background" courses. There is a marked tendency to reserve any
great freedom in electing courses until the junior guid senior years,
thus forcing stude.nts into courses in which they have little real interest.
These factors all tend to create a situation where the course must be
taught in a number of sections and where the specialist in charge may
teach only a limited number of classes. The remaining sections must
be taught by graduate assistants or instructors. Questions as to the
natural capacity of the student, and as to his interest in the subject
may now become problems of great importance. A great variability
in the teaching as between instructors may become evident. Differ-
ences in individual standards of accomplishment may appear. Dif-
ferences in objectives may develop according to the preparation and
interests of the individual instructors. These things may cause a
good deal of difisatisfaction among the students themsellies. They
also may result in a very unsatisfacUry situation from te 4andpoint
of the faculty, particularly in cour designed as pThliminary or
prerequisite to more advanced work.

1-
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ADMINISTRATION PROBLEMS OF SECTIONED COURSES

Problems of administering large sectioned courses fall rather natu-
rally into three groups: Problems having to do with (1) the conteitt
of the course itself, (2) the teaching personnel, and (3) the student.

PROBLEM OF COURSE CONTENT

This paper will not Attempt to dwell upon the first of these three
groups. It is obviousithat problems of content will vary with the
particular course and with the individual institution. For example,
in determining the content of the course in accounting at the Univer-
sity of Oregon, it was decided to put the principal emphasis upon
certain interpretive and managerial aspects of accounting rather than
upon the acquirement of a bookkeèping technique. Such an objec-
tive might not be at all suitable in certain other institutions and the
content of the course itself would therefore need to vary with the
objective of the institution.

PROBLEMS OF TEACHING PERSONNEL

The problems that have to do with the .teaching personnel are, of
course, many and at times extremely perplexing. Any effort to
secure anything like a standard result with a group of persons natu-
rally as individualistic in their make-up &s are college instructors, is
bound to be a very difficult and at times an exceedingly annoying
problem.

If certain definite objectives could be agreed upon and if a measure
of some sort could be applied which would indicate the progress
made by individual instructors toward the attainment of that objec-
tive, the results of such a measurement would provide it most illumi-
nating and forceful argument in dealing with the instructor: However,
in measuring the results accomplished by an instmctor, one must
first know the quality of material the instructor had to work with.
If some measurement of aptitude 'weie had, oile might select "pairs"
of students of approximately the same aptitude from sections taught
by different instructors. A comparison of the accomplishments of
the students of similar capacity but receiving instruction under differ-
ent teachers would be illuminating.

Such a plan was used at the University of Oregon as an aid in
evaluating the quality of teaching done in the basic accounting courses
during the fall term, 1929. There were 7 instructors who taught at
least one section of accounting. Seven groups of 12 students were
then found whose aptitude scores indicated that they were approx-
imately equal. These groups had almost the same total aptitude
and were almost exactly equal man for man. Each group was selected
from the class of a single instructor. These groups were built up as
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follows: A student with an aptitude score of approximately 104 was
selected for each group, similarly another "pair" with an aptitude of
approximately 99 was selected, and so on, until there were 12 pairs
selected with aptitude scores ranging from 104, which was a relatively
high score, to 68 which was relatively low. In order to make the
selection an absolutely impersonal one this pairing was done without
access to the accomplishment (criterion) score.

The aptitude scores of the groups is shown below.

Pair

1

2.

9
10_ _ _ _ . _

11
12

Total

.... .. - - -

instructor

A B C
L

D

2 3
,

4 5

_

104 104 104 105
99 99 igi 97
97 95 96 95
90 89 90 93
88 89 99 88
86 88 88
86 85 : 84
83 84 84 144

81 81 . 90 83
81 80 80 78
72 73 72 73
68 66 68 72

1, 034 1, 035 1, 035 1, 040

105
100
92
92
88
87
84
83
80
79
74

*09

o

7

108
99
92
90
99
87
85
85
14
78
71
69

8

104
99
95
91
88
88
85
85
81
79
74
68

1, 033 1, 037 1, 036

The accomplishment score of each student was then determined
and tabulated:

Accomplishment scores

Pair

Instructor

A

1 2

1 214

2 195

3 228
4, 225
5 252

224
7_ 219
8 191

9 197

10 226
11 199

12 185

3

Total I 2, 554

203
A68
162
194
180
202
141
109
157
188
201

-123

zon

11 C

4

225
209
206
230
184
201
190
191
230
204
126
181

2, 376

5

208
194
176
176
196
192
208
109
171
139
134
187

o 7

250
232
219
186
208
168
176
170
137
178
217
196

247
181
153
206
231

243
211
210
183

)209
166
154

2, 152 2, 387 2, 393

o

212
208
199
196
225
205
190
167
190
211
168
210

2. 360

The accomplishment scores of the students in each group were
taken as the measure of the teachers' efficiency. This may be open

to some criticism on the score that the groups are not necessarily
equal in applicatiOn, interest, and other elements which can not be

measured by an aptitude test. The answer is that these factors are

the thing which most test the teacher's skill and that the factors
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which' are no
a minor cb

tible to the influence of the teacher are probably
eration. Instructors ranked as follows:-

A with a *score of 2,554___
F with a score of 2,393
E with a score of 2,387
C with a score of 2,376
G with a score of 2,360
D with a score of 2,152t

2,088fB with a score of

as ESP lib

low ow/. Alb

MEP

The typical accomplishment of careful and efficient teaching is
probably represented by the scores in Group II.

A Atsimilar plan had been used in 1928, with a good deal the same
sort of grouping as the result. In the fall of 1930, instead of picking
pairs, the entire section was used as the basis fo,r comparison, by
reducing ihe aptitudes and accomplishments to' standard scores.
The results were very similar, however, with the tendency to show
that there were one or two instructors who did tot measure up to
quite the same standard of result as set by the.main group.

Such comparisons of achievement and aptitude are very helpful
to those in charge of the course. One should state, however, that
these comparisons are never used as the sole basis for judgment of
the teacher's efficiency but rather as important corroborative evidence.

Two particular results have been noted from this use of the aptitude
test. First, the evidence seems to support the theory 'that it is the
careful and painstaking teacher who produces the most consistent
and efficient results, rather than the more brilliant but somewhat
careless type. Second, there is a tendency for the teachers to reach
about the same plane of accomplishment when they are aware of the
results of such a measure. This last may be partially due to the
opportunity it gives the administrator to put pressure in the right
place. At any rate, the use of the aptitude test in this way has
tended to equalize many of the usual differences in teaching.

PROBLEMS HAVING TO DO WITH STUDENTS

The problems that have to do with the students enrolled may be
listed as follows:

1. Should the student be in the course at allare his interests and
capacities such as fit him for this type of work?

2. Are there any considerable numbers of students whose prepara-
tion or backgrounds are, such that they would do better work if
sectioned by themselves?

3. Can one discover groups of varying abilities, and can such
groups be segrepted so as to make possible the development of
methods and the adjustment of course content to better meet their
needs?

_ _ I

_ ._

II

III
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SHOULD THE STUDENT BE IN THE COURSE?

One of the most difficult situations which arise in connection with
large sectioned courses concerns the student who has no natural
aptitude for work in that particular field. The problem of treating
such a person fairly and justly becomes much aggravated when the
course is a prescribed course which the student must take no matter
how' distasteful it may be Our usual treatment of such cases is to
make the student secure it grade in open competition with scores of
persons naturally better fitted to do the work of the course. If he
fails to measure up to the standard set by this larger group of inter-,
ested and more capable persons, we give him a grade of F. The
whole proceeding is about as just as requiring a one-legged man to run
a foot race in competition with normal men, and shooting him if he
comes in last. The use of the aptitude test reveals that many/cases of
so-called indifference arid laziness are really cases.of a definite lack of
ability. Unfortunately, although the use of an aptitude test may
reveal the reason for failure under such circumstances, it does not
suggest a remedy. However, the aptitude test does serve to reveal
such a situation and challenges the conscientious ariministrator to
work out some remedy.

NGREGATION AS TO BACKGROUND

Even with those students whose aptitudes are somewhat higher one
finds a wide variation of background and interests. Such variations
are not likely to be evidenced by the aptitude test. In the course in
accounting at the University of Oregon there are about 50 women in
the group of 450 students enrolled. It was found that 3 or 4 women in
a group of 30 or 3 men apparently were at a disadvantage. A sepa-
rate section for women was arranged. The work of the young women
seemed to improve somewhat, their interest seemed to be materially
better, and the problem of teaching was simplified. This experience
has suggested some interesting fields for investigation.

SEGREGATION AS TO ABILITY

The most obvious use of the aptitude test would seem to be to use
the information thus found as a basis for segregating students into
groups of similar ability, providing, of course, that such a segregation
would result in a proper adjustment of the material given to the needs
of the respective groups.

Frankly, the administrators of the course in accounting at the Uni-
vorsity of Oregon have never found themselves ready to rely upon the
aptitude test as the sole basis for such a segregation. Rather, for a
period of three or four years, students have been sectioned in heteroa.
geneous groups during the fall term. At the beginning of the winter
term againand at the beginning of the spring twin they are nose-
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tioned on the basis of the instructors' grades. The development of
a more careful and unifoim system of grading has tended to make the
grades given by individual instructors much more equable and just.

APTITUDE SCORES AND THE INDIVIDUAL STUDENT

There are many other ways in which the aptitude score has been
used. A particularly important one in in connection with the personal
contact between the instructor and the student. In this case we do
not rely entirely upon the special aptitude score but take into account
the psychological rating iiven by the personnel bureau to all entering
students together with a comparable score of high-school accomplish-
ment, also compiled by the personnel bureau. Thus, if a student has
a high score in his general ability and a relatively low score in his
high-school iecord, we have a fairly accurate idea as to his study
habits. If his natural aptitude in accounting, as revealed by our test
is low, we mutt realize we have a certain problem in teaching; he must
be watched closely and made to keep up on his work. If rather
exceptional natural ability in accounting is indicated, the problem
will be to stimulate his interest and correct his habits of study.

APTITUDE TEST AS A BASIS FOR JUDGING ACCOMPLISHMENT

At the present time the special thought of those iii charge of the
course has shifted away from further perfecting of the aptitude test
to the development of new methods of presenting the material. The
present plan of segregating students as to ability has one fundamental
weakness. This plan has been to have all students cover the same
ground, but to so arrange the matfer as to permit the more capable
persons to go into each point more intensively. The way this is
working out is that the more able stiVent does more work than the
less able. So far as the practical necessities of the situation are con-
cerned, it ought to be the i apt student who does the most work.
He is the one who most needs it. To correct such a situation may

4, require some vëzy radical and ungsual practices. We are considering
at present the setting up of an experimental group of say 100 students.
The work of these students would be set up in "budgets," in many
respects not unlike the contract system used in the secondary schools.
Periods for supervised study would be arranged. The student would
be rmitted to carry on the work as rapidly or as slowly as his natural
agi*.ty would permit, taking frequent objective quizzes and being
required to repeat any portion of the budget which his quizzes indicate
has not been thoroughly mastered. The remaining sections wciuld be
operated much as at present. Here again the aptitude test will
serve a most useful end in giving a basis from whick to measure the
relative efficiency of the two methods of instruction.
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SUMMARY

1

The matters set forth in this paper should be regarded as the
account of an experiment which has been carried on at the UniVersity
of Oreg, for a period of several years. It is an expression of the
views of those in charge of this work and is decidedly not to be
interpreted as any effort to suggest that these views are applicable
to any course or to every sch.00l. Those administering the course
have found the development of an aptitude test exceedingly helpful
in several ways. , It has been an aid to them in measuring the effec-

tiveness of the various teachers; it has helped in securing greater
uniformity in Qbjectives and in teaching method; it has acted as a
reenforcement to the instructors' judgment in segregating students
on the basis of grades; and it has served as a criterion in judging/the
accuracy of our tests. Perhaps most important of all has been its
effectiveness as a guide to the problem of the individual student,
particularly when used in conjunction with the ratingslor general
scholastic ability and for high-school accomplishment.

A most important though more indirect result in this particulai:
t. instance has been the way in which the effort to perfect such a test

has awaktned those in charge to some of the really pressing problems
of administering a lalge sectioned courle.
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ESTABLISHING A STUDENT MENTAL HYGIENE CLINIC

- Grimm R. Ca Amami'

The need, in an effective personnel program, of such 6t service as
only a mental hygiene clinic could supply has been increasingly
recognized since the days of the World War. Since Morrison and
Diehl's study (4)2 in 1924 the percentage of serious cases hias been
fairly well established at a minimum of 8 or 10 per cent. Doctors

. Riggs and Terhune (5) say 10 per cent in 1928.
That it is not the poor student, alone who is in need, of aid is stressed

by such studies as the anonymous study (1) published in 1921 show.
ing that some two-thirds of the Phi Beta Kappa graduates of one
institution have shown signs of neuroticism or psychoneurosis.

The chief contention has arisen as to the method of establishing
the needed mental hygiene service. Certailevritical factors must be
considered in deciding upon the mode of attack. Some of these
include (a) the groups in peed of aid, (b) the scholastic ratings of
these groups, (c) the developrfient of wholesóme campus attitudes
toward the service, (d) the content of the course to be given as die
basis of the gnental hygiene service, (e) the attitude of the faculty
toward the service, (f) Oe securing of maximal returns on a minimal
investment, (g) the consequent uso of all personnel and equipment
already available upon the campus, (h) securing the public's interest
in the vent= in order to (1) educate the public and advance the
mental hygiene program in general, and (2) secure outside support
for the institutional program.

a

Thq individuals needing aid m; b& grouped in three groups:
(a) The large group of studenp who could secure sufficient aid from
class instruction in, mental hygiene; Cb) a smaller group whose prob-
lems are of such a nature as to require more or less personal aid,
analysis, etc.; and (c) a small group whose mental condition is too..
serious to justify care by the institution and who will have to be
withdrawn and placed in the hands of psychiatrists with hospital
facilities.

Othniel R. Chanibers, professor of psychology, Oregon State College. A. B., M. A., Indiana Unlver....
sity, 1922; Ph. D., Ohio State University, 1926. He was formerly connected with the departments of
psychology at Ohio State University and the University of Texas. Publications: "First Revision of a
Group Scale for Investigathig the Emotions," Jaime, of Applied Ptighelen, 37 : 97-10k t'Relation of
Intelligence and School Training to Observational Learning," Bulletin, Extension Division, Indiana
University, 7:1at "Character Trait Testa and Prognosis of College Achievement," Journal qf Abnormal
and Social Polytheism 20:3:1011-311; "Method of Measuring the Emotional Maturity of Children,"
Poilefooksi Bessissar-Jeurset of Gem* Piptiolmg, 13:4:637-417; "Measurement of Personality Traits,"
Resew& Adventures fa Mira*, nutting, chapter 9, Public School Publishing Co.
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As you note, these groups are of rapidly decreasing size, of rapidly
decreasing importance to the institution, and to the State at large,
and of very markedly decreasing hopefulness from the point of view
of prognosis.

The first group is outside the 10 per cent which has always been
stressed, and its exact or even approximate size is unknown. The
second and third groups make up that much-discussed 10 per cent
referred to in the opening paragraph.

The second major question concerns the year of school in which
the greatest need lies. It is rather evident that the problems will
be more marked in transition periods and hence the freshman year
would be expeéted to yield considerable maladjustment. This is
actually found to be true. It would seem then that the place to
begin is in the freshman year.

The mode of attack is rather vital. Publicity is not desired a:s
wrong impressions are nearly certiin to gain credence and the work
be looked upon 4s work with "nuts"the Abnormal.

As mental hygiene stresses prevention and much the larger group
needs only that service which can be rendered by class instruction,
it is advisable to enter a wedge by the establishment of a freshman
course in mental hygiene. This should, the writer believes, be made
an elective course. The reasoii for this is that the attitude requisite
for mental hygiene aid and mIntal therapy; is not secured by forcing
that aid upon the individual to be *helped. Moreover, the malad-
justed in college are much more likely to be hostile to authority
than are the well adjusted. The content of such a course has been
;rery adequately outlined by Doctor Blanton (2) and quoted by
Bohannon (3). Of necessity that content must be adjusted to the
locafsituation. An instance may be given. At our institution three
orientation courses are required of large numbers of students. One
of these comses is "How to study." This topic, then, which appears
in the Blanton-Bohannon outlines had to be dropped. Local situa-
tions as regards the social significance attached to fraternity and
sorority membership, the extremes between rural and urban culture,
etc., will also alter course content or determine illustrative material.

Certain it is that the course should not be a course in abnormal
Nychology and should not induce a morbid attitude on the part of
the students. The appearance of, the cause of, the effect on efficiency
and mental health, and removal of such things as exaggerated emo-
tions, day dreaming, hoznesickness, inferiority feelings, rationaliza-
tion, phobias, unhealthy attachments, compensations, fatigue (mental
and physical, etc.) , should be stressednot from the point of view
of the abnormal but from that of their appearanceeven in you
and me.

The development by each student late in the course of an auto-
biographical ease study, and the giving of i number of testa in the
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course and their grading by the student gives the student an esti-
mate of his own needs and points out to the instructor those needing
personal aid.

The granting of clinical aid to those desiring itits use being
purely optionalbrings in almost all those students needing aid.

In the writer's experience 10 per cent offthe classes came in during
the early days of the course. Now more and rtiore people geeding
the course are electing it. Students advise friends to take the course.
Deans, instructors, and student advisors recommend it. Eventually
the course becomes a more or less effective selective agent taking in
a larger and larger percentage of those needing aid. Last term 17
per cent of those taking the course came to the clinic for personal aid.

The Thurstone and Thurstone psychoneurotic inventory (6) has
been found extremely effective for giving in the class. Boys making
scores over 67 and girls making over 75 are, in more than 98 per cent of
the cases, in regl need of personal aid. More than 85 per cent of
boys making over 58 and girls making over 65 are in need of such
aid. This test, while it does point out certain types of cases, does
not point out others. A low score on this test is no guarantee of
emotional stability.

The Thurstone and Thurstone psychoneurotic inventory should not
be given until rapport is established with the student, nor should
interviews be proffered before fairly late in the course, for the same
reason.

This teaching of mental hygiene is not a mere incidental in a pro-
gram of this type. It is the very groundwork, acting as a preventive,
as a sales force to the student body and to the faculty, and bringing
in cases for clinical study by an "endless chain" method. Its cost
is light.

In. the establishment of the clinic, advantage should be taken of all
available personnel and equipment. The instructor in mental hygiene,

id the case worker--a member of your psychology staffshould
b6a-r4o official administrative position such as deanship, assistant
deanship'.., etc., if he is to secure absolute confidence and also full
information. Moreover he should have a broad toleration. While
the case worker should, in the writèr's estimation, have a religious
faith, he should not be very closely identifreed with any sectarian
organization as such identification will tend to prevent certain con-
fidences. No case should ever be handled by a person whom the
student's problem upsets emotionally.

It would be most unfortunate to have an out-and-out Freudian or
disciple of any one school in charge of the clinical work.

The use of dill staff perhaps can well be illustrated by our situation
at Oregon State College. Work in speech adjustment is shunted to
Professor Wells, AO the speech department; reading difficulties are
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turned over to Doctor Parr; vocational guidance problems go to
Professor Salser; physical examinations are made with especial care
by the physicians of the health service; aid in religioug problems is
secured from Reverend Warrington or from the pastors of local
churches.

The establishment of such clinical facilities should be quiet, non-
advertised, nonspectacular in growth, and founded on mental-hygiene
instruction in the freshman year.
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TEACHER-APTITUDE TESTS AND TEACHER SELECTION
NEUION L Bosun

I. THE NEED OF DISCOVERING BETTER SELECTIVE DEVICES
FOR TEACHERS

In the field of education we have become increasi.ngly conscious of
the need of a better type of selective device than the usual ones
employed if we would choose and direct wisely those who should enter
the teachirig profession. When teachers were few our chief problem
was to find a sufficient number of teachers to man our schools. Tha
day is past. We are now confronted with a numerical oversupply of
teachers.1 It is now a question of the selection of the best availabl
for trainift and placement.

Ac.cording to the Buteau of lakkcation Bulletin, 1929, No. 17, on
Teacher Training:

The number of students enrolled in all types of institutions which train teachers
is more than one-half million. This is more than 400 per cent greater than the
number undergoing training two decades ago. During the same period the
number of teaching positions has increased by approximately 35 per cent.

Again quoting from another Bureau of Education Bulletin, 1929,
No. 14, which discusses the number of teachers now in training for
public-school positions throuOirout the United States, we find this
startling conclusion:

It is safe' to assume that these institutions (colleges and universities) are inter-
ested primarily in the preparation of teachers for high-school positions. If so,
we face the probability that at this time there is a student in training for every
high-school teacher position.

Professor Miller, of the school of education, Columbia University,
in the June, 1929, issue of the High School Teacher estimates that
we have an oversupply of 150,000 teachers.

This, of course, is not the entire story. Another consideration that
makes urgent better selective devices is the fact that among those in
preparation for or now teaching, we have a large number of misfits,
people who have met the standards of preparation required for cer-
tification and yet who find themselves temperamentally or through
other deficiencies incapable of successful work in the profession.

Neiman L. Homing, professor of education cavil director of supervision, Univanity of Onion. A. B.,
Yams Wesleyan University, 1917; M. A.., Northwestern Univssity, 1912; Pb. D., University of Chicago,MS. H was formerly head of the department of education and director of slimmer sessions st Simpson
College. Publication: "History of Idoestionsl Legisistion in Ohio from MO to 19111," T. J. Herr Pub-
fishing Co., Columbine Ohio, 19111.
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A third factor which gives emphasis to the matter of selection is
the fact that professional standards in education have become quite
rigid and indications are that the standards for the profession of
education will soon approximate the level of some, of the recognized
professions, in the quantity of training required. For example, we
now require four years of training for the high-school teacherir in the
State of Oregon, whereas not a few years ago graduation from high
school was sufficient academic preparation with which to enter high-.
school teaching positions. Our boring StatesWashington
and Californiahave each entered upon a 5:-year plan of preparation
for those who are to be certified as high-school teachers. Obviously
everything that humanly can be done should be done to safeguard
-both the prospective teachers and the profession against the prepara-
tion of those who lack the necessary qualifications for professional
success. It should be possible to prevent the unpromising candidate
from entering upon such an extensive course of training.

Still another factor which looms large in these days of economic
depression is that of teacher-training costs. According to the United
States Bureau of Education Statistical Circultir, No. 11, on Per Capita
Costs in Teacher-Training Institutions, 1927-28, we find approxi-
mately $300 the average cost reported for a year's training of prospec-
tive teachers, with wide variation for individual institutions of from
$194.80 to $439.67.

Against this general need which !tows from the increasing demands
of the profession of teaching we must face frankly the inadequacy
of past and present methods by which we have and do attempt to
determine who are and who are not, good teaching risks.

II. ATTEMPTS TO DETERMINE TRAITS OR FACTORS THAT
RELATE TO TEACHING SUCCESS

Among the earlier efforts to evaluate teachers was that of the rating
scale. The use of the rating scale has reflected change of emphasis
over a period of years. The first scales were used by school super-
intendents and school administrators to determine the merits of
teachers within their employ either for promotion or elimination
from the system. Later the scale was looked upon by leaders in the
profession as a device by which to improve the teaching power of
the teacher herself. It is only within recent years that attention
has been focused upon the desirability of determining traits or factors
that might have prognostic value in determining who should and
who should not become teachers. The attempt, therefore, to deter-
mine specifically and as far as possible objectively the presence of
measurable traits or factors of teaching success or aptitude is relatively
of recent date. Dr. 'F. B. Knight (6) 2 in his doctor's study at

Numbers in parentheses refer to "Bibliography," p. 133.
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Columbia University recognized three studies of exceptional value
on this subject prior to that.date. They were J. L. Meriam's study
on Normal School Education and Efficiency in Teaching, carried
on at Columbia University and published in 1906 (11); The Develop-
ment of a Grade Scale, by Dr. Edward C. Elliott, in 1910; in which
he developed a tentative scheme for the measurement of teaching
efficiency, later revised; and a third study was an extensive research
by A. C. Boyce and published under the general title "Methods for
Measuring Teachers' Efficiency." (2) Prior to 1925 but some half
dozen studies of significant value seem to have 'aeen undertaken.
In addition to those previously mentioned, Dr. C. T. Somers' Pedi-
gogical Prognosis: Predicting the Success of Prosi)ective Teachers (16)
another research study for a doctor's degree at Columbia University
in 1923, and the monograph of Dr. F. L. Whitney on The Prediction
of Teaching Success, published in 192 comprised the battery of
studies considered of value (19). that date some two dozen
studies of varying degrees of merit on this subject have been made
and reported in periodical literature or monographic form.

For some time it has beeii generally assumed that scholarship was
a quality that had large significance 4s a means of 'predicting future
teaching success. Unfortunately a number of studies that have
been made do not give us cause for great confidence in this factor
as an instrument of prediction. For example, the results reported
in a number of studies such as that of S. A. Hamrin's (5) show a
correlation of only 0.05 between school marks of teachers in training
and the later ratings of these same teachers by superintendents in
the field. Dr. F. B. Knight (7) in the study previously referred to
found a correlation of only 0.153 between ability to teach and scholar-
ship. Doctor Whitney in his study found a correlation between
academic marks and teaching success after graduation of but 0.073
(20). Roy R. Ullman in a study of the prediction of teaçhing suc-
cess carried on foi his master's degree at the University of Michigan
(18) found a correlation between teachinrsuccess in the field and
general scholarship of 0.30.

G. P. Cahoon in an article in the May, 1930, isdue of the Univer-
sity High School Journal (3), reports a correlation of 0.065 ± 0.05
between academic grades for one group of students correlated against
practice teaching success, and for another group of the same year
a correlation of 0.27 ± 0.05. He, therefore, concludes " that there
is no relation between success in college as indicated by general
college marks and success in practice teaching."

He further states "that the factors of success in each of the two
situations are somewhat different. In college the emphasis is largely
upon achievement in subject matter while in the secondary school it
is upon achievement in instructing pupils with subject matter more

jt means to an end."
'11
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This is a reasonably fair sampling, I think, of the findings of some
of the better studies that relate to the factor of scholarship as an
element (Sf prediction of teaching ,success. This should be said,
however, in behalf of the findings of Mr. Ullman. His correlations
with the 12 factors studied are generally low.

< Another factor that has been used as a basis of determining the
availability of teaching candidates has been that of their professipnal
record. Again Mr. Ullman (18) found a correlation of 0.30 between
professional courses in education and later teaching success. Doctor
Whitney (20) found a much higher relationship between teaching
success and professional marks than with academic marks. He
found a correlation of 0.143 for professional marks:

Another factor fréquently considered possible as a means of pre-
dicting teaching success is that of intelligence. However, there seems
to be general unanimity on the part of those who have made worth-
while studies at this point that there is not sufficient relationship
between intelligence and teaching success to warrant confidence in
intelligence as a predictive trait. Knight (8) used the early Thorn-
dike college entrance examination as a mefisure of the intelligence
of high-school teachers and found a correlation between intelligence
and teaching success as estimated by teachers and supervisors of 0.4i.
Somers (17) in his research study for his doctor's degree found that
the correlation of intelligence as measured by mental tests and success
in teaching gave a coefficient relationship of 0.43. Whitney on the
other hand found a correlation between teaching success after gradua-
tion with intelligence as measured by intelligence tests of 0.025 (20).

Possibly the best of the later studies was that., made by W. H. Pyle (15).
He correlated scores on the Detroit Advinced Intelligence test with
grades inade in practice teaching and found a correlation of only
0.153 ± 0.035. Again intelligence scores were correlated with the
teaching of these students after the first year in the public schools.

Ninety-nine cases used as a basis of the study gave a correlation of
0.034 and a correlation for the second-year teaching in public schools
of 0.023. In both situations the probable error was 0.066. Pyle,
therefore, concludes that intelligence of students has no considerable
value in predicting the later teaching success as judged by the cri-
terion of principal's judgments of teaching success. Similarly
Ullman (18), by the use of the Brown psychology test, found a
correlation of but 0.15.

yq< Again we hive frequently utilized cadet tetching grades as predic-
tive of later teaching success and the evidence would seem to suggest
that our highest correlations are to be found between the practice
teaching of the prospective teacher and later success in the field.
Meriam found a correlation of 0.443 (12) between practice teaching
during the normal school training and teaching success after gradua-
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tion. Whitney (20) found i correlation between teaching success
after graduation with student teaching of 0.238. Ullman (18) in
the study previously referred to found a correlation of 0.36. W. W.
Ludeman in a study made at Ohio State UniN;ersity reports a correla-
tion of 0.63 between practice teaching and later teaching success (10).
These correlations while not high do suggest the value of cadet
teaching grades as indexes of later success.

It is evident, however, that cadet teaching, valuable as it is as an ?S
index of future teaching success, does not meet the need of a predictive
device by which to determine the fitness of entering candidates into
the teacher departments of our teachers colleges and universities..

because cadet teaching is usually the last thing which the student
does before entering his professional career.

It is quite evident from a careful study of investigations thus far
pursued that a careful analysis of our criterion has not been a matter
of concern by students of this subject. Most investigators have
assumed the value of their criterion without further investigation.
To the writer's knowledge only one or two studies have been made in
which the criterion has been subjected to careful appraisal. Yet he
finds himself in full agreement with Doctor Jacobs that in the absnce
of better standards the opinion of competent judges must be accepted.
Doctor Jacobs (21) succinctly puts his case thus:

From the work of these investigators and from readings in related fields, e. g.,
personnel management, there emerucl the conviction that the most reliablecriterion at the present time with respect to teacher effectiveness is the con-
scientious and deliberate opinion of competent judges.

The theory underlying this conclusion is that where objective measures in ,terms of amount are not fully applicable to determining the degree to which agiven characteristic or group of characteristics is present in a certain situation,
then the opinion of competent judges must be resorted to either whollEor in part. ,
This hypothesis is the basis for practically all social measurements. Liu must be
granted that, as in the case of this study, while it is possible to establish thereliability of personal judgments, there is no way of proving their validitzlgt isbecause of this difficulty to prove validity that attempts are constantly bein,

made to find a truly objective 'method of determining teacher effectiveness.The greatest difficulty here, and this is almost universally overlooked by t e
investigations in the field of teacher rating, is that the product of the teacher's Ns(effort really comes to fruition not in a week, nor in a month, nor yet in a year.The fact is some 10 to 20 years must pass before the fruition is attainell

It is true that in the absence of means for measuring the actual product,
measurements that are predictive of ultimate effectiveness must be resorted to.But, if we db resort to such measurement as a method of estimate, we must besure that what we measure is valid as a criterion of estimating. And since beingsure is a matter of opinion, we are led to the comment that there are certain
conditions under which opinion must be accepted u fact.

Until the time arrives, then, when an objective method for determining the
comparative effectiveness of different teachers has proven both valid and reliable,the subjective opinion of competent judges muot continue to serve the purpose.

.
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However, if we are to find adequate leads for the discovery of
traits or factors of success it is necessary to subject the criterion to
careful analysis for what it may yield.
f During this year we have undertaken to determine the value of

the criterion by which teachers are adjudged successes or failures in

the field for the possible purposes of discovering predictive elements
that might lead to the development of a predictive test. An

attempt has been made, therefore, to discover what elements make

up the total value of the criterion. For this purpose we undertook

a study of the judgments of superintendents and principals who have

rated our graduates from the school of education while at work in

the field.

III. A STUDY OF THE CRITERION OF TEACHING SUCCESS USED

The general plan was as follows: For a number of years past the

teacher placement bureau of the University of Oregon annually has

sent to the superintendents and principals of secondary schools

uniform rating blanks upon which to check the success and progress

of teachers who are graduated from the University of Oregon. As a

result of this policy over a period of years we had two or more ratings

for a large number of teachers now in the field. The study began

with the rating of 248 teachers who had taught two or more years
and for whom we had received ratihg forms from their superintendents
and principals.

Because of the lack of complete and accurate data the number of

teachers who could be used for this study was reduced to 165 cases.

These 165 teachers represent 84 school systems which range in size

from 2-teacher to 54-teacher high schools. For each of these teachers

we had complete ratings representing two different. years. In 93
cases the teachers were rated by different judges and in 72 cases the

teachers were rated by the same principal or superintendent. In

every case a year elapses between the ratings. In 47 cases the teach-

ers were working in different school systems when they were judged

the second time. Since it has been our custom to send a rating form

for each teacher annually sometime in January, the jukes had no

knowledge of previous ratings given to the teacher. The academic

and professional grade averages for these 165 teachers used for supple-

mentary purposes in the study were taken from the registrar's office

of the University of Oregon.
Treatment of data.Finding reliability of criterion in the treatment

of the data secured, we began the study by an atiupt to establish

the reliability of our criterion. As mentioned before, the criterion is

based upon the judgments of superintendents and principals who

supervised the work of the teachers judged for one or more years.

The ratings were recorded on regular forms sent out by the placement

r.
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bureau and returned to the bureau where they were filed. The
rating form hu 13 items to be evaluated by the principal. However,
because certain items on this rating form were not applicable to the
study we eliminated items Nos. 10, 11, and 13. Item No. 10 requested
a judgment of the weakest point and No. 11 a the strongest point in
the repertoire of the teacher's equipment. No. 13 was a general
invitation for comments not otherwise suggested on the "rating form.
The 10 items made the basis for our study were as follows: (1)
Ability as instructor; (2) success in discipline, (3) industry; (4)
character; (5) personality; (6) personal appearance; (7) health, (8)
loyalty and cooperation; (9) attitude toward community; (12) general
rank.

For the first nine items the following words were used to rate the
°degree of success in each, namely: Very best, which was given a
value of 6 points; Excellent, 5 points, 9ood, 4 points; Medium, 3 ..A4
points, Inferior, 2 points; Failure, i p6int. The "general rank"
was itkm No. 12 on the score card, followed by these 6 adjectives or
phrases, one of which the judge underscores to indicate his general ---
opinion of the teacher's successDistinctly superior, very good,
good, average, slightly below average, poor. In the determination
of the reliability of these judgments the 'correlation technique was
employed. In other words,*the ratings of the teachers received the 7:4
first year were correlated with the ratings received the second year.

The correlation of item No. 12, "genèral rank," was first secured
independent of all other items on the rating form: The correlation
between the two sets of ju gave a correlation coefficient of 0.828 ±
0.020. A total of the judges' ratings on the first nine items was
next studied, for which a correlation coefficient of 0.052± 0.131 was
found. This would suggest very little agreement on the part of the
judges when they consider the different traits on this rating form but
indicates considerable agreement when they consider the above
"general rank" of the teachers.

Following these two attempts at a general or composite rating a
study was made to determine the part each of the nine items on the
rating form played in the total ranking the judges gave the teacher.
The weighted value of each of these nine items was determined by
the beta regression equation, using partial multiple correlation
technique. The values found are as follows:
1. Ability as instruetor....
2. Success in discipline-
3. Induitry.......
4. Charatter___ .....
5. Personality...........
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From these data it is evident that "ability as instructor" is almost
as important in the estimate of the judges as the other eight items
taken together. It further suggests that "ability as an instructor"
has much the same implication for the judges as item No. 12, "general
rank." This point is further emphasized when we note the corre-
lation coefficient between item No. 1 of one set of ratings and item
No. 1 for the rating given the following year or a year later. This
fact is further borne out by a comparison of the correlation coefficients
between the several items on the one set of ratings compared with
similar items on the second set. The comparisons for the two years
are as follows:

Ability as instructor r11=0.792±0.114
Success in discipline rn= .241± 101

Industry__ 0141=.1....."" ..... r3s =11 .021

Character r441= .201

Personality rum= .201

Personal appearanoe roe .301

_ ____________ ....... __ 'yin= .492

Loyalty or cooperation rasi= .002

Attitude toward community____ .......... roc= .023

The conclusion to be drawn here is the- same conclusion that is

drawn by Mr. Knight in his study Qualities Related to Success in

Teaching, where he found that there was no evidence of ability on

the part of judges to analyze and weigh the factors that entered into
the general judgment of teaching ability. His conclusions, however,

were drawn from almost diametrically opposite results, because most of

his correlations on individual factors were high while the relationship

in certain instances could hot be justified on any basis of rationality.
For example, he raises the (ideation as to what rhyme or reason there
is in a correlation of voice with intellect of 0.682 or a correlation of
voice with accuracy of 0.628. He concludes, therefore, that there
is no rational basis for the relationship between factors as found in
his study, but that his judges were influenced by the halo effect of

their general judgments upon specific factors (9).
As a further check upon the criterion and its possible significance

for our judgments of prospective teachers we sent to superintendents
and principals of the 165 cases studied a somewhat different rating
form which is used by the school of education in determining the
factors of success of our cadet teachers. This special form is filed
with the director of supervision at the close of the teaching period
of each cadet along with a grade for the cadet which is represented
by the general rating given the cadet on this rating sheet. This
rating sheet was sent out to the superintendents and principals con-
cerned some six weeks after the 1931 appointment bureau rating
form had been returned to the appointment bureau.
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This form contains four major sections designated: (1) Person-
ality equipment. (2) Social and professional equipment. (3)
School management. (4) Teaching skill. Under these four classi-
fications occur 36 items upon which a judgment was asked. The
correlation was made between 100 of these forms that had been re-
turned by the fifth of April with the similar rating forms on file in
the appofiltment bureau for these same teachers while cadets. The
following coefficients of correlation were obtained for the four major
items: (1) Personality equipment, rii == 0.506. (2) Social and pro-
fessional equipment, ru =0.615. (3) School management, ru =-0.440.
(4) Teaching skill, r44=- 0.184.

The sum of the correlations for the four major items on the scale
gave a total correlation value of 0.476. These figures indicate first,
that while there is a higher degree of interrelation betyreen the four
major items on the efficiency record forMrs used th our cadet
teachers and judgments in the field, the value for the total rating of
these items of 0.476 does not give as high results as the correlation on
the apPointment bureau rating form where we secured 0.520 as the
total ratings of the items studied. We are, therefore, prone to the
same general conclusion that was reached in ihe study of appoint-
ment bureau rating forms, namely, that a general judgment is more
susceptible of agreement between judges than is anfittempt to cor-
relate tutors that make up the total judgment. Further, we conclude
that raiing device swims to assure_greater predictive accuracy
than a more complicated ont?.

In ciaiiiKariiirmight furtiier check against the possible values of
this study as a basis of comparison with othei studies we secured
correlations between the criterion and (1) cadet teaching grades,
(2) professional educational grades, and (3) all academic grades not
including grades in professional education courses. The correlations
of these grades are as follows: ri. ma 0.687 ± 0.072 r2. =0.188 ± 0.056; y
rs. 0.172 ± 0.088. These iesults are in agreement with the findings
of other investigators reported in the first part of this paper. -

The results of our study, therefore, would indicate that considerable
confidence may be placed in the cadet teaching grades for prediction
of success in later teaching but that grades in professional subjects or
academia subjects for purposes of prediction are of very doubtful
value.

Because most of the studies reported are based upon the use of
comparatively few cases it seemed desirable to experiment from

our 165 cases to determine the reliability of the citerion,
Using the same ratio of different judges against the same judge as
existed for the total of 165 cases, 57 cases were taken at random which
resulted in a correlation (*efficient of 0.378 ± 0.092. Another sample
tabu CM the same basis but 'alluding but 20 cases resulted in a mire-
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lation of 0.90 ± 0.027. These checks serve to give considerable pause
to thè dependence to be placed in _correlations where the total number
of cases is small. It is characteristic of most of the studies made on
this topic that the number of cases is relatively small. For instance,
Doctor Morris in her doctor's study on Peisonality Traits and Success
in Teaching Used but 60 cases to validate her study. Ullman ip his
recent study referred to above used but 11,6 cases. Boardman in his
doctor's study of Professional Tests as Measures of Teaching Effi-
ciency in High School (1) had complete data for only 88 tekcijers who
participated' in the study.. Knight in his doctor's itudy previously
referred to used three school systems which involved a distribution of
teachers as follows:

School A.Elementary teachek, 53; high-school teachers, 1N
School B.Elementary teachers, 35 high-school teachers, 13.
School C.Elementary teachers, 30 high-school teachers, 10.

However, the number of useful ratings he was able to secure totaled
but 97. Part of his technique involved the study of correlations in
each school system. The result was that some of his conclusions were
based on extremely meager dta. In a survey of the literature thus
far but few studies have used a larger number of epees than employed
here. The conclusions therefore that we would reach as far as this
study is concerned are:
gd very few writers in this field have established the reliability of

their criterion.
2. Molt studies are based on too small a sampling.
3. General ratings by judges are more reliable than the judgnient of

individual factors that go to make up the general rating.
4. Rating devices with few items to be scored will give a higher

reliability than in the case of rating forms with a large number of
itenis.

5. The predictive value of cadet teaching grades at the present
time seems to offer a better basis for the dbtermination of future
teaching success than any other criterion.

6. Appareritly little confidence caq be placed in academic grades,
professional grades, or intelligence ratings as a prediction of teaching
success. . .

7. A corollary conclusion to the above would be that an analysis
of the criterion used in this study does not offer much suggestion as
to what particular elements should enter into the formation of
teaching aptitude tests.

IV. APITI1JDE TESTS 4

During the last few years with the increasing evidence that no one
specific factor might be utilized as a means of predicting teaching
success it number of investigations have been made in an attempt to
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discover a battery of traits or factors which taken as a composite
might serve as a practical instrument of prediction. The results of
some of hose studies have found expression in the development of
aptitude t,s which attempt to give a general prognostic index ofthe individual's success as a teacher. Among these tests may be
distinguished roughlyitllies. The first more or less general type )(
may be repretlented by*the aptitude test for elementary and high-
school teachers, by Bathurst, Knight, Rugh, and Telford. This test
consists of six subtests under the following titles: (1) A professional 1
judgment test. (2) A test over the theory and practice, of teaching.
(3) A test covering reading comprehension. (4) A test of social in-
formation. (5) A test of school and class management. (6) A test
of -professional information.

The validity of the test is determined by till() correlation of "the
scores on this test with the judgments of superintendents and super-
visors who had observed the teaching efficiency of each teacher judged
for at least nearly one school year."

This general procedure was followed both for the elementary school
teachers and the high-school teachers. A multiple correlation be-
tween the judgments and the scores for elementary teachers on the
various testa was found to be 0.414, and for high-school teachers, 0.54.
There is evidence that this test has some value as an instrument.of
prognosis. However, until the reliability ofIthe test has been further
studied, it should be used with caution.

A slightly different test but of somewhat general character is the i
Stanford educational aptitude test devised by Milton B. Jensen. ''--
The test attempts to be more specific than the aptitude tests for ele-
mentary and high-school teachers, since it claims to predict the can-
didatefi' fitness for specific aspects of professional education, namely
(1) a combination of teaching-research, (2) a combination of research-

41 administration, and (3) a combination of teaching-administration.
Tlie test is a rather complex oné to score and the test itself is cast ina form of situations to which the candidate must give a judgment.
These situations are classed under three general headings, or rather,
form three separate tees: ..

1. Position preference ratings in which the prospective teichtiw is
asked to indicate a preference for type positions that might be
available.

2. Discipline cease problems in which certain juligments are required
in the solution of the problem set up.

3. This test centers around highrschool activities and ...gain asks
for a judgment in terms of certain general situations that appear in
the normal activities of the school, particularly as it effects com-
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munity relationship. The author describes the plan by which the
validity of the test was established as follows:

Each item of the test has been carefully weighted in such a manner as to give

its greatest possible contribution to each of the scales. Members of the criterion

groups (205 men in number) were selected on the basis of ratings by from one

to seven judges. Maximum values were obtained from these ratings by means

of statistical piocedure involving reliabilities and variabilities of the various
judges' ratings and the number of judges rating each individual. From these
weighted ratings cases were selected in such a manner as to give the best cate-
gorical selections with the smallest probable errors. Experience with the test
indicates that coefficients of correlation of from 0.80 to 0.90 may reasonably be

expected between test scores and ratings such as were used in selecting the
criterion groups. It was found that differences measured by the test are inde-

pendent of age, sex, professional training, and professional experience, and that
they are closely associated with self-ratings by individuals who have had exten-

sive professional training and experience. The re1ational:413s above mentioned

are shown by the correlations of the tests.

This test along with the test by Bathurst, Knight, Rugh, and Tel-

ford is considered» Max E. Engelhart in his appraisal of standard-
ized tests for students of education as the two outatanding teaching

iptitude tests now available (4).9 Another general aptitude test Akh has received considerable

attention is known as the George Washington University teaching

aptitude test. This test is divided into five parts: (1) Judgments in

teaching, (2) reasoning and information concerning school problems,

(3) comprehension and retention, (4) observation and recall, and (5)
recognition of mental states from facial expression. owever, thit
test has been subjected to rigorous and experimental :1 ures by

Anna R. Markt, of the National Kindergarten and Elenvntary Col-

lege of Chicago, and Prof. A. R. Gilliland, of Northwestern University.

In brief, they gave.the test to a group of 145 freshmen girls in the
National Kindergarten and Elementary College with no teaching

experience and another group of 143 sophomore gir f the same

institution with practice teaching experience of from 1: to 36 weeks.

They found that there was no significance in the relative scores of the.

two *groups although the reliability Coefficient for the test was rather
high. They concluded, however, that the test was a better test of

f' mental ability than it was of teaching aptitude.
A second somewhat distinct type of -aptitude test available is the

Vocational Interest Blank, developed by E. K. Strong, 'of Stanford
University. The test is broken up into eight subtests which attempt
to discover interest chiracteristics in a number of different categories.

Three reactions are 'possible for each situakionlike. indifference, or

dislike. The subject is supposed to register his first reactions to the

situation without permitting time for a studied response. Interest
profiles have been established for at liast 22 vocations and scoring

keys provided, one of which is for teachers.
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This test is validated by correlation with characteristic interests
of a selected successful group within a given vocation or profession
as the criterion. Norms are given with the score key for teachers.

The scale is based on the records of 193 educators, nearly au of whom are mem-
bers of Phi Delta Kappa (the national professional education fraternity) . Approx-
imately one-hatf are school administrators, one-third teach education in normal
schools and colleges, and one-fourth teach in high schools or gran:kJ:par schools.

The thirds( and first quartiles and inedian scores are given with
grad :tem. A, B, B+ B , and G.established with the per cent
of the total distribution of marks given for each grade. Unfortu-
nately no further data were available to the writer on the reliability
or validity of the test for teachers. However, Strong in his Manual
for Vocational Interest Blank, September, 1930, page 10, makes this
cautious statement:

It will be some time before the validity of this test can be exactly determined.
Results so far obtained ihow that the test has genuine merit.

The validity of the test rests finally upon the assumption that
there are dominant interest characteristics peculiar to vocational and
professional groups, and that these dominant interests are either
native or are so early and firmly established in the individual that
at least by the time later adolescence is reached these interests
have developed fixity or essential permanency. That the perms.n.ent
nature of these dominant interests is accepted by psychologists in the
vocational field is now quite generally recognized. The development
of predictive tests based upon basic interest factors in the teaching
profession gives promise of significant results.

A third type of predictive test developed for tes4ers is beit repre-
sented by Dr. Elizabeth Morris' tráit index L test. This test usumes
to indicate the presence (If certain personal traits considered essential
to the successful teacher. As Doctor Morris explains:

The concept of leadenhip is a useful way of designating or referring to those
forms of behavior which inclu4 broad interests, control of feeling, tactful manage-
ment, readiness and ability to undertake activitios (often called initiative and
resourcefulness), cooperativeness, enthusiasm, symliathy, and the like. More-
over, each of these terms refers to forms of behavior that may contribute to suc-
cess in teaching (and---in terms of equivalent situationeto success in other
professions). Therefore, reactions to a series of situations involving these ',tend-
encies as they occur in teaching, are indicative of probable success, especially
in that profession.

This point of view is set forth in these words:
Personality fig the total blend of reaction tendencies, and these tendencies

must be miaowed in terms of definite situation& An individuals' personility to
a great extent reflects the kind of stimuli which his environment constitutes for
him. There is some recognition of this interplay of outer conditions and inner
tendenáles hi explantlion of the. success of a stwient under one set of conditions
whereas there was failure under - different conditions. Selection of teachers,'
however, *al naturally be guided by the standard, " We desire persons who are
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most apt to succeed in the various probable teaching situations." It is important,
therefore, to measure as many significant tendencies of the individual as possiblefts

The general quality of leadership was accepted as a complex trait
around which centered more specific personal qualities of "resource-
fulness (iricluding much of ifiventiveness and originality), insight,
tact, degree of positiveness, and certain emotional attitudes" (13).
The trait index is composed of five sections. Section I contains a
list of 56 items for which the subject indicates his likes or dislikes,
much as in the Strong interest blank, except a range of five rather than
three "aspects of feeling" may be recorded for each item. Doctor
Morris suggests that this procedure was based on the rather general
view, "Tell me what a person likes and I will tell you what kind of a
person he is." Section II attempts to evaluate the subject's resource-
fulness, insight, and attitudes. Sections III, IV, and V are designed
in similar fashion to measure other qualities that enter into the
composite traitleadership; such as in III, tact, initiative; in IV,
degree of positiveness of judgment, and in V, characteristic:feeling
attitudes.

Doctor Morris found a correlation between the trait index L test
and practice teaching grades of 0.463 ± 0.068 (p. 3). While recognizing
the weaknesses of practice teaching grades as a criterion, the author
justifies her procedure by a quotation from Doctot Whitney's study

. of 1924:

Whitney's statistical study shows that grades taken from even geographically
scattered schools justify the following comment: "The correlation between
teaching succeis and student teaching remains the highest correlation when all
other variables are kept constant."

Although Doctor Morris employed the most approved techniques in
this exhaustive study one can not be greatly impresspd with the value
of trait index L as a predictive device for the selection of aspirants
to the teaching profession. In the first place, while validated aiiinst
the criterion of grades in cadet teaching, the reliability wis established
with only "60 college seniors pteparing to teach in high sychools,
selected because various kinds of measures were available for each
of them" (14). In fairness tò the work of Doctor Morris it needs be
said that other groups, some much lorger in number,. were used to
determine the value of certain personal traits for use in the test.

ondly, the criterion of cadet teaching success is not a reliable
(énoug' standard by which to validate a test which iri*olyes reactions

to emotional situations. 71_, Doctor Morris admits that it was
extzemely difficult to disc4;14i-aaracteristic and sharply aocentuated
differentiation of response patterns between groups of recognized
good and poor teachers.. 0.1.41t, the low correlation of, the test 0.463
does not suggest a piedictivi-divice of great value. However, there
seems to be much of worth suggested in the theory that lies back Cof the
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construction of this test. Successful teaching does call into play
certain personality traits which all are ready to acknowledge though
these traits can be defined or identified but vaguely. Further research
in this direction may prove most valuable in the development of
satisfactory teaching aptitude tests.

An example of the fourth type of teaching aptitude test available is
Coxe-Orleans prognosis test of teaching ability. Except that it is
labeled a predictive measure of teaching aptitude, a discussion of the
test would seem not in place in this paper. In fact, its provision for
serious' discussion may more properly belong to the paper of the
preceding speaker. Back of this test is the implicit assumption that
scholastic achievement is a valid criterion of future teaching success.
This assumption is definitely set forth by the authors in their Manual
of Directions, page 4, as follows:

It is understood that the value of such predictive measures is greater if they
deal directly with the student's ability to teach than with his ability to master
the work of the teacher-training institution. As data are obtained of the value
of thesb measures in predicting success in teaching they will be made available.For the time being the contention is offered that the student who does well in
the work of the teacher-training institution is more likely to be successful in
teaching.

The test is divided into five major parts with several of the parts
divided into smaller sections. The plan of the test is essentially
that of a survey of the subject's knowledge of facts and theories of
education.

Part I. General information test. It preeents a point of view and
acquaintance with generally accepttd opinions relative to education.

Part II. Professional interest test. This also presents a point of
view and acquaintance with generally accepted opinions relative to
education.

Part III. Lessons in education. Here a series of situations are
presented and questions to be answered given.

Part IV. Reading comprehension. Paragraphs are given about
which the students' powers of analysis and understanding are tested.

Part V. Problems of education. This test presents crucial problems
in American education an4 then a series of questions seams judgments
from the subjects on these issues.

The test requires three hours to efomplete, is well organized and
thorugh. It may be valuable as an instniment with which to predict
the academic success of students but is of doubtful value as a measure
of teaching aptitude. Even as a predictive measure of academic
achievement in the normal school the authors present evidence to
show that the Terman group test of mental ability is slightly better
ihan the aptitude test as a predictive device of achievement success
in the normal school of New York State.
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V. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

1. Interest in predictive factors of teaching success is of compara-
tively recent date. Very little had been done prior to 1925. Since
that time major interest has developed in this field.

2. In some masure the work in this field has paralleled the transi-
tional development of mental tests and aptitude tests in other voca-
tions. Two broad trends have been in evidence in most studies of
teaching: (a) The attempt to discover teacher traits or qualities
directly related to teaching, and (b) tilts attempt to devise tests of a

somewhat general nature which would measure or predict teaehing
success.

3. Thus far the studies of traits and factors predictive of teaching
success have not been reassuring. Intelligence, general scholarship,
and achievement in professional courses have shown disappointingly
low correlations with later teaching success. Practice teaching
experience alone has Ahown a significant relationship to later teaching
success. Unfortunately this factor does not have high enough pre-
dictive value to be used with confidence and, since it compels at the
close of the training period of the prospective teacher is of no iipparent
value in the selecting of those who should enter the professional
training in education.

4. The attempt to devise tests of measurement of general teaching
aptitude appears, in the light of thé-history of mental testing and
present research milks in this field, to hold greatest promise for the
future. As yet the aptitude toots available are at best crude and of
little value, though two or three are suggestive.

5. A more serious situation faces the training schools charged with
responsibility for educating aspirants for the profession. Adequate
curricula can not with confidence be provided until better knowledge
is available of those elements of training contributory to success in
teachhig. Further careful research would appear to be the prereq-
uisite to the solution of the problem.
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